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Mr. Chairman, Gentlemen, 

My purpose here is not to revtew the history of the 

financial problems raised by the reconstruction ·of Europe, 

but rather to give you my personal opinion of the finan

cial prospects of the Western European countries viewed 

in the light of present conditions. By financial prospects 

I mean both balanced internal finances and equilibrium 

in external payments. These are two aspects of one and 

he same thing: monetary stability. My views can be 
summarized as follows: 

In the first place, it seems to me that Europe has 

been cured of ccinflationism". Stability has now been 

restored in most countries. In the second place, the 

dangers which still threaten stability are mainly the need 

to find a proper balance between two inevitable burdens: 

investment and armament expenditures. To meet these 

expenditures Europeans must call on credit. In many 

respects then the problem today is more how to restore 

and develop savings and revitalize financial markets 

than how co restore stability. 

Thirdly, I am personally hopeful about the future, 

unless of course a world catastrophe of a political and 

military nature should occur. 

Lee me take these points, one after the other. 

I. 

A friend of mtne recently made the point to me that 

there were two kinds of inflation: one was inflation 

proper, or that usually due to inevitable pressures such 

as war or reconstruction. This type can be halted when 

these pressures come to an end. The other kind, he 

called u inflationism", meaning the complacent attitude of 



citizens or governments who see prices rise and currencies 

depreciate, and enjoy the stimulants resulting therefrom, 

making no attempt to check them. It is quite apparent 

that while there may still be inflationary pressures in 
Europe, uinflationism" is dead. 

The rather dramatic restoration of the currency in 

Germany has tended to overshadow a number of monetary 

reforms in other countries which are equally remarkable. 

Holland, for instance, shows a constant increase in its 

monetary reserves; it has even reached the stage where 

it can relax import controls, including discrimination 

against dollar imports, and monetary controls, including 

obstacles to movements of capital a·t least within Europe. 
Holland, a constant debtor at the beginning of European 

Payments Union, is now showing consistent surpluses in 

its transactions with Europe. This has been achieved 

largely thanks to a series of budget surpluses, accom

panied by intelligent and energetic credit management. 

Now that the monetary market is we 11 in hand, as a re

sult of many years of continuous effort, the Netherlands 

see ins to have reached a degree of stability and solidity, 

financially $peaking, which is comparable to that pre

vailing in Belgium. As evidence of this there is a con

ference now under way studying the possibility of estab

lishing a common trade and payment policy and of freeing 
capital movements between the two countries. 

Belgium, as you know, has been considered for the 

last nine years, financially speaking, the strongest coun

try in Europe next to Switzerland. It had suffered less 

destruction than most other countries; it benefitted by 

substantial accruals of foreign exchange immediately 

after the end of the war --- and this on top of a stringent 

monetary reform. Its main products, such as steel, were 
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so much in demand for reconstruction purposes that it 

had a considerable trade advantage and was until recently, 

a consistent creditor in the European Payments Union. 

Its monetary policy remained remarkably conservative 

throughout. Its current budget was regularly in balance 

and investment expenditures were allowed to reach only 

the amount which could actually be financed out of bor

rowings from sources other than the Central Bank. This 

allowed Belgium to devalue by only 13% in 1949. Belgium 

>has also practically abolished import restrictions and 

discrimination against dollar imports. 

The tremendous influence of internal monetary policy 

on external payments has been demonstrated anew in 

1953 by Austria. Ever since the war, Austria has leaned 

heavily on foreign aid and had undergone several currency 

devaluations. Last year, however, it tightened up severely 

on credits and great restraint was shown in the nation

wide wage agreement between industry and labor unions. 

The result was a surplus in the balance of payment of 

Austria with EPU. This is all the more remarkable as 

A us tria used to export very largely to the Danube basin 

and now has been obliged to redirect its trade toward 

the West. This difficulty was considered so great that 

EPU had long regarded Austria as a permanent balance 
of pay~ent problem-child or, in EPU jargon, a ((structural 

debtor,. The history of Austria in 1953 is, in itself, a 
demonstration that there is no such thing as a ft structural 

debtor". 

More recently, in Greece, comparable developments 

took place. Greece also had been classified as a so
called ustructural debtor,. Last year stringent budgetary 

and monetary measures were taken and, after a 50% de

valuation, exchange controls were practically abolished. 
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The reserves of the Bank of Greece, like those of the 

National Bank of Austria, have been on the up-grade 

ever since. 

Italy; like Germany, had been plunged into terrible 
chaos at the end of the war. The disorder in internal 

transactions was so great that the monetary and credit 

reforms introduced by President Einaudi when he was 

still Minister of the Budget in 1947, have continued to 

have strong popular support ever since. It was possible 

for the Italian government to take the risk of shocking 

the country into stability. Interestingly enough, this has 

been done without completely balancing the budget; the 

government still has a substantial deficit (around 28% of 

expenditures until last year, some 20% now). But control 

over bank credit has been so well managed that individual 

business requests have taken second priority to the 

government's. The government thus has financed its 

deficits out of genuine savings and monetary stability 

was in fact attained before the devaluation of 1949 and 
has since been preserved. 

France had not gone through such a chaotic period as 
Italy or Germany and inflation was continued for a longer 

period, largely due to the need for financing Treasury 

deficits for reconstruction and modernization purposes. 

But since Mr. Pinay came to power at the beginning of 

1952, stability has been the rule; prices have stopped 

rising and the free market for gold and foreign bills has 

collapsed. In other words, the budget deficit, which still 

amounts to around 15% of expenditures, has had no in

flationary effects. American aid and a slight slowing 

down of business have, of course, had an influence in 

this respect but, at the end of 1953 and the beginning of 

1954 when business picked up, prices still remained 
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stable. This is, to my mind, largely attributable to a 

slowing down of the velocity of money, or -- as one used 

to say thirty years ago -- to the return of confidence. 

shall revert to this concept of velocity a little later. 

Britain, as you know, has been able to achieve sta

bility also. Its now famous austerity policy, together 

with a very reasonable attitude on the part of the banks 

which did not expand business loans, have prevented rises 

} n prices since 19 51 after they ad jus ted to post de val ua

tion and Korean boom levels. : Foreign trade has expanded 

and the pound is in effect becoming a scarce currency. 

True, England keeps import restrictions hardly less 

drastic than France and continues, with the rest of the 

sterling area, important discriminations against dollar 

imports. But the improvement in its position has allowed 

the United Kingdom to reopen some international raw 

material markets, to give access to the transferable 

sterling system to a num her of countries, and to reopen 

a gold market in London. 

As a record of achievement, this list is fairly im

pressive. It ought to be added immediately that this is 

not entirely due to internal efforts: foreign assistance, 

in particular United States assistance, has been a con

siderable factor. Since V-E Day, U.S. economic aid has 

meant nearly $7 billion for the U.K., 5 for France, 4 for 

Germany and 2.5 for Italy. This is recognized in each 

and every one of these countries. At present this eco

nomic assistance has considerably declined. There is 

of course extensive military aid. But this does not con

sist of a simple addition of American resources as did 

economic assistance. A large part of military aid makes 

dollars available from the U.S. government for purchases 
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made in these countries for export, or represents pay

ments by the American military establishments for ser

vices rendered or goods delivered to them on the spot. 

An interesting point should be made here: Inter-

national movements of capital have been overshadowed 

by the tremendous amounts granted or loaned by t'he 

United States; they have, nevertheless, continued and 

within certain monetary areas, quite considerable move

ments have taken place. London, for instance, has ex

ported capital, in particular to the Commonwealth, in an 

amount which is of the same order of magnitude as the 

American aid received by Britain. The reconstruction of 

the United Kingdom was thus almost entirely achieved 

out of its own resources. But the U.K. had the foreign 

exchange benefit of receiving additional dollars without 

corresponding exports to the dollar area. 

In a similar fashion, France has exported capital to 

its overseas territories. Quite aside from the cost of the 

Indochinese war, France has probably reexported to the 

rest of the franc area resources equivalent to about one

fourth of the American aid received by it. This is in 

keeping with the intent of American foreign economic 

policy, which was to assist not only the metropolitan 

territories devastated by the war, but also to maintain 

the economic links existing between England and France 

on one hand and the developing territories of the world 

with which they have close ties. 

Holland had the full benefit of American aid after the 

cessation of the Indonesian conflict. Most other European 

countries received both the resources and the foreign 

exchange arising from American aid and could reap the 
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full benefit from them. It is impossible to appraise the 

extent to which a "leak of resources" to dependent terri

tories or associated countries has constituted a burden to 

England and France as compared with the other Western 

European countries • . But it is probable that the rate of 

recovery has been hastened when the country receiving 

aid did not have to pass on part of the benefit to others. 

Another· international factor w hie h has contributed to 

consolidating the financial position of Europe is the con

siderable decline in international raw material prices 

which followed the Korean boom. It will be remembered 

that in 1952 there was a let-down in production in Europe. 

But by the end of 1953 a pick-up was noticeable while 

the terms of trade of Europe were, on the whole, improving. 

This has had two re stilts: in the first place in most 

countries the money supply has expanded further, but 

without bringing about a rise of internal prices . . If world 

prices had been on the upgrade, it is probable that the 

monetary expansion which took place in France, for in

stance, would have had inflationary effects. The fall of 

world prices, however, allowed French monetary expan

sion to be a factor of stability or anti-deflation. . The 

other result is that competition between European coun

tries for export markets .has become keener and keener and 
this directly affects the position of American exporters 

which had been until recently almost unchallenged. This 
is, in fact, a return to normalcy. 
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II. 

This encouraging picture is, however, not without 

some shadows. The European countries are now confronted 

with a return to normalcy in world trade, inc I uding hard 

competition, and, in addition, to the need for high arma

ment expenditures. The return to normalcy involves the 

danger of stagnation in levels of income. It is true that 

all the countrieS', including Germany, have achieved levels 

of income which are higher than before the war although 

consumption has increased less than overall income. 

But for two reasons European countries cannot interrupt 

Investment: ( 1) they must maintain employment and (2) 

they must make possible future growth of income and 

improve productivity to compete internationally. 

The unemployment aspect cannot be neglected • . Re

construction and modernization have created jobs for · a 

great number of people. The workingman has been accus

tomed to what the economists like to call "over full

employment" -- that is, overtime and overtime pay, labor 

shortages, numerous. work opportunities. In a climate of 

inflation this is almost normal unless you have structural 
conditions such as those prevailing in Germany and Italy, 

where refugees or an overabundant land population reach 

figures of millions. Now stabilization brings a bout an 

elimination of numerous activities fostered by the expecta

tion of rising prices, high profits disappear, efficiency 
and economy again become fundamental. Over full-em

ployment is bound to give way to some readjustments in 
production, and unemployment again becomes a threat. 
As long as it is just a restoration of a healthy mobility 

of manpower through which workers can be attracted into 

the more profitable endeavors, no harm is done. But 
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usually these developments are more stringent, for a 

period at least. In the twenties, each country which 

underwent a currency reform experienced a 11 Stabilization 

crisis". The British crisis actually lasted until the 

middle thirties. The 1952 slow-down in production in 

Europe was not only the result of the world textile crisis, 

it was undoubtedly a widespread stabilization adjustment. 

On top of this came a slow-down of economic activity in 

the U.S. In fact the decline here has not affected Europe 

,.and the last six months have been a period of renewed 

economic progress in Europe. It is hard to believe, how

ever, that a continued downward trend in the United States 

would remain without effect on the other side of the 

Atlantic. But even if the possible U.S. influence could 

be disregarded, the return to normalcy means for all 

countries, not only the U.S., that the stimulus arising 

from reconstruction and increased armament expenditures 

will tend to decline. In other words, what makes stability 

more easy to achieve is the very thing that makes un

employment more threatening. This is one of the reasons 

that efforts will have to be made to maintain investments. 

The other reason, of course, is that for income to 

grow tomorrow, investment must be made today. True, 

it is probably not necessary to maintain the exceptionally 

high level of investment which reconstruction has made 

necessary and which the Marshall Plan has made pos

sible. But conversely, new investments will not yield 

the same high returns as those made for reconstruction. 

At that time, it was a matter of loosening up bottlenecks, 

today each investment is an addition in an already function

ing economy. Furthermore, some investments, while 

improving the standard of living, contribute little to the 

productive capacity of the country. This is true tn the 
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case of housing, a predominant need in France, Germany, 

England and Belgium. It is inconceivable that Europe 

should voluntarily let its rate of investment decline 

much more. 

With the cessation of American econonuc aid, the 

problem• of financing investment has become uppermost. 

Unless it is financed out of genuine sa~ings, that is to 

say taxation or borrowing from other sources than the 

Central Bank, new investment implies monetary expansion 

and inflationary pressures. The consolidation of con

fidence in the currency is therefore the greatest problem 

for all Western European countries. Without long-term 

confidence, bond issues are impossible. Savings by 

existing business through reinvestment of earnings has 

been encouraged and takes up a large share of the burden. 

But to the extent that prosperous business retains its 

earnings and does not distribute dividends, it makes 

money savings on the part of individual shareholders 

that much more difficult, and as a result government 

or . private borrowings have a smaller cash basis to rely 

on. Savings habits are, however, difficult to restore 

when consumption needs are heavy and overriding, as 

they were in the first post-war years; They are, furt~er
more, impossible to . restore except for business savings, 

as I said before, in a period of unstable currency • . The 

first step is of course to deter citizens from spending 

currency more quickly than t~ey actually need to~ . The 

temporary acceleration of the use of the currency which 

accompanied active inflation disappeared with the estab

lishment of stability. As I pointed out at the be ginning, 

velocity of money has t~nded to decline • . 
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But before savings are made available for long-term 

investment, the saver wants some assurance that monetary 

stability will endure over a period, otherwise he will 

concentrate on short-term investment in gold and foreign 

exchange. This means that he will export his capital. 

There are indications -- the price of gold on the free 

market is one, the scattered reports from the Swiss market 

is another -- that this flight of capital a broad is sub

siding. We have not yet reached the point, however, 

,.particularly in France, when dishoarding is becoming a 

possibility. In Greece and Austria some of the new mone

tary reserves are coming from repatriation. 

In the meantime, credit is expensive. Medium-term 

interest is high; this is true particularly for France, 

Italy, Germany and Austria. In Holland and England, 

and also in Belgium, medium- and long-term rates are 

much more reasonable and compare not unfavorably with 

American, Canadian or Swiss rates. But rationing of 

public issues remains necessary almost everywhere. As 

long as new investments do not find sufficient sources of 

finance., recourse to the central government is necessary 

and the pressure on the Treasury, particularly in France 

and Italy, but also in Belgium, remains considerable. 

This particular financing problem would probably 

have been solved quite some time ago in most countries 

had it not been compounded by the tremendous require

ments of the Western European governments for armament 

purposes. Economically speaking, armament expenditures 

are obviously a waste. From the point of view of man

power, however, it is probable that the renewal of activity 

in the field of armaments has prevented a decline 1n 

employment which might have followed the collapse of 
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the Korean boom. But the financing of these expenditures 

is, again, a burden on the governments concerned. The 

respective shares of each country have been determined 

by the N.A TO agreement and here, England and France 

have taken the biggest part. Compared to their gross 

national product, their respective contribution is some

where between 10 and 11% as against 13% for the U.S. • 

The contributions of Greece and Turkey 3:re around 7%; 

those of Belgium and the Netherlands are over 6.5% . The 

lowest figures are for Italy and Denmark (below 5%). 

This explains why the British and French Treasuries 

feel this additional impact more than the others; it also 

explains why the main part of American military aid has 

gone to England and France. For Germany, occupation 

costs amount to roughly 6% of its gross national product. • 

If a German army is constituted, it is expected that its 

defense expenditures will reach 9% of gross national 

product. 

As a matter of fact, one has reached the strange 

situation where England, France and Italy actually earn a 

surplus in dollars, thanks very largely to military aid. 

France and Italy have a deficit with their European trading 

partners which comes to light at every monthly settlement 

of the European Payments Union . . The French, having 

reached their quota, pay their deficit entirely in dollars; 

the Italians pay a bout 50% of their deficit in dollars . . In 

other words, the creditor countries in Europe, Germany, 

Holland, Belgium, earn dollars from their trade · with 

France and Italy. In spite of this loss of dollars to their 

European trading partners, all the European countries 

have increased their reserves of gold and dollars during 

the last year. . Practically all of the increase in ~old 
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and dollar holdings of $2.5 billion which countries out

side the United States have experienced in 1953 accrued 

to Europe. This is in itself a striking indication of the 

return to stability. 

III. 

The picture I have drawn is one of progress. Foreign 

aid and reconstruction have prevented social collapse 

and lifted Western Europe from the poverty of wartime. 

"Production is now everywhere higher than prewar. Better 

budget and monetary management have restored a balance 

in international payments in country ·after country. But 

this is not absolutely general and the solidity of financial 

recovery is not as well esta b.lished as recovery in pro

duction. That is, Germany, Holland, Belgium are not 

risking a return to convertibility without Britain. Britain 

is cautious, as are the Scandinavian countries, and Italy 

still has a difficult public finance problem. France, as 

you know, has not solved some of its own internal prob

lems, although like the others it was able to increase 

its gold and dollar reserves last year. The fact is that 

a number of issues remain unresolved. Some of them re-
I 

late to the immediate future. Others are of a long-term 

nature and are almost structural. 

The biggest immediate uncertainty is, of course, the 

character of American military aid. Is it semi-permane·nt 

or will it be short-lived? For my part, I find it difficult 

to believe that a substantial decline in U.S. military aid 

would not follow a slowing down in the military effort of 

the European countries themselves. It seems likely there

fore that military aid will continue in some form for a per

iod of years and this should be an element of strength for 
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all European countries including those who are still 1n 

need of adjustments in their financial policies. 

The second big que scion mark is economic activity 

In the United States. The pessimists who had forecast 

that a decline of business here would bring about a more 

than proportionate reduction in imports have been wrong, 

at least as far as imports from Europe are concerned. In 

January and February they were roughly 10% belpw a year 

ago, while the aggregate decline is around 12%. At the 

same time your exports to Europe have been slightly re

duced. The change that: has so far occurre.d is more 

likely to result in a slowing down of the improvement in 

European reserves than in a deterioration of their general 

p'osition. 

Less immediate, but in a way more serious, are some 

structural problems. Most of them have social and p oli

tical aspects. I have already pointed to the overriding 

importance of the housing problem in many countries. 

Taxation is also more a social than a technical problem. 

France, Italy, and Belgium, for instance, rely heavily 

upon indirect taxation. The difficulty is not so much the 

amount of tax evasion but rather the inequities in the 

distribution of the tax burden. The accumulation of 

excises and indirect taxes is now built into the price 

system and brings about distortions in costs as compared 

to foreign costs. A third instance: structural unemploy

ment in Italy and Germany cannot help bringing pressure 

'Upon the government of these countries to push invest

ment or production for exports and it requires all the 

wisdom of their statesmen to keep these demands within 

the limits of actually available resources. 
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But there is a strong countervailing influence and 

this is what makes me hopeful. This influence is the 

lesson of experience. Germany, Austria, Greece in a 

dramatic fashion, Italy, the Netherlands, Belgium through 

continued effort, Britain through effort and in spite of 

many ups and downs, have demonstrated that stability 

could be attained and that life without inflation had its 

advantages. France has tasted stability for two years 

now. The risk the statesmen run today is not so much 

to become unpopular because of severe policies. The 

risk they run is rather that too much indulgence or com

placency' on their part may throw their country back into 

currency depreciation and that they will be made respon

sible for this relapse. It has become safer to follow wise 

policies. 

If convertibility were now to become possible, the 

confidence which the Europeans have in themselves 

would become clear to all. Moreover, it would be a com

mitment to wise financial management. 
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Leonard B. RIST 

FIRST WORLD TB@E CONFERENQi 
i 

May 17, 1954 

p. S, FOREIGN ECONONIC P~"'LIQY - A.T'J INTERNATIONAL 

VIE1rlPO INT 

When the Washington Board of Trade asked me to 

a pp ear on this program this morning, I was sn deeply 

flattered that I could not resist the temptation. It 

is an honor indeed to be called upon to address this 

audience, together with so distinguished speakers. But 

I must confess that my appreciation uf it is clouded 

by a very sincere feeling ~f embarrassment. Foreign 

economic policy does not only affect the 0utside world: 

it is largely a matter of internal p9l1cy and it affects 

collective and private interests within your country. 

1fuo am I to dare to present my outsider's comments ? 

:~ .. 
I found comfort, hoi'll"ever, in the story of Robert 

Fulton, engineer, businessman and pamphleteer, who came 

from Pennsylvanla- to my country in 1797 to advocate 
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free trade amnng nations. He addressed t he Directory 

of the French Republic as 11 Friends of Hankindn and 

assured them that the "tnrell being of France 't~ould be 

promoted by the abolition of tariffs and all restrict

ions on foreign trade... His elnquence "tnras lost on both 

sides of the Atlantic and my country, like yours, has 

for long been classified as protectionist. In both 

nations, however, the fight for more liberal trade 

policies is an over recm~rent one and it is against 

that background that I feel encouraged to speak today 

to another group of "Friends vf Hankind 11 ••• 

~e privilege of the foreigner who observes your 

forei gn economic policy is tha t he can abstract himself 

f rom the discussions "tnlhich SUl"'round tho subj oct and from 

the conflicts of interests which arise therefrom. He 

can look at tho rosul ts only, and here he cann".t help 

gathering a feeling of cnntinuity. It would seem that 

more and more your nation has become aware &f the 

tremendous burden and responsibilities 1.vhich yCJur present 

position ~f power -- I mean both economic and military 

power -- has thrust upon you. Incidentally, it is an 

intriguing phenGmcnon that for the first time in histery 

a country has achieved a position of overwhelming power 

't~ri tho ut seeming t~ enjoy it. Tho increasing conscious

ness of yeur relative position in the world is far from 

being one of delight in your relative advantages. It 
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could have been one of concentration on your own direct 

interests, on your o~;n internal problems, on your Ov·rn 

private prosperity, but the facts have been harder than 

egotism and over since the beginning of tvorld vlar II 

you have consciously pursued a policy based on the idea 

that the prosperity of your neighbors 1-1as a condition 

of your O'tvn. 

The over~n1elming share you took in UNRP~ may 

perhaps be explained by the desire to prevent further 

hardships, by more warmheartedness; but when it came 

to the Narshall Plan and the systematic reconstruction 

of product 1 ve capacity in Europe, you 't·H;re alroady 

building up competitors. As this competition grew and 

the search for outlets became more urgent, your own 

market became a more and mol"'e tempting field for 

foreign products. The yess1miets may have forecast 

a return of ~his country to more protection. Quite 

the contrary. You have not reneged on the Reciprocal 

Trace .A6Te cment Act; you kept 1 t alive and your Admi

nistration is . trying to enst~e its continuation for 

several years. 

But there arc minor points which seem to me even 

:wore I!'!Pan~_ngful: in 194? and 1948 you introduced in 

the Reciprocal Trade ~greement Act the escape clause 

and the peril point provision. Anxiety 1oJas expressed 

abroad since it could have turned into a setback for 
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the more liberal trend in your trade policy. But of 

about 50 applications examined by th~ Tariff Commission, 

only 3 gave rise to corrective e..ction by the Executive, . 

involving ~3 million in trade. All others were rejected. 

In 1953 alone, 11 applications were rejected. 

Another example of your consideration for the 

interest of others is the careful manner in ~rhich 

agricultural surpluses have be en managed by your govern

ment. It could have been a great temptation for the 

American producers or the Commodity Credit Corporation 

to dump some of these surpluses without consideration 

for repercussions abroad in the field of prices or 

production. But while the Administration is attempting 

to encourage American agricultural exports by such 

means as the sale in foreign currencies or certain 

subsidies intended to bridge the gap between internal 

and external prices, no unilateral action was t~ken 

which co uld have disorganized the t-;orld markets. 

~~en, on top of this all, a Committee composed 

both of legislators and private citizens under the 

leadership of M~. Randall, issues a report asking that 

the liberalization process be continued as a long-term 

policy, and moreover, 'tr·rhen the .Administration endorsef? 

this program, the optimists'predictions a~e confirmed. 

They had contended that the line you had follo~ved ~1 ther

to 't'liOUld not be reversed, and they tr.rere vindicated. 
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As long as quick expansion of production was the 

rule, as long as foreign competitors v.:ere so absorbed 

by their own reconstruction that they caused little 

concern to your manufacturers, it was easier to advocate 

a more liberal pol~cy. But 't'le stand not·r at the end 

of the postwar era. The stimuli brought to business 

every".rhere by filling the backlog of consumer demands, 

by reconversion, by reconstruction, and on top of it 

all, by the accelerated rearmament brought abo~t by 

Korea, these stimuli have not,r run their course. 

Productive capacity has adapted . to high levels of 

demand and urges to be utilized. Unless a new catas

trophe occurs in the political ~ .. rorlcl, business is bound 

to face heavier compctitlon internally and externally. 

And it is at this time that your A~~in1stration is 

trying to formulate a long-run policy on the lines 

recoLrnended by ~w. Randall's Commission. This means 

in fact that, rather than looking at your domestic 

economy in isolation, you have come to considering 

it in the perspective of the economic gro1nTth of the 

'tvorld. Others tvill speak of your dependency on foreign 

supplies. I v.:ould like to point out the trenendous 

potential! ties of interchange on a '·.rorld scale. 

II ene of the great openings one can see ~or the 

pro~uctive capacity of the United States and other 

industrial nations is the development of underdeveloped 
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countries. The Randall Report has, I feel, given 

insufficient emphasis to the long-run prospect that 

economic development in less advanced parts of the 

't·rorld t·.rill more and more bring business . to the more 

advanced ones. It is not enough to say that the raw 

material potential of many countries should be enhanced 

to satisfy the demands of the more advanced countries 

and that a flotr.r of capital for that purpose ;-rill b~ 

beneficial to both lending and recipient countries. 

It is true enough, but by far too narrow· a vie't'IT of th? 

forces 1-,rhich make possible the process of development. 

Nore important perhaps is that economic advance does 

take the shape of technical improvement in agriculture, 

mining, industry, that 't:rith higher incomes ne"'r needs 

come to light, that, in other words, advanced countries 

are being called upon not only to buy the products of 

the underdeveloped ~'lorld, but to sell to 1 t their Ot'l!n 

machinery, equipment and ltno-rv-ho1.v. 

The outlets offered by this 't·J'orld-1rride drive for 

industrialization and technical advance, even in abTi

culture, are bound to grow. It is, in fact, to the 

interest of the advanced countries that income in the 

less advanced should gro-v.r further and· quickly. ~~ui te 

aside from social or humanitarian considerations, the 

exchanges of goods and. services v.rill per force be more 

active among richer nations than they can be between 
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rich and poor. Is it not striking that before the 

Nar one could estimate that.the citizens of developed 

countries purchased each ~p5.80 of U.S. exports, those 

of the intermediate areas . ~, l.25, and those of uncler

developed no more than ;; o •. ?O _ ? 

Another illustration of the relationship between 

economic advance as represented by income and the need 

to import more is the fact that Canada increased its 

income five and a half times during the last half 

century and increased its imports seven times during 

the same period, Australia between 1915 and 1938 

increased 1 ts income t't·ro ~nd half times and its imports 

by almost the same amount. The United States during 

t he last fifty years increased its income 17 times and 

its imports 12 times. This is less than others but 

still proves my pdint. 

I shall come back to the effects of industrializ

ation upon foreign trade. In the meantime, I should 

like to stress the overt...rhelming influence qf interna

tional trade in the process of development. Routine 

external trade has been a much more po\verful element 

in fostering the advance of developing co·untries than 

any other external factor, including foreign investments. 

The proceeds from t :neir exports have al1vays paid 

for an infinitely greater share of t heir imports than 
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did the inflow of capital. Without the direct proceeds 

of tobacco, cotton anc3. wheat from the u.S., t-ri thout the 

earnings of your shipping, the means for your industrial 

development 'tvould have come to you much slower in the 

XIX century. C~nada has benefitted far more from its 

sales of wheat, newsprint and minerals than by imports 

of foreign resources in the form of capital. Had there 

been no wheat or beef to be exported by the Argentine, 

the building of its railroads, of its ports and of its 

industries and all the ~mports which made them possible 

would have been delayed. When during the last war, 

ra\<1]' materials, T;rhich had been hard to sell during the 

depression, were eagerly sought by the Western Allies, 

the producing nations reaped the full benefit from 

their exports and found th~mselves again on the road 

to quick economic progres s . They of course draw 

similar advantages v-.rhen the prices of their exports 

become more favorable to them. Today the South American 

continent earn several billion dollars more from its 

coffee than it had done previously. Its advance is 

therefore greatly hastened. The same was true of the 

countries which could take advantage of a rise in their 

raw material prices during the Korean boom. But the 

point I want to make is that the progress the under

developed countries can achieve, thanks to an improve

ment in the market for their )lroducts - Hhether it 

1-·rill be in volume or in price -- is inevitably reflected 
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in the higher imports they are able to pay for and 

vrhich must come from the industrialized countries •. 

Far from me the idea that trade is the only 

important element. Capital movements are indeed essen

tial. The growth of North ~nerica has been greatly 

hastened by them. The institution to 1~ich I belong 

has as its function to facilitate them. The Randall 

Commission has suggested means to stimulate the export 

of capital from this country. Ca~ital wovements do 

have a great role to play and they can tomorrow as they 

have yesterday make it possible for the less advanced 

to buy more of the imports they need again from the 

more advanced countrief\ --than they Nould be able.to 

do if they had to rely only on their Olffi resources. 

But unless 'f,'l!e talk of grants, which do not have to be 

repaid, the capital transferred in the form of agency 

or government loans or in the form of private lending 

or private direct participations, has to be serviced 

and repaid. Whatever special incentives may be given 

to it, for instance in the form of tax relief, the 

prospective creditor or the ~respective investor will, 

when he appraises the risk t-,rhich he may run, look first 

and foremost to the ~.)respects of trade. vvnat are the 

chances, he 1·1ill ask, that goods and services from the 

debtor country 1n1ill be able to find markets 'l In 

other "t-:ords, Hhile it is true that the funds he will 
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provide v"li 11 allo,,; for a sur)lus of imports to flo"t·.r 

to the recipient country, his contribution will be 

based on the assumptions that balance is not out of 

reach. There is no doubt that the economic advance 

of less favored nations v.rill provide a tremendous and 

grovring outlet for the products of the more advanced 

countries, provided the underdeveloped countries have 

both the income and the ezchange 1·ri th t-rh1ch to purchase 

our products. It is therefore to the interest of the 

industrial countries both to help to equip the less 

advanced ones and to O}~en their doors to their products. 

Some are inclined to belleve that by helping 
and 

other countries to acquire modern equipment/techniques 

they VJould contribute to a narrowi!"lg of international 

trade since the industrializing country v.roulct then 

become more self-sufficient. It is true that tvhen 

cotton mills, fruit canneries and ore processing ~lants 

are set up in developing countries they do reduce the 

potential marJ:~ets of olc1 established industries. But, 

assuming of course that the ne1~r plants are economically 

justified, vrhich may not alv-Tays be the case, the in-

direct effect of the creation of these activities has 

al\vays been to stimulate ne1~r demands for other manu-

factur~goods. Income has risen, consumption has been 

dive:rsified, capital equipment is more necessary than 

ever. In short, the more advanced country finds that 
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it can export netr.r vari~ties of products in greater 

quantities than before. 

In 1926/29 the imports of manufactures into the 

British dominions which had vigourously expanded their 

ov;n industries v.rere 50% larger than into China and 

India tvi th 30 times their population. Canada justly 

prides itself of a continuous industrial development 

during the recent decades. Your exports to Canada 

included 63/~ of rJan\.lfactures in 1925, but in 1951 this 

proportion had jumped to eo;; . In this respect the 

United States as an exporting nation probably stands 

to gain more than many other industrial CQuntries 

from the industrialization of third areas. It is 

accustomed to export mostly capital goods, and durable 

consumer goods, t1~ro categories 1r1hich are bound to 

benefit from expanding production and rising incomes 

abroad. 

By insisting on the hopeful !)respects i:-.rhich 

economic development opens up for 1·Jorld trade, I did 

not mean to belittle the equally great opportunities 

which trade among advanced countries still offers. 

International trade does not consist essentially of 

an exchange of manufactures on the one hand against 

food and raw materials on the other. Actually only 

one third of 11orld trade is carr:Ed on this manner. 
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The ttvo other thirds consist either of an exchange of 

foodstuffs and rav.r materials against other foodstuffs 

and raw materials or of an exchange of manufactures 

against other manufactures. Even mor~elling we 

find that the trade carr.ied on between industrialized 

countries is considerably more active than betvJeen 

countries which are at greatly divergent stages of 

economic progress. At present Canada and Vlestern 

Europe, or less than one-sixth of the population of 

the free tvorld, take more than one-third of the 

American exp<;>rts e.!ld they supply not quite half of 

yo1~ imports. European continental countries supply 

themselves for t1·ro-thirds from their irnr.lediate neigh

bors, Canada and. the U.S., and t~i;o-thirds of their 

exports go to the same areas. As to Canada, roughly 

85% of both its imports and exports der~ve from, or go 

to the United States and Western Euro,e. And these 

thlngs happen right notv, that is to say at a time 

'tvhen tradesmen all over the 1vorld complain of high 

tariffs, quotas, discrimination, at a time when 

rationing of foreign exchange still limits the demands. 

HovJ much more the interchange v-rould be if there '"'ere 

no barriers, nobody can tell. \ve all kno~r tl1at 1 t 

·would grov.r considerably. 

Careful estimates have been made shovrii'lg that 

a complete abolition of United States tariffs would, 
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to begin with, result only in an increase of your 

imports of something like 10%. This may well be tru~ 

on the basis of present pattern of production abroad. 

But this is a static view. Any reduction in obstacles 

to trade, if 1t really has a chance to be lasting, 

creates the incentive to invest and produce in order 

to satisfy the d.emancl of the ne1 . ., marl~et. This is the 

'T:.ray in tvhich more ?Pecial1zation is introduced in 

international life. The socalled competitors, in fact 

turn out to be complementary to one a~other, and they 

end up by exchanging among themselves products 1~1hose 

infinite variety corresponds to the infinite variety 

of demand. 

Some of us like to say therefore that nothing 

is healthier than to be able to compete in the most 

exacting of all markets, i.e. the United States. As 

long as one nation deals with less advanced countries, 

the incentive for it to i mprove its productivity, to 

adopt more modern methods and perfect its products 

is relatively small. If you allow it to compete with 

you, that is to say in the market 1:.rhere productivity 

is the highest, where the best quality is a~ t-rays 

called for, you push it to-vrards improvement. I am not 

suggesting that ·t-;re can or should have completely equal 

productivity standards, but it ·v.rould be unfortunate 

if the divergences in this field t\rould 'tviden still 
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further. Competition Hi th .Arnerican ~roducts is a 

healthy stimulant. For the sake of the European 

producers, I v.rould v:ish to see 1 t intensified. And 

reciprocally, the competition of foregin product-s 

in your own marlcet should adc1 to the incentives of 

internal com!_)eti 'tlon and lead your !)reducers to1;rards 

still greater inventiveness and specialization. If 

there is hope on this score, this means that certain 

changes must occur in some lines of production and 

that some exporters, here and abroad, Hill probably 

have to accept shirts and Oh anges. But 1ve have long 

ago abandoned the hope that we can rewain quiescent 

and stagnant. Changes in structure, in methods, in 

production are inevitable. They are part of our life 

in a modern tvorld. If t..re acce})t this prospect, we 

also accept the poss1bility of progress. 

None of us believes that economic progress in 

Canada and Europe has yet reached a maximum and that 

the opportunities for interchange among advanced 

countries t-1ill not expand further. ~~ve must therefore 

expect that the United States will receive increasing 

orders as well as increasing offers from all indus~rial 

countries just as much as from new developing ones. 

Why do \-ve all try to sell to you ? It 1 s, of 

course, pleasant to our vanity to see our refined 

textiles adorn your ladies, or to be served at your 
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parties Scotch v.rhiskey and French brandy, or to restore 

our nerves with South American coffee, or to see the 

bridges of Vlashington decorated t~ti th th~ .:_lrocl.ucts oi' 

Italian foundries. The shop s of l'iashington are today 

filled with the pro ducts we are all proud to offer to 

you. But we are equally happy to sell you raw materials 

or machine-tools or a.ny other less artistic product. 

l·Jhy do 1~.re precisely want to sell these to you ? For 

one Vf}ry goo d reason: that \nTe all want to buy your 

goods. vJe ~rant to obtain the dollars v.;ithout 14h1ch 

we cannot purchase here. 1:fuen our exporters try to 

adapt themselves to the needs of your market, your me

thods of raerchandizinf, the demands of your custom of- · 

fleers, they do not only serve their ov.m interest, they 

~ake available to our O h~ importers the indispensable 

vrherevJ'i thall tiThich allovrs our na tions to receive your 

cotton, your Nheat, your oil and all your manufactures. 

The fundamental truth &rising therefrom is that the 

dollars we earn we cannot help spending here. It is 

true that it is our H1sh to put some aside as monetary 

reserves; they rr~y not be used i~~ediately but they will 

be used so ~etime in ~eriods of stress; they will, 

therefore be an element of stability 9oth in th~ 

monetary sense and in the trade sense. In addition, 

the higher our monetary reserves, the greater the 

suppo~t for our credit opera tions, the more credit 

there will be, the more economic activity, more 

investnent, more interna tional trade, more demands 
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for your products 'tvill arise. But most of the time, 

't...re t-!111 spend these dollars immediately and, by 

complicated routes, they 1.vill come back to you. 

The example of Canada is the most telling. Over 

the past seven years, Canada bought from the United 

States five billion dollars o+ goods and services in 

excess of v-:rhat it sold to you. Less than a third ot 

this deficit was covered by the flot·r of American 

capital into Canada, leaving uncovered about three 

and a half billion dollars. This considerable amount 

was earned by Canada from its other customers -- mainly 

from the sterling area and cont i nental Europe. If 

these dollars had not been available to Britain and 

Europe, Canada could not have been your customer for 

as much as one-fifth of your total commercial exports. 

It is indifferent that the sar11e country vrho 

has earned the dollars from _you should actually spend 

them to purchase your goods. 'Vvnat is important is 

that the supply of dollars in the world at large be 

substantial enough to allow Canada to use British 

or European dollars to assure you~ continuous export 

business North of the Great Lakes. It is important 

therefore that dollar imports be abundant, irrespec

tive of ~here they come from. The example of Canada 

sbov:s multilateralization at i'rork. It is na tural 
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and indeed legitimate that those responsible for 

your foreign economic policy should wish to see this 

mechanism extended and should entertain the hope 

that convertibility, which is the best expression of 

multilateraliso, ahould again become a possibility. 

The basic condition for this great step forward is, 

hoNever, that some kind of balance bet<tveen dollar 

payments and dollar earnings be in sight not between 

the United States and each individual country but 

in your overall relations t-J"ith the 'vorld at large. 

D1scriminc.t1on and bilateral ar;-angenents are the 

contrary of multilateralization. It is everybody's 

hope, I think, both here and abroad, that more and 

more the example of Canada can be follo·Ned and there 

is no ctoubt that the dollars you t1ill make available 

to others by buying from them or lending to them will 

automatically return to you through the most varie

gated and un~redictable channels. 

Let ge conclude in eA~ressing one sincere wish. 

My old friend Robert Fulton in his youth praised 

co!llpetition as being the "true polish of soc!etyu, 

but later on, he sought monopoly for his steamboats 

on the Hudson river. The United States can be proud 

that through 1-ts assistance to \":estern Europe 1~t1a} 

ha-se allolfred most co untr1es to thro~r al·ray the shackles 

of controls and to revive the spirit of enterprise 
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and competition. This is a lasting result. Nore 

and more the advice from this side of the ocean is 

that economic integration should allow for more 

competition and more freedom of trade vrithin Europe. 

I sincerely hope that the role of leadership which 

the United States has assumed will lead you to re

af~m your faith in international com~etition in the 

broadest sense, not only as a "polish of society 11 but 

as a real stimulant to progress. 
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Leonard B. RIST June 8, 1955 

ADDRESS TO THE NEW YORK PRESS 

-----------------------
There are probably few organizations which are as dependent on world economic 

activity as we are. We depend for our supply of funds on the security markets of the 

North ~~erican continent and of Europe; we depend for further availability of our 

capital funds mainly on the same sources. The demand for loans is itself dependent 

on the economic activity and the outlook for investment in our member countries, 

especially in the underdeveloped world. Finally, the risk involved in lending has 

to be appraised in taking into account the economic prospects of our borrowers. 

Looking at it from another angle, prosperity and prospects in the industrial 

world are directly linked to prosperity q.nd prospects in the underdeveloped world; 

and as we all kn~N, this is not a one-way relationship but a reciprocal and solidary 

relationship. Broadly speaking, the picture of the world today is one which gives 

us assurance: 

(a) that funds will be available to the Bank because the industrial 

world is able to save and able to export capital; 

(b) that the demand for loans will continue unabated; and 

(c) that in general the risks involved in lending are not certainly worse 

today and in a way look better now than they did three or four years ago. 

These conclusions deserve some explanation. They are not only based on obser

vation of the pickup of economic activity which we have witnessed here and in Canada 

over the last nine months or on the general expansion in Western Europe's economic 

activity. There are many indications that, taking the world as a whole, the rate of 

gr~Nth achieved during the last ten years was among the highest in the recent eco

nomic history. World industrial output (mining and manufacturing) increased 65% 

between 1946 and 1954, or at an annual rate of 6 1/2%. Compared to the best prewar 
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year, 1937, the 1954 industrial production was higher by 78%. World agricultural 

output in 1953 outstripped the prewar by 27%. Since the rise in world population 

was smaller - some 15% - a considerable increase occurred in both industrial and 

agricultural average per capita production. The increase in output was followed by 

a marked upsurge in •.Aforld trade during the last several years. The volume of world 

exports increased 43% since 193'7 and 46% between 1947 and 1953, or at a rate of 

more than 5% per annum. 

Actually, the picture for the world at large is not uniform. But the point 

which deserves co~ment is that, while there has been a setback in a few isolated 

countries, the general picture remains one of grovvth - and fairly active growth ~ in 

practically the whole of the free world, with relatively good prospects for balance 

under the stimulus of both the industrial world and the drive for development. 

I I don't suppose there is any need to go over the improvement of the position of 

U. S. and Ca11ada on the one hand, and the remarkable expansion which has taken place 

in Europe on the other hand. Industrial activity, agricultural production and mone

tary reserves in Europe have been increasing. Actually, the hard currency reserves 

of Western Europe are about double what they were in 1947. All these facts are well 

knov.'n. 

There are two points, however, which deserve special consideration: the first 

is that a decline in European economic activity set in immediately after the settling 

of the Korean boom and the period of 1951-52 was one of economic slowing do~~, but 

recovery in Europe had already occurred when the 1953-54 slo~~ng dovvn took place in 

this country. It is quite remarkable that these two recessions or readjustments did 

not have cumulative effects. The American aid assisted the European countries to 

recover from their recession, while the well-restored European markets, again 

assisted by American aid, provided useful outlets for American exports at the time 

when this country experienced its setback. 
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At the same time, the denand for raw materials and foodstuffs in the incustrial 

v-rorld declined far less than could have been expected if the recession 1vould have 

been cumulative. This, in turn, was a great help to the raw material producers and 

helped stabilize the prices of staple products after the end of the Korean boom. 

This is the favorable aspect. Less favorable, hm..rever, is the fact that Euro

pean countries still hesitate to face the test of convertibility. It is true that 

industrial production, agricultural production and national income have recovered 

more quickly after this war than after the previous one. It is true also that 

business is good all over vlestern Europe and that there is no unem.ployment. Of the 

four billion dollars of military and economic aid 1..rhich the American government is 

allotting to the non-dollar vmrld - l/2 goes to Europe and $500 million reyresented 

economic grants, the balance being purchases in Europe. This assistance is both pre

cious and slightly precarious. The balance in international payments is partly due 

to U. S. aid to the v-rorld at large but the European countries don't dare, as yet, to 

take the final steps: complete abolition of discrimination and restoration of con

vertibility. If it is remembered that in the 20's all European currencies had been 

stabilized and ma.de convertible currencies by 1926, the main VJealmess of the European 

structure becomes apparent. It is not lack of means of international payments, it 

is the fear that this lack may agaD1 come to light. 

As it is, however, Europe has started to export capital again. The United King

dom exports around one billion dollars a year to the Commonwealth area, and France 

probably around at least ~p500 million to its :&apire. These are substantial amounts. 

8-t.riss and Dutch markets are evidencing greater interest in foreign investment. A 

number of countries of course still remain in the category of capital importers: Ita~ 

and Norway are t1-ro good examples; we have been lending to them recently. 

1rJhenever the potential dollar deficit of Europe is evoked, the question arises 

whether increased trade with the East could not substitute for dollar expenditures. 



• I personally have doubts about the extent to which Eactern European raw materials and 

foodstuffs could be supplied to \r.Jestern Europe in great quanti ties. Trade between 

1-.restern .Europe and the ~~ast is practically balanced; in 1949 it represented only one

third in volume of prewar. In 1952 it was drastically reduced and recent information 

indicates that it has now picked up substantially but its aggregate volume is still 

no more than it was in 1949, that is to say one-third of prewar. 

II Let us turn now to the underdeveloped world, and first to Latin knerica. The 

reserves accumule..ted during the war, the benefits dravm from the ~-1orld demand for raw 

materials and food imrQediately after the war, the favorable prices commanded by their 

products during the I~o:L"ean boom, all these elements have alloHec1 Latin A.rnerica to 

progress since 1945 probably more quickly than at any other period. 

One could have expected the decline in prices 'tvhich followed the Korean 

boom to embarrass seriously some of the Latin At!erican countries. This, hm~~rever, did 

not happen and the readjustment to lower export prices does not seem to create very 

serious problems. The decline of the price of coffee from its peak last year - a 

development which had nothing to do with the Korean 1,rar - has simply erased a very 

temporary windfall and the coffee prices today are still somewhat higher than they 

Here before 1949. The only coffee exporting country which seems to have some serious 

problems of readjustnent at the present time is Brazil. The others, Colombia and Cen

tral ~~erica, appear to have been riding the tide rather smoothly. The fact is that 

diversific~tion, not only in manufacturing industries but in staple products, has 

been a feature of almost all South American countries. 1-Jhen one takes for instance 

agricultural commodities such as grains (~rheat) and cotton, the improvement in the 

cultivation of these two crops has been a factor of strength. The ilinerican policies 

of price support seem to have acted as an umbrella for other producers. 

As far as metals are concerned, you are rorare of the present lngh prices for 

copper - they are actually higher th~ during the Korean boom - and of the very 
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ste<:<dy ~;erformance of 1ead and zinc since the end of the Korean boom. The mining 

c ountries (I'IeJdco, Peru and Chile) haYe under the circumstan.ces been able to main

tain substantial foreign exchclnge earnings from their rau materials. Here again, 

J1"':erican stockpiling has been an element, but balance bet-v.reen production and actual 

consu.mption is not far. 

Ne&.nwhile, the drive for development and industrialization is continuing at the 

same pace. It is not 9robable that the internal market or the national income of the 

Latin American countries 1dll be able to expand quite to the same extent that they 

did in 1945 to 1951, but it is not probable either that major road-blocks 1-ri.ll appear 

or major declines "(.Ifill take place in their rat-v material and foodstuff exports. As a 

result, I personally would rather anticipate 2. relatively continous upt·rard moYement 

which leaves room for further industrialization and f11rther diversification. 

That 'tuould mean further demand for loans from the International Bank. It t.rould 

also mean that unless undue haste is exercised in borroHing abroad, the prospects for 

relatively easy fina~cing of reasonable amounts of borro-vnng are fairly good• In 

other 1,mrds, one might almost say that thr= time during uhich a dangerous readjust

ment might take place has already passed and that internal financial policies in 

:nost Latin American countries 1-'Jill become for quite some time the main issue. The 

main danger to their external balance 'tv ould arise from continued inflationary 

pressures if internal policies dD not show enough restraint. 

III In contrast ui th South America, Asia suffered a lot from the 1var. The Indo

china case is too 1nrell knoHn to deserve comments. Indonesia and Burma still suffer 

from unsettled political conditions but they are recovering from their lm11!est. po:i.nt. 

The Indian subcontinent, Ceylon and Thail2.nd <:~.re shovrly forging ahead. 

It is our i mpression that India and Pakistan can be said to be off dead center. 

The postwar inflation has been absorb ed in the economy and the post-Korean decline 

as Hell as the world 14:i_de textile crisis of 1951 are noH matters of the past. I1ean-
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while, iron resources in India and natural gas resources in Pal~ is tan are being more 

i ntensively exploited. 

Industrialization - especially in India - is going forward and agricultural 

production in the whole area is above its prewar level while food grain output per 

capita is approaching prewar. Even taking into account the effects of good and bad 

mo:1soons, it seems that the trend is definitely upwards. 

If statistics are any good, they would show that over the last three yec_rs, in 

the area as a -vrhole, income has been growing a little quicker than population: this 

is the first time in many years and, while still insufficient, it is a hea~thy sign. 

The prices of rat-.r materials v-rhich affect the area have of course declined after 

Korea and, as you know, tin and rubber are among the most erratic. But it is quite 

striking that rubber has nolJ reached a point of relative equilibrium. At the present 

prices its competitive position with sJ~thetic is rather favorable. 

Rice is, as you knou, coming out again from the rice producing countries and 

has suffered a severe setback in prices. It has, however, reached a level which is 

about the parity ,;.fl. th t--rheat: one pound of rice co sting about as much as one pound of 

vmeat flour. At that level the markets for rice seem to be well assured. It may not 

be quite as easy to earn dollars out of rice as it was immediately after the war, but 

marketi ng pr oblems should not be ove~rhelming. 

Jute, Hhich affects mainly Pal~istan, is at a relatively lo1~ level and we must 

expect severe competition between India and Pakistan. At the present price, however, 

competition from paper or cotton bagging is not Gangerous. 

Fats and oils are in a .fairly good long-tenn position, and one should expect an 

increase rather than a decrease in their overall outlet. 

One may note in passing t hat while the pri ces of exports are of a great import-

ance for countries like Indonesia or Bunna or for Pakistan as far as ~jute is .. : . · ... -·: 

concerned - several other countries do not depend as exclusively on their export 
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prices as the ones I just mentioned. India has very complex foreign trade and is by 

no means dependent on one commodity. Ceylon and l1alaya benefit by lov-rer rice prices, 

even if tea and rubber suffer declines. 

The impression, therefore, prevails that a point of relative balance has been 

rec:.ched. Neither 1dndfalls nor catastrophes should normally be expected. If the in

dustrial countries continue to use the materials produced by South Zast Asia as 

heavily as they do at present - and everything points to that conclusion - a slow 

but continuous development C&! be eJ~ected. 

Furthermore, one must never lose sight of the fact that in India, Pakistan and 

Ceylon, but especially in India, the fiscal policies hc::.ve tra.di tionally been rather 

conservative. ~fnile India has publicly announced that it vJould indulge in deficit 

financing in order to hasten internal development, it remains to be seen whether this 

process ~o-rould be carried to the point of danger. 

On the other hand, private capital imports in these countries are not likely to 

be very considerable and the reliance of the area as a whole on public foreign fi

nancing, including the International Bank, must be eJq)ected to remain great. 

CONCLUSIONS 

If vJe try to s1..un up the general impressions \-Je gather from this quick survey, 

"tore cannot but feel rather optimistic. 

1. The industrial ~rmrld - North .America and Uestern Europe - has not suffered any 

bad setback. It is progressing as quic~-Y as ever; it is 7.~ogressinz actually at the 

same rate as during the reconstruction period. Roughly, one could estimate the 

growth of output in this area at something like 4~% per annum, or 2¥.::; or 3% per head. 

2. The post-I(orean readjustment in the prices of raw materials and foodstuffs has 

erased the 1r1indfalls arising from the Korean boom, but it has not brought about 

catastrophic declines in the products of the underdeveloped Horld. The t~rm obviously 

surplus commodities, wheat and cotton, are being kept off the market in substantial 
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amounts by the U. S. internal policy. In the other commodities, rough b el <::nce see:ns 

to b G the rule. That does not exclude short-term. movements one Hay or t he other but 

l ong-term outlook seems to be for increas ed consumption and increased production at 

an aver~ge price level which would not be too different from the ~resent one . 

3. It is rather remarkable that in g eneral iihe price level of staple commoclities 

is e ~:. ther equal or slightly higher than it l.Jas before Korea. The drive for develoi) 

ment in underdeveloped countries should, en the whole, be fc.v orably assisted by these 

c ondi tions and the danger to balance of payment equilibrium and debt servicing capaci

ty in underdeveloped countries would arise more from unwise internal policies than 

from dr2.matic changes in their foreign exchange earning capacity. 

The drive for development may perhaps be slightly slm-1ed down in Latin ..Arnerica 

as a whole, but in the period 1945 to 1953 the anr1ual rc;.te of growth in output was 

roughly 4~6 : if it Here reduced to something like 3~%, the demand for capital goods 

would remain relatively high. 

The srune is true of South East Asia, and especially of India, although there 

the rate of growth has only recently outstripped the growth of population. 

h. Interchangeability of currencies is, hoHcver, not an accomplished fact . U. S. 

policies involving defense, economic end technological assistance abroad do make for 

a slight dollar sur,lus in f avor of t he non-dollar l.Jorld; to t-ri t, the incre2.se in 

hard currency reserves of the European countries . Put there is something unstable 

about t hese conditions -vrhich inclines the Europeans to be cagey about resuming 

completely free competion inthe trade and exchange fields. 
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I. - The General Setting 

It is a common occurrence for a commercial banker to reluctantlY 
decline credit assistance to one of his customers because it would be unwise 
for the borrower to finance all his needs at short term. When investment 
which cannot produce its fruits 'Within a short period is involved, long-term 
financing becomes advisable; and if short term is used, it will mostly be in 
anticipation of quick "refinancing" at long-term. This is just as true in 
international lending as in domestic financing. Imports of long-ter.m capital 

. are a necessity for a great number of underdeveloped countries. They are 
also an imperative need for countries which have to meet emergencies such as 
war or reconstruction. The assurance that quick repayment of these parti
cular capital imports will not be demanded is a condition of security for 
both the borrower and the lender. 

The middle of the XXth century has witnessed the flourishing of 
institutional long-term lending and investment and the main body of this 
talk will be devoted to the Export-Import Bank, the International Bank, 
the proposed International Finance Corporation, and the private organiza
tions which have recently entered this field. But in order to appraise 
their role and their future, it is useful to look back and remember the 
recent history of international investment. 

Our generation has experienced two cycles in this field, one of 
which dates from the XIXth century until 1930. It was a period of free 
flows of capital where individual investors and banks made their own 
decisions about how to invest their own money. During the first Wbrld War, 
and immediately thereafter, however, the u.s. Treasury had to supplement 
the private market. It granted important loans first for the purposes of war 
and later relief in the devastated parts of Europe. Soon after the war, 
the free play of private credit res~ad its former role with just one 
difference compared with prewar: financial supremacy had shifted from 
!Dndon and Paris to New York. 

Foreign bonds were popular here and the net new amount issued from 
1922 to 1929 was roughly $540 million a year. American firms also branched 
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out abroad and direct investment took place at a net rate of over 
$325 million a year including reinvested profits. 

The great depression marked the beginning of a second cycle 
from which we are slowly emerging - a period where private capital 
movements played only a secondary role. In the 1930's the international 
long-term credit market can be said to have collapsed. Confidence in the 
transfer rr~chanism was badly shaken. Defaults were numerous and the 
American investing public which had domestic problems of its own was 
more intent on repatriating investrrent from abroad than on increasing 
foreign investment. American enterprises which had previously branched 
out were on the vhole content with keeping control of their foreign ventures 
and were less inclined to develop them than they had been earlier. From 
1934 to 1939, portfolio bond investment by the United States went down as 
a result of repayments, repatriations and losses and hardly any net new 
direct investment took place except through reinvestment of profits. 
Actually the international movement of capital was mainly towards the U.S.A. 
which appeared to foreign investors as a harbor of safety, and by 1939 the 
u.s. was a net creditor on long-term account to the tune of only $4.5 bil
lion, the same figure as in 1919. 

The war came and with it the trerrendous financial needs of the 
Allies. There was no hope that the market would again absorb a $500 ndllion 
Anglo-French loan as it had in 1917; even during the first war government 
financing had been needed. This time, the government assumed the whole 
responsibility. Gross war time foreign aid amounted to over $48.7 billion, 
a large part of which turned out to be grants. 

When lend-lease came to an end, in June 1945, no one expected the 
market to pick up after the hostilities. Indeed, except for substantial 
amounts of Canadian and International Bank bonds, which enjoy a privileged 
position, and for small loans for Norway and the Netherlands, except also 
for some Australian refunding issues, the market was unable to absorb 
foreign bonds. On the other hand, the needs remained great. Although it 
was hoped that the Europeans would soon recover some of their past capacity 
to export capital, the U.S.A. appeared to be richer, more able to save, 
more able to export capital than a~ other country. As a result, the 
initiative as well as the financial supremacy rested squarely on North 
America. In fact, this was accepted as the policy of the United States. 
It was the period when UNRRA distributed relief on a grant basis, when 
a special loan of $3.7 billion was made by the u.s. government to the 
United Kingdom, when the Export-Import Bank broadened its operations to 
include emergency rehabilitation loans and when the International Bank was 
established, largely with dollar resources. 

But very quickly - that is two years after the Armistice - the needs 
again appeared out of proportion with the means even of these institutions. 
The gold and dollar reserves of most countries dwindled to dangerously low 
levels. Interim aid and the Marshall Plan recognized that only the u.s. 
government was powerful enough to deal with the situation, and this 
position was maintained as military aid succeeded to economic aid to 
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Europe and as assistance to other areas was added to the functions of 
what is now the International Cooperation Admdnistration (I.C.A.). 

To UNRPA, the Marshall Plan, the economic and ndlitar,y aid 
programs, one should also add the loans or grants given by the u.s.A. 
through ma~ other programs, e.g. to the United Nations agencies including 
UNKRA or UNWRRA, to the U.N. Technical Assistance program, or the loans 
given by the Maritime Commission and the various agencies connected 
with surplus commodities. Altogether, from the middle of 1945 to the end 
of 1955, the government capital export amounted to $45 billion in grants and 
to $12 billion in loans (including $4.5 billion Export-Import Bank loans). 
These are truly staggering figures. 

By its magnitude and continuity the American government's contri
bution in grants and loans has been extremely successful. International 
transfers are now taken for granted. The problem is no longer whether 
Europe will be able to pay its way but when and how a greater degree of 
convertibility will be firmly established. The problem is no longer 
whether the underdeveloped countries will be able to make a~ progress, but 
at what rate this progress will take place. 

This progressive return of confidence has had three remarkable 
results: 

First, the agencies such as the Export-Import Bank and the Inter
national Bank have been able to go about their business in an atmosphere 
of relative security: world economy and trade were growing and the chances 
were that they would continue to expand. We shall describe the history 
of these agencies and their activities presently. 

Second, the private market has revived in a rather striking manner. 
The cycle which began with the depression is coming to an end. We shall 
briefly describe this development and the institutions which are now being 
created in its wake. 

Thirdly, and this will be our conclusion, the market itself has 
come to rely on the government and international institutions. This seems 
to offer a great hope for future expansion of capital movements based on a 
close cooperation between private and agency financing. 

II. - The Two Main Lending Agencies 

A. The Export-Import Bank 

One may wonder why the Export-Import Bank should be segregated 
from the U.S. government financing activities. It is an agency of the Admini
stration and its decisions are taken within the framework of government 
policies. 
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The Export-Import Bank, however, has a degree of administrative 
and financial autonomy which fulLY justifies special treatment. It was 
established during the depression well before the gover1~ent made it its 
policy to give loans and grants for war or rehabilitation purposes. Even 
during the brief period between lend-lease and the Marshall Plan, when 
nearly $1.7 billion were lent to Europe through its intermediary, for 
lend-lease liquidation and rehabilitation purposes, its transactions have 
been handled by direct contact with the borrower. And since then, while 
various other agencies of the government handled lending operations of 
various kinds, the Export-Import Bank has had a business all of its own 
and of a permanent character. 

It was created by Executive Order of the President in February 
1934, for the purpose of facilitating trade between the United States and 
Russia. The Bank made it a condition of doing business that Russia should 
settle her dollar indebtedness, and in consequence of Russia's failure to 
do this, the Bank's capitalization of $11 million was never employed in 
the fulfillment of its original purpose. At about the same time financial 
assistance to the Government of Cuba was under consideration in Washington. 
It was decided in March 1934 to set up the Second Export-Import Bank of 
Washington, which proceeded to loan Cuba $4 million. The establishment 
of the two banks aroused interest in the question of assisting U.S. exports 
in a rather more general way. After considering the possibility of setting 
up yet another bank - it was an era prolific in agencies - it was finally 
decided to broaden the scope of the Second Export-Import Bank beyond the 
confines of Cuba to include trade with the world in general. In 1935 the 
two institutions were consolidated with a capitalization of $25 ~llion in 
preferred stock, all of which was held by the Reconstruction Finance 
Corporation. RFC was its sole source of finance, and the only limitation 
on its size was the amount that RFC would be willing to put up; in 1939, 
however, a limit of $100 million was placed by Congress on the amount which 
the Bank was allowed to have outstanding at any time. The types of business 
that the Bank was doing included three of the four main classes of lending 
that it is doing today: commodity loans, medium term credits for U.S. 
exporters (including lines of credit) and fundings of delayed dollar 
payments by countries with exchange difficulties (for example, in 1935 the 
Bank made a commitment to purchase from u.s. exporters notes issued by the 
Bank of Brazil in lieu of dollar exchange). The Bank's fourth main class 
of business - the project or development loans - was not initiated until 
1938, when a loan of $5 million was made to finance public works in Haiti. 
The prewar era closed with the Bank coming under the Federal Loan Agency, 
which was responsible for the functions of all Federal lending agencies. 

The war era opened with an increase in the Bank's lending authority 
from $100 to $200 million, which was used mainly for the benefit of Finland 
China and certain countries in Latin America. 

On the occupation of Europe b,y the German armies, the Bank's lend
ing policy was directed to re-orienting and expanding trade between the 
u.s. and Latin America and in September 1940 its lending authority was again 
increased from $200 million to $700 million for this specific purpose. 
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In 1941 the Bank financed its first industrial project, a steel mill 
in Brazil. Between September 1940 and the end of 1944 the Bank loaned 
$593 million to latin America. In 1942, the Bank was placed under the 
Secretary of Commerce, and in 1943, under the new Office of Economic 
Warfare and later associated with the Foreign Economic Admdnistration. 

With the German surrender, attention was directed to problems 
of postwar reconstruction in Europe. Legislation was passed in July 1945 
increasing the lending authority of the Bank from $700 million to $3.5 bil
lion, the Treasury taking over the responsibility .of providing the Bank with 
funds. At the same time, the Bank was made an independent agency of the 
government, and the prohibition against lending to governments in default 
on their obligations to the U.S. government, which had existed until then, 
was removed. Certain rules regarding the Bank's policy were laid dovn11 
and these I shall deal with later. The Bank acted immediately providing 
by the end of 1945 $650 million of credits to replace cancelled lend-lease 
commitments. Err.ergency reconstruction loans to the extent of $950 mil
lion were authorized during the first half of 1946, and also a short-term 
loan of $200 million to the Netherlands, almost half of which was provided 
by u.s. commercial banks, without the Bank's guarantee. In June 1946, 
the International Bank for Reconstruction and Development opened for 
business and in view of this the Export-Import Bank decided that it should 
cease its program of emergency reconstruction credits while of course 
continuing long-term broad purpose assistance to the countries which 
were not members of the new institution. 

This did not mean that the Bank refused to act in emergency situa
tions where it was a question of maintaining the flow of American trade 
with countries that were in temporary dollar difficulties - just as it had 
done on occasions before the war. Thus, in November 1947, a medi~term 
credit of $300 million was granted to the government of Canada to enable 
it to continue imports from the u.s. during a period of temporar.y dollar 
shortage, at a time when the u.s. private market was unfavorable to 
foreign lending. 

In 1951, the Bank's lending authority was increased from$3.5 to 
$4.5 billion, with the specific purpose that, in addition to its normal 
activities, the Bank should pay special attention to developing new sources 
of raw materials which were scarce at the time, on account of the outbreak 
of war in Korea in the middle of 1950. 

In 1953, Congress a100nded the Export-Import Bank Act to give 
the Bank power to insure U.S. exports against the risk of loss resulting 
from war or expropriations, and the Bank has allocated $100 million for 
this purpose in respect of cotton exported on consignment. 

In 1954, the Bank's lending authority was increased from $4.5 to 
$5 billion, where it stands today. 

In addition to making loans out of its own resources, the Export
Import Bank has been appointed the agent or administrator of loans made 
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by the ECA and its various successor agencies (FOA, MSA, ICA) as well 
as some loans made under the Defense Production Act of 1950. 

To summarize the Bank's operations, it had, up to the end of 1955, 
authorized $7.371 million of credits of which $2.669 million was outstanding 
at the end of 1955. $859 million more had been authorized but not yet 
disbursed, and $lo472 million was totally unco~~tted. 

The distribution of the Bank's investment by area is shown below: 

Disbursements to Outstanding at 
December 3~, 1955 ~ecember 31, 1955 

$ million 

La tin America 1.523 897 
Asia 741 318 
Eu:cope 2.436 1.317 
Africa 150 132 
Canada 184 
Ocec:.nia 6 5 
Miscellaneous 4 ---

5a044 2.699 

The Bank operates at a profit, which is now running at the rate of 
$60 million a year and has built up reserves of nearly $400 ndllion which 
do not, however, increa$e its total lending authority but merely reduce the 
extent to which its operations are financed on borrowing. The term of its 
loans ranges from 6 to 15 months for commodity loans, to 30 years for 
postwar reconstruction loans. The average term varies from 7 to 10 years. 

The operations underlying these aggregate figures are of four main 
kinds: (aside from the large emergency reconstruction credits made to Europe 
in 1945 and 1946). 

(l) Exporters credits, by which the Bank assists in the financing 
of the e~port of goods of a productive character, either by individual items, 
or by lines of credit. In the past the Bank has agreed to carry from 50% to 
90% of the amount and of the risk involved; today the normal practice is to 
provide 60%. 

(2) Commodity credits, by which the Bank has extended lines of 
credit to foreign banks to provide short-term financing for the export of 
commodities such as cotton and tobacco. 

(3) Project loans by which the Bank has extended credit to finance 
projects undertaken overseas by U.S. or foreign corporations, or by foreign 
governments. These include projects for the development of material 
supplies, and for the construction of basic industries, roads, harbors, 
power installations and irrigation schemes which involve the use of 
American equipment. This kind of operation makes up the major part of 
the Bank's lending. 
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(4) The Bank has made loans for the purpose of providing dollar~ 
to countries which are in temporary exchange difficulties, the most note
worthy of which have been the credit of ~300 million for the government of 
Canada in 1947, of $125 ~~llion to Argentina in 1950 and of $300 million 
to Brazil in 1953. 

In June 1946, after the IBRD had opened for business, the Bank 
decided to cease its program of emergency reconstruction credits and its 
report for that year stated that "it is the policy of the Bank that the 
credits which it authorizes shall be for specific purposes and shall 
contribute in the most direct manner to a balanced long-range expansion of 
foreign trade, and shall be on terms appropriate to the circ~~tances in 
each case e ~~ Thereafter the Bank's business has been in line with the provi
sio~1 of the Export-Import Bar..k Act that loans shall "offer reasonable 
assurance of repayment". 

In effect the background of the Bank's operations is not that the 
u.sQ finds difficulties in selling overseas but that it does have difficulties 
in getting paid. The blind extension of credit as such would postpone this 
problem but at the same time increase its magnitude in the long-run. The 
Bank, therefore, aims to provide finance in a selective manner for exports 
such as capital goods that will increase the ability of the importing 
co-antries to earn dollars. It furthermore restricts its commitments 
tovm.rds countries whose repayment capacity appears to the Bank to be open 
to question. 

The second principle of policy written into the Act is that the Bank 
should "supplement and encourage and not compete with private capital". 
Before making a loan the Bank satisfies itself that private capital is not 
available; one broad effect of this has been that the Bank does hardly any 
financing of imports as private finance is normally available for this purpose. 
The Bank works with commercial banks, and uses their facilities for the 
extension of credit. It has arranged with commercial banks that they should 
actually take over some of its credits. Obligations of borrowers have always 
been available for purchase by private interests, though few such transactions 
have taken place - far fewer than is the case ~th IBRD. We shall revert 
to this later when we discuss cooperation with the private market. 

Finally, the Export-Import Bank, in contrast to IBRD, but consistent 
with its purpose which is to foster American foreign trade, makes tied 
dollar loans for the foreign exchange costs of the borrowers requirements. 
Only in very rare and exceptional circumstances has it financed local 
currency costs, or purchases in third countries. 

Thus in more than twenty years of existence, from 1934 to the 
present date, the Bank has changed the emphasis of its business from 
exporters credits before the war to development loans to Latin America 
during the war; emergency reconstruction loans to Europe after the war; 
then to foreign exchange funding loans and development loans in the Western 
hemisphere. In the last two or three years it has experienced once again 
and on a small scale a demand for the type of exporter credit which was its 
main business at the beginning. MOreover, it has a continued interest in 
project loans which benefit either Anerican exporters or American business 
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abroad or future supplies to the American economy. 

B. The International Bank for Reconstruction & Development 

The IBRD was established as a result of the Bretton Woods Conference 
of July 1944 at the same time as the International Monetary Fund. It began 
operations at the beginning of 1946 and made its first loan in Nay 1947. 
It is a specialized agency associated with the United Nations and its 
shareholders are governments. Its organization deserves a word of comment. 

Its membership includes today 58 countries. In addition to the 
countries belonging to the Soviet orbit, only a few nations of the free 
world are missing, the most important being Switzerland, Spain, Portugal, 
Argentina and New Zealand. One of the possible explanations for the abseLce 
of at least some of them is that membership in the Bank cannot be obtained 
unless membership in the Fund has been secured. The member countries 
are re~resented individually once a year at the meeting of the Governors 
where each country has a voting power proportionate to its capital 
subscription. These capital subscriptions are in turn computed according 
to the approximate economic strength of each member. As a result of this 
system of weighted voting, the United States of America has a little over 
30% of the voting power, the U.K. around 12k%, France a little over 5%, etc. 

• The five bigger shaz~holders each appoint a permanent Executive Director 
and the 53 other members group their votes to elect 11 further members of 
the Board of Directors. The weighted voting system applies to the Executive 
Directors as well as to the Governors. These Executive Directors meet at 
intervals, at least once a month; they appoint the President of the 
organization and vote on its policies and loan operations. 

The capital structure of the Bank is no less original. In establish
ing it, the founders of the institution intended to give the Bank both cash 
resources and a substantial borrowing capacity. For that purpose, they 
subscribed in cash around $1.8 billion and guaranteed the Bankis obligations 
to the tune of four times that cash subscription, this making a total of 
$7.2 billion as guarantee funds. 

Unfortunately, not all of the cash subscription could be made 
available to the Bank immediate~. A number of countries felt unable to 
allow substantial exports of capital to take place. To this day the Bank 
has been able to avail itself of only a little over $1 billion; the U.S. 
and Canada are the only countries which have fully released their cash 
subscription. This cash capital is not only important because of its amount 
but also because of its denomination. Except for one-tenth which was paid 
in gold or dollars, it is expressed in the national currencies of the 
member countries, thus giving the organization a first supply of currencies 
other than u.s. dollars: of the billion dollars available from this source 
roughly 25% was in currencies other than U.S. dollars. 
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As to the guarantee fund which is provided by creditor nations 
and potential borrowers alike, it serves as foundation for the borrowing 
activities of the Bank. It was one of the purposes of its founders that 
the Bank should be a channel between the private market and the foreign 
borrowers; they knew the reluctance of the investors to run a foreign risk, 
and the guarantee feature in which the U.S.A~ p~rticipates for $2.540 mil
lion explains the success of the Bank in floating roughly $1 billion of 
bonds. By this ffieans also, the organization was able to secure other 
currencies than U.s. dollars: of the $850 million of bonds no\v outstand
ing nearly 20% are expressed in Swiss francs, Canadian dollars, pounds 
sterling and Dutch guilders. 

In addition to capital subscription and bonds, the Bank secured 
fur-ther resources (roughly $550 million) from principal repayments, from 
its accumulated surplus, and finally from the sale to the market of obliga
tions delivered to it by its o-v1n borrowers. 

Altogether these resources amount to close to $2t billion; the 
amount of coiTllJ'Ii tments entered into by the Bank is over $~ billion, of 
which $1.9 billion has actually been disbursed. These commitments or loans 
go to some 41 member countries or territories. The rate at which the 
money is lent is based on its cost to the Bank plus a small margin for 
expenses, plus a statutory differential of 1% the proceeds of which are 
accumulated in a special reserve against losses. The running rate turns 
out to be between 4i and 5% according to the maturity. Loans are usually 
made for terms ranging from 7 to 30 years, the average maturity of the 
portfolio being around 12 years. 

The lending policies of the IBRD were set forth in its Articles of 
Agreement. A basic one is that the loans should have reasonable prospects 
of repa~r;ment; the creditworthiness of the borrowing countries is, therefore, 
all important and subject to constant review. As a matter of fact the 
Bank has not experienced one default. The second is that the loans 
should be granted to a government or provided with a government guarantee. 
This rule has a dual purpose: to make sure that priority of transfer will 
be granted to the loan service, and that the country attributes enough 
importance to the project financed to shoulder the commercial risk. In 
this respect the IBRD has stricter rules than the Export-Import Bank which 
is free to lend to governments, individual importers or exporters alike. 
As we shall see, the International Finance Corporation will be free of 
this limitation. Thirdly, the loans should be made for specific projects: 
this expression has been interpreted in a flexible manner and 11 projectsn 
may include a wide range of operations, from a hydroelectric plant or a 
paper mill to a general development program or a specific import list 
related to a development or a rehabilitation program. Fourthly, the 
Bank lends primarily for the foreign exchange cost of a project: this 
rule is also subject to flexible interpretation. 
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Last but not least, the Bank cannot make tied loans. Contrary 
to the Export-Import Bank and contrary also the practice of the export 
insurance organizations in Europe, the Bank must provide its borrower 
vdth the currency needed to secure the goods financed by it. The 
importance of this provision pervades all its operations. It implies 
that the need for non-dollar currencies is an e"iter recurring problem in 
its financial management; it implies that when the dollar prospects of 
a given borrov1er are weaker than its general debt carrying capacity, 
the Bank will endeavor to lend in European currencies rather than in 
U$S. dollars; it implies that the borrower will be encouraged to 
purchase his supplies wherever the market is cheaper. 

In other words, it implies that the Bank should not support any 
particular group of exporters: by necessity it finds itself placed in 
the position of an agent of the importe~ that is to say an agent of the 
borrowing country. This, in turn, has had a number of consequences. If 
one starts from the premise that the borrowing capacity of the borrovdng 
country is limited, one must share in the responsibility for advising on 
the best use which can be made of it. One is therefore compelled to 
consider how the foreign exchange revenues may best be managed, what 

· policies in the fiscal and investment field are the most likely to be 
successful, what investments should be undertaken by priority. The 
Bank finds itself perforce in the position of a financial and investment 
ad\~ser to its member countries. It would, therefore, be hardly fair to 
judge its contribution merely on tb,e amount of loans it has actually granted, 
?,-lthough its contribution to economic development rises at the rate of about 
~-?400 million a yea:r. Technical assistance is absorbing almost as much time 
and effort as lending per se. 

The forms which this technical assistance can take are extremely 
varied. They include advice on the construction of the projects, sugges
tions as to their financial or technical operations, advice on the choice 
to be made among different investment projects, advice on the establish
ment of development programs or their administration, advice on develop
ment banks and the organization of development banks and financial 
markets. The most ambitious and better known of these activities 
include what the Bank calls the "survey missions", where experts in 
various fields join efforts to make consistent recommendations for the 
development of a particular countr.y. Some 13 such missions have 
already submitted their reports and very frequently their recommendations 
have been adopted and put into force. The strength of the IBRD is 
precisely this unique combination of lending power coupled with advice 
on the economic development of its potential borrowers. 
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By the end of June 1956 its lending had been distributed as 
follows: 

Reconstruction loans to Europe 
Development loans to Europe 

Loans to Latin America 

Loans to Asia and ~fiddle East 

Loans to Africa 

loans to Australia 

$497 million 
472 
653 

439 

348 

259 

$2o668 million (net of 
cancellations & refundings) 

As to the purposes served by this financing, it has gone very 
largely to basic facilities. Only the reconstruction loans which amounted 
to nearly $500 million in 1947 included substantial amounts for raw 
materials. Of the development loans, some 67% went to power and trans
portation and some 25% to industry and agriculture, including irrigation 
and forestry. 

The question arises, of course, how two institutions, both residi~~ 
in Washington, one of which handles e~~clusively dollar credits, the other 
one handling mostly dollar credits, divide the operations among themselves. 
In the first place, it must be pointed out that no question arises in 
the countries which are not members of the IBRD, Spain and the Argentine, 
for instance: there, the IBRD cannot lend. In the second place, 
long-term loans for development purposes would rather naturally fall 
within the province of the International Bank, so far as its member 
countries are concerned, while when the interest of the American exporters 
or American business abroad is primarily concerned - especially when no 
government guarantee is contemplated - the Export-Import Bank may well 
come first in line. There are also certain countries which prefer 
to deal with an international organization than to entering into bilateral 
arrangements. Finally, these broad principles may not be enough to 
serve as a definite guide, and some borrowers have, from time to time, 
hesitated between the two institutions. It is hardly necessary to point 
out that the very fact that they both have their seat in Washington 
facilitates enormously the elimination of possible cor£usion. Conversa
tions between the two institutions are a common occurrence and the areas 
of operation can therefore not overlap. 
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III. -The Foreign Bond M~ket - · -
The time and effort which were needed to obtain full acceptance 

of the International Benk bonds by the American private market are a good 
illustration of the slow psychological evolution of the investing public 
in this country. This sounds like a strange pronouncement after the 
Bank has already issued $830,000,000 of its bonds in the U.S.A. It 
is, howsver, true. When early in 1947 it became possible for the IBRD 
to consider floating its first issues, the foreign bond market was practi
cally dead, except for Canadian issues which are historically considered 
as hardly different from domestic U.S. risks. There were in 1946 and 
1947, two small issues of Norwegian and Netherlands bonds and a few 
Australian refunding issueso That was all. It is not necessary to explain 
this reluctance to lend abroad. Fifteen years of depression and of war had 
convinced the investors that discriminating good from bad investment at 
home was difficult enough without going into what was generally dreaded: 
the "transfer risk 11 • But there is one aspect of this situation whose weight 
is not always adequately appreciated. In the U.S.A. individual investors 
hold very few bonds today, except tax exempt securities. Bonds are mostly 
held by institutional investors. Savings in the form of money claims accu
mulate largely in the form of insurance, savings account, savings and loan 
association shareso In 1953 total net investment of personal savings in 
financial assets amount~d to about $20 billion. One half of this amount was 
ent~usted to insurance companies, sayings banks and savings and loan asso
ciations. An additional $2.7 billion went into pension funds. The managers 
of these institutions and funds can hardly afford to take other than normal 
riskso They w·ill inevitably be more careful in their selection than private 
individuals. Moreover, all of them are subject to some kind of legislation 
or regulations or to regualr inspection. Very often these rules and regula
tions· specif'ically preclude them ·from investing abroJa,d exceP'~·in.,.Canada~.· ·· 
As to the commercial banks, they are mainly interested in medium-term 
investment and they must abide by the judgment of both their Board of 
Directors and the Bank examiners. 

As a result of this complex background, it was necessary for the 
International Bank to conquer two obstacles. One was the psychological 
resistance to foreign investment in general. An educational campaign had 
to be launched to bring home to the market the fact that while the IBRD 
was meant to take foreign risks, its own securities carried the guarantee 
of the major creditor countries, beginning with the U.S. and the U.K. 
The second obstacle was legislative. Special legislation had to be passed 
in some 20 States to authorize insurance or savings institutions, or both, 
to buy these bonds. This could only be done very progressively. Only 
two years ago did Congress - which has jurisdiction over the District of 
Columbia - allow the insurance companies of Washington to purchase them. 
Similar legislation is still pending or being considered in some States such 
as South Carolina and also in some of the Canadian provinceso 

And the IBRD bonds are not really foreign bonds. Except for 
Canadian bonds, all foreign bonds remained in fact a prohibited investment 
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for most institutions. This year, however, a new departure was finally 
made in this respect. The State of New York recently allow·ed its insur
ance companies to invest 1% of their admitted assets in foreign securities. 
This movement may spreado But the fact that this is happening in 1956 
underlines both the strength of the resistance to change and that a change 
is beginning to mru{e itself felt. 

How far ha5 this cnange gone? Actually some interest in straight 
foreign bonds has revived during the last two years. Since 1954, Australia, 
Belgium, Norway and South Africa were able to float on the market medium-
size issues mostly at ten years or less. Nothing of the kind had been 
possibla sinca 194?. According to inquiries made in the roarke.t, a substanticl 
frac-tion of these securities was bought for foreign accounts, mostly for 
European holders of dollars. And indeed at about the same time the same 
borrowing countries found it easier to issue bonds in Switzerland, Holland or 
Sweden. The fact is that there has been a revival of European interest in at 
least European or Commonwealth fixed-interest securities and that this climate 
has progressively influenced New York. As we shall see presently, cooperation 
with the official lending agencies has a1so played a major role in this 
improvement., 

Who are the domestic purchasers? Some individuals, some funds which 
are free to invest a~; they choose and the commercial banks. The commercial 
banks have traditionally cooperated \-Iith the Export-Import Bank in carrying 
some of the latter's commitments sometimes with and sometimes without 
~arantee from the agency. And the Charter of the recently created AOFC 
(a private corporation which is to assist American exporters with medium
term credit) has provided room for letting the E;~ort-Import Bank carry at 
least part of its risks. A similar and very active cooperation has been 
established with the International Bank. Some technical details may be of 
interest in this respect. 

In the first place, medium-term bonds of the International B~ 
itself are an attractive security for banks, commanding as they do a small 
yield premium over direct U.S. obligations. In the second place, early 
in the Bank's history some of the commercial banks began to buy bonds 
held by it in its portfolio, in other words, obligations of countries to whom 
IBRD loans had been made, provided the IBRD put its guarantee on it. From 
the financial standpoint this amounts to the same thing as for the Bank to 
issue its own obligations. Much more significant therefore was the third 
stage of this evolution. 

The commercial banks progressively became interested in buying 
out of the Bank's portfolio short and medium-term obligations of its borrowers 
without the Bank's guarantee. A growing amount of sales of this kind has 
taken place in recent years. Their total now reaches around $200 million, 
of which about $150 million are still outstanding. The importance of this 
kind of operation becomes clear if it is realized that in this case the holder 
of the foreign bond carries the full risk of the foreign debtor wit.hout any 
shield. The result is that certain foreign signatures are progressively 
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ga~n~ng circulation again on their own. And they are by no means all 
European. A great number of operations concerned Latin-American or 
Asian bondso The role of the IBRD in this context is to reassure the 
ultimate purchaser of the bond that the project has been thoroughly exam
ined and that the creditworthiness of the debtor country has been carefully 
studied. Moreover, it is almost inevitable that the Bank should keep part 
of the debtor's bonds ·and mostly of course the long-term ones. There is 
therefore an unwritten assurance that the Bank will continue its interest 
in these particular obligations and in case of need exert its influence to 
obtain regular se~vicing. It would be an exaggeration to represent these 
operations as the only means tl~ough which American banks participate 
in non-commercial direct medi um-term financing abroad. The major American 
commsrcial banks co from time to time lend abroad on their own. , although 
there is no official record of these transactions. Some of them are linked 
to a gold or dollar deposit; others represent genuine risk taking by private 
institutions without security. But clearly the system of IBRD portfolio 
sales without gu.arfu""ltee represents in a way a welcome intermediate step 
between IBRD lendir!g and strictly independent commercial bank loans. 

A fourth stage in the progress of cooperation was reached in 1954 
when the commercial banks instead of buying obligations out of the Bank 1 s 
portfolio actually participated in the loan at the outset. This fn fact is 
an extended application of a procedure which had already been used intwo 
isolated cases in 1948 and 1952. Instead of waiting until disbursements 
allowed for the creation of a new security and then purchasing it from 
IBRD, the banker in this system undertakes at the time when the loan is 
signed to participate without IBRD guarantee in the disbursements as and when 
they take place under an agreement whereby his contribution will be repaid 
out of the first maturities. The participation agreements are actually a 
refinement of the portfolio sales. They now amount to $55 million and in 
the year 1955 commercial banks participated in 20 out of 27 loans made by 
the Bank., 

Finally, it is necessary to mention another most important form 
of cooperation. It affects this time not only the commercial banks but the 
financial market generally. This is the combined IBRD-public market bond 
issue. When in 1951 the International Bank lent $50 million at long-term 
to South Africa for transportation and electricity, a group of investment 
bankers privately placed another $20 million of short- and medium-term 
South African bonds with their own investment customers. The IBRD was 
not involved in the operation except that the private placement and the 
signing of the loan agreement by the Bank took place at the same time. 
More recently several public bond floatations were made in a similar fashiono 
vJhen in December 1954 the IBRD made a $20 million loan at 15 years to 
Belgium, an investment banking sJ~dicate offered for public subscription 
$35 million of 3 to 10-year bonds. Norway borrowed $25 million from the 
IBRD and $15 million in the market at exactly the same date (April 1955). 
And in November 1955 South Africa combined a 10-year loan of f 9 million 
from IBRD with a public issue of $25 million in New York. 
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In each case maturities taken by the IBRD were longer or at least 
equal in length to those carried by the public offering. The great importance 
of these combined operations was underlined several times by the underwriting 
firms~ They represent a vivid illustration of how an official institution 
can assist in re-opening private market operations. 

IV. -The Eqt1itv Market 

Our review till now concerned essentially the long and medium-term 
capital movements in the form. of loans. '&Je have seen how government, 
official lending agencies, and the private market have substituted for 
one another, or supplemented and stimulated each other, and how a practically 
non-existent foreign bond market is slowly regaining some strength and 
initiative. But there is another form of capital export which has been much 
mo:::-e lively than fixed yield capital. Equity financing has not only never 
cea~ed, it has kno· .. Jn a substantial activity since the war. 

This was mainly in the form of direct investment by important 
corporations desirous of branching out abroad, largely to develop their 
supplies or open up new outlets. It is a.sttiking fact that while between 
1922 and 1929 in the golden era of u.s.y~~p!u~ export, direct investments 
inCluding reinvestments represented less than 40% of total net capital 
exports, since 1946 this same category has amounted to nearly 90% of the 
total_, a yearly total which, in dollars of the same purchasing value, had 
remained practically unchanged. In other words, the great concentration 
of savings and financial means in corporate or mutual form had in the 
field of equity investment an effect exactly opposite to what it had had 
in the field of bond investment. In amount, net equ.ity investn:en·t abroad has 
not varied greatly from year to year since the war. There was, however, a 
sizeable spurt in 1954 a.rrl .probably also in 1955. At the same time, that is 
to say during the last two or three years, three major developments have 
taken place. 

First, oil and mining which account for over two-thirds of the 
total do not seem to be growing in proportion to the total, while manu
facturing industry and trade and marketing are rather on the·· increase. 
This might indicate that more opportunities are opening up in this field, 
a not unexpected conclusion in view of the great economic movement which 
has carried the whole world forward since the war. This by the way may 
have an important bearing on the future prospect of investment abroad. 
It may well be that medium and small size investment other than branch
ing off of U.S. corporations will tend to expand more quickly in the near 
future. This would provide a good operational basis for the institutions 
which are discussed later on. 

Second, foreign investment in the form of purchase of shares 
quoted abroad has become a relatively sizeable business in New York, 
although the amounts purchased for private account cannot be very big 
as long as the shares are not quoted in the U.S. But quotation has been 
obtained for some foreign securities, Royal Dutch Shell being the out
standing example. 
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Thirdly, and this is the most important in the context of this 
lecture, inst.:.\tutions of all kinds are springing up in the wake of this 
renewed interest in foreign ventures. Some of them fall in the invest-~ 
ment trust category. They are more or less specialized, they sometimes 
limit themselves to Canadian holdings; a few, however, are now free to 
invest in other foreign securities. Others can participate directly 
in new or old ventures, and besides intend to act as investors or pro~oters. 
It may be worthwhile mentioning some of them. 

The oldest one in this category is the .Inter~.§.ti.onal Basic Economy 
Cornoration. It was eet up year s ago by the Rockefeller brothers, with 
an initial capital of $12 million~ It has assisted in the creation and 
financing of industrial trade, agricultural ~~d finance companies in Latin 
America. Among the more recent creations the following names are best 
known: 

been 
Deltec S.A. hadjestablished in 1946 by American capital to conduct 

investment banking operations in Brazile Its American affiliate in Th~ 
Del~ec CoJ:noration which was formed in 1947 by an assorted group of promoters 
who included the Banco Mercantile de Sao Paulo, the Suez Canal Company, the 
Banque de l'Indochine, Loavo Aranha and senior partners of Kidder, Peabody 
& Co., Wood, Struthers & Co., Bear Stearns & Co. and Goldinam Sachs & Co. 
It aims to provide short-term dollar loans, as well as venture capital for 
overseas enterprises. It a1so intends to place blocks of Latin American 
securities in the United States, a recent example being the placement of 
some stock of a Venezuelan mortgage company. It may assist other U.S. 
funds such as Inter-American Capital Corp. in its Latin American investments. 

Acturus Investment and Development Corporation is a subsidiary 
of the Chase Manhattan B~k. It is believed to have made some test invest
ments abroad in partnership with U.S. concerns. 

The Development Resources Corporation established by Lazard Freres, 
New York, under the management of two well k-~own former heads of TVA, 
Messrs. David Lilienthal and Gordon Clapp, aims to go into partnership with 
U.S. or European firms in the establishment of new ventures overseas, and 
also · to provide technical assistance. According to recent reports 
it signed a contract with Iran to assist in economic planning in that country's 
oil producing area. 

Inter-American Ca.pi tal Corporation was established in 1955 by the 
South American Gold and Platinum Company, Time Inc. and the Pennroad 
Corporation, to undertake both portfolio and direct investments in Latin 
America. It is a by-product of the Inter-American Investment Conference 
of 1955, where its promoters had been active. The company has an author
ized capitalization of $2o5 million convertible preferred stock and $250 
thousand common stock. In addition it intends to issue $5 million of 
convertible cumulative income debentures. Part of the common stock, the 
preferred stock and the income debentures would be combined in units which 
would be privately placed. 
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International rlesources Fund is the first mutual investment fund 
organized in recent years for the purpose of holding foreign securities. 
This fund used to be called National Resources Fund. Its invest~~nts were 
rGstricted to U.S. and Canadian securities. A new charter dated September 
1955 allows for investment in other countries. It will invest primarily 
in the field of natural resources. In doing so, it will include to the 
extent of at least two-thirds of its investments, securities representing 
leading international or foreign natural resources companies. 

Another diversified, management mutual fund is International 
l.~stors In .. ~. In February of this year it made its first offer of shares 
to the public. As is the case with International Resources Fund, Inter
national Investors intends to keep at least two-thirds of its assets in 
foreign securities. It expects to diversify its investments among foreign 
industrial, raw material, public utility, transportation or financial 
securities he.ving g1·owth prospects and which can be sold for UeS. dollars 
and whose interest or dividend payments are readily convertible in dollars. 

Co11trary to the two companies I just discussed, the !ransoce~nic 
~eveloF-ment Corooratio~ was organized in 1955 as a closed-end investment 
company. It has an international sponsorship which includes Kuhn, loeb 
& Coo, the First Boston Corporation of Nevr York and a number of European 
participanta s among whom Warburg London and several banks. The authorized 
capital is $10 million, about 60% of which is paid up. Its purpose is 
the making of equity investments in overseas enterprises, and more 
important, to participate in financing such investments jointly with others. 
It is intended that it should serve as a study group and as a member or a 
leader of a syndicate in participation not only with its own shareholders 
but with any other group. This would involve associating 1N.ith investment 
tn1sts such as I have mentioned or with the International Finance Corporation. 
It envisages both investment in existing companies and the promotion, 
financing and development of new enterprises. The corporation has been 
registered in Canada, but it will be mainly managed from New York and 
London. 

The present means of these institutions are not of course ver.y 
great. But behind them stand the very large resources of their sponsors. 
They would undoubtedl:sr be forthcoming if the demand emerged. As it is, 
their list is clear evidence of a change in climate and of a new willingness 
on the part of the financial world to look for new investment opportunities 
abroad and to go into partnership with others, including official institu
tions .. 

May I, once more, emphasize the importance of partnership or 
cooperation? As we have seen, the slow revival of the bond market is in 
part based on the reliance of the financial world on partners~ip with the 
International Bank, whose structure and history inspire confidence. Is it 
surprising that this same idea should bave been viewed with favor in the 
field of venture capitali Sometime in 1956 . the International Finance 
Corporation will be established. It is to be an affiliate of the 
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International Bank and its constitution will be very similar. The 
governments of the member countries will subscribe the capital, this 
time entirely in dollars, and their votes \dll be weighted according to 
the number of shares held by them. Again the U.S.A. and the U.K. will 
be at the top of the list. At the start the capital will be somewhere 
between ~~75 million and ~100 million. The member countries will be 
. represented on the Board of Directors by the same persons who represent 
them as Executive Directors of the International Bank and the Chairman 
of the Board will be the President of the IBP.D. 

Its essential purpose will be to make loans in partnership with 
private capital, local or foreign, in order to assist in the creation or 
expansion of private enterprises principally in underdeveloped countries. 
One of its most delicate problems will be to determine that it is not 
substituting for private capital which could have been contributed had the 
IFC not e:risted, and that its assistance is really making a new investment 
possibj_e. It will make only loans but these loans can be accompanied by 
any clause which would make their remuneration or resale value dependent 
upon the earnings of the borrowing enterprise, e.g. income bonds or bonds 
convertible into shares if held by other than IFC. Many of its loans 
could thus enjoy a chance of capital appreciation. This is an important 
feature since one of its basic policies will be to turn over its capital 
by selling its holdings whenever an attractive possibility comes to hand. 
MOreover, it will not require the guarantee of the government in whose 
territory the enterprises it finances are situated. This will relieve it 
from one of the limitations under ',.rhich the IBRD has been operatirJg. Its 
position with regard to the country in which it invests will be in principle 
exactly the same as that of a~ private investor. 

It is hoped that thanks to the experience of the International Bank 
and to the high sponsorship which it enjoys, the IFC will be able to 
stimulate the movements of private capital - local or foreign - into a 
number of medium size enterprises which, without this assistance, would 
forever remain in the planning stage. And there is good reason for this 
hope. Since the idea of IFC was launched about three years ago, is it not 
striking to see how many new private financial institutions have been born 
in New York which, besides all the other enterprises already engaged in 
direct investment abroad, are apt to become either the partners of IFC or 
the purchasers of its portfolio? And if any prediction is possible in this 
field, it is probable that the partnership system between private and 
official capital will grow even more quickly in the field of venture capital 
than in the field of bond investment. 

*iE-*****~-****** 
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It is indeed a pleasure to address a group such as 
this, particularly on the subject assigned to me. Your 
daily concern is new business. If I speak about the 
Common Market and what it may mean in terms of new 
business and particularly new business relations, I can 
at least count on a favorable prejudice on your part. 
In view of the short time available I shall concentrate 
on policy problems rather than on figures. 

I should however say, at the outset, that I feel 
some humility at the thought of talking about the 
European Economic Community in the presence of 
Mr. Paul Hoffman. His achievements in Europe ~re well 
known to all of us. But one of them deserves to be 
singled out today. His enthusiasm for international 
cooperation, his faith in the productive capacity of the 
European economies, his conviction that the wounds .of 
war could heal if business activity and hopes for better 
living could be stimulated, and the warmth with which he 
conveyed his ideas are directly responsible for the 
rather bold concepts which underlie what we call the 
"CoiiJilon Market. u 

The manner in which Mr. Hoffman has directed 
American economic aid to Europe has achieved two great 
moral results: (1) he helped restore the self
confidence of the nations which American contributions 
were assisting, and (2) he helped restore the self
confidence of the business community in the same 
countries. The Common Market treaty is a direct 
consequence of this truly spiritual change. Those 
of you who, over the last five years, have travelled 
through Europe must remember the self-reliance which 
characterizes the European entrepreneur today, and 
his readiness, sometimes even his impatience, to meet 
the challenge of increased international competition. 
This is in essence the philosophy of the European 
Economic Community: an increased challenge to 
production, to marketing, and, generally, to inventive
ness on a broader international scale. 
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The word "integration" has often been used to 
describe the process now under way. If literally 
interpreted, this is perhaps too ambitious a description. 
Strictly speaking, the word integration may imply in the 
mind of many people deep political consequences; it 
implies substantial surrender of sovereignty in the field 
of internal and external policies; it implies some kind 
of a merge~ of nationalities. Neither tne Benelux Customs 
Union, nor the Coal and Steel Community, the two pre
decessors of the Common Market, reach outside of the 
economic field. And the European Economic Community 
does not go further, nor does it need to go further. 
It rests on the common realization that, given the 
elimination of the main points of political friction, 
which has now been realized, a broadening of trade 
competition would be to the advantage of all and should 
lead to accelerated economic progress. How far the 
advance of economic integration may facilitate further 
rapprochement in the political field is wisely left for 
the future to determine. At present, the point is that 
there are enough common interests in the purely economic 
sphere for economic expansion to be considered a common 
goal, worth some sacrifices. 

* * * * * 
Belgium, France, Germany, Holland, Italy and 

Luxemburg are now the six members of the Community. 
In fact, they form only four customs groups since 
Belgium, Holland and Luxemburg are already associated 
in Benelux. The main features of their agreement are 
well known: (1) over a period of 12 to 15 years they 
will abolish tariffs and other trade restrictions 
between themselves; (2) during the same period they 
will establish a common tariff with the outside world. 
A few technical details are in order at this point. 

The internal elimination of trade barriers is to 
be brought about in three four-year periods - a breathing 
spell may be granted if necessary. Each four-year period 
can be extended provided all extensions together do not 
prolong the total over 15 years. By next January 1st 
each member will cut each of its duties by 10%. Further 
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reductions must be achieved by successive stages so that 
the overall tariff level of each state will be lowered 
by at least 30% at the end of the first four-year period. 
In order to ensure that all duties are being reduced and 
not only those whose reduction would hurt least, the 
minimum reduction for any single duty during the first 
stage would be 20%. At the end of the second stage, 
which will also be progressive, the total reduction 
should reach 60%, the total reduction on any single 
duty being at least 35%. At the end of the third period 
of four years, all remaining duties will have been 
abolished as between the members. 

It should also be · mentioned that export duties 
and equivalent taxes will be eliminated by the end of 
the first stage. 

We know all too well that tariffs are not the only 
form of restriction on commercial trade - quantitative 
restrictions are today quite important. The Treaty 
provides that they, too, shall be progressively abolished 
over the three stages. 

Finally, to the extent there exist export restric
tions, they will have to be eliminated by the end of the 
first year. 

So much for the trade among the Six. The trade of 
the Six with the rest of the world will eventually be 
subject to a single common external tariff which, at 
the end of the 12 or 15-year period, will be - unless 
otherwise provided - the arithmetic average of the 
rates applied by January 1st 1957. There are exceptions 
to this rule: some duties will be higher and some 
lower than the arithmetic average. A number of them 
have already been fixed. More generally, duties on 
raw materials cannot exceed 3%, tho~e on semi-finished 
products 10%, for inorganic chemicals 15%, and for 
organic chemicals 25%. 

This common tariff, as well as other commercial 
policy features, will be subject to international 
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negotiations like any established tariff is now, but 
the negotiations will be conducted by one group repre
senting the Six countries. And it is not irrelevant 
to point out that during the recent discussions at GATT, 
one single group of:delegates spoke on behalf of the 
Common Marke~ and not on behalf of individual countries. 

Some apditional features are worth noting. A 
common agricultural policy is to be followed. Its 
purposes, to be sure, are those which are traditionally 
ascribed to agricultural policy: equitable standards 
of living for the agricultural population, stabilized 
markets, guaranteed supplies, reasonable prices, etc. 
If one takes account of the protectionist tradition 
which prevails in most member countries, it seems clear 
that one of the ways by which the sacrifices of the 
members may be minimized would be through common 
marketing arrangements. It is, however, much too 
early .to forecast how much and how quickly agreement 
can be reached in the vexing field of agriculture. 

There are others where the same is true, where 
the T·reaty involves more than a mere broadening of 
markets. Take social policy. Over the period of 12 
to 15 years, complete freedom of movements of people 
and freedom of establishment is to be realized within 
the Common Market. This is just as important for labor 
in search of work - and Italy is vitally interested in 
this - as for businesses in search of a proper location. 
Furthermore, working conditions will be equalized to a 
certain extent: equal paid holidays, equal wages for 
men and women are to be generally established in the 
second four-year period. In addition it is realized 
that some enterprises will be hurt by increased compe
tition. They may have to close down or be transformed; 
this would entail unemployment and resettlement problems. 
A special social fund has been created for that purpose 
which would share in the support expenditures of the 
country thus affected. 

This description would not be complete without a 
mention of the Overseas Territories - this means 
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mainly French and Belgian Africa. These territories 
will be associated with the Common Market in this way: 
the metropolitan members will progressively abolish 
their tariffs against imports from the associated 
Overseas Territories; the territories, however, may 
continue to impose duties on imports from the Six in 
order to meet their development and industrialization 
needs. It should be mentioned that in order to 
facilitate this very development, a common fund has 
been created which over five years will allocate $580 
million to investments both social and economic in 
the Overseas Territories. The French territories are 
to e the main beneficiaries since out of this total 
they will receive some $500 million, while the contri
bution of metropolitan France is only $200 million. 

* * * * * 
We have already drifted into finance. This is a 

subject of some importance. In the first place, transfer 
restrictions are to be abolished progressively between 
the members and this, as the Treaty specifically indi
cates, involves elimination as far as possible of all 
obstacles to capital movements within the Market. 
Coupled with the freedom of establishment, this ought 
to be over the years a strong incentive to the creation 
of new enterprises in the location most suited to them. 

In the second place, realizing that private capital 
movements may not satisfy all the urgent needs, a 
European Investment Bank has been established with a 
capital of one billion dollars, for the purpose of 
{inancing within the Conununity general investment 
projects of a public character as well as for the 
modernization or reconversion of industrial plants 
and, last but not least, for the development of under
developed areas, a clear hint to Southern Italy. 

In the third place, the monetary implications of 
the Common Market are not always properly appreciated. 
True, there are escape clauses which allow in case of 
need for an interval of a year or two to separate the 
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various stages. True also, there are escape clauses 
which provide that if a country finds itself in a 
serious payment crisis, it can take safeguarding 
measures, and this probably means a return to some 
form of import restrictions. But the use of the 
escape clauses is subject to the approval of the 
governing bodies of the Community. Moreover, the 
country concerned is not free to chose the nature, 
extent or d~ration of these measures without the 
same approval. 

This can only mean one thing: it is generally 
recognized by the members of the Community that they 
cannot have widely divergent fiscal and monetary 
policies. The Treaty provides for a continuous 
consultation on these matters. But, more effective 
even than consultations, the member countries will be 
subject to a considerable element of constraint by the 
mere fact that they have accepted to discard the 
traditional defensive weapon against the effects of 
unwise monetary policies in their relations with one 
another. 

It is often said that a degree of convertibility 
not only within the Community but with the rest of the 
world is an indispensable condition for the proper 
working of the Common Market. This is undoubtedly 
true, but one may just as well say that the very 
existence of the Common Market will force upon its 
members fiscal and monetary policies which should 
result in external equilibrium, and hence in a certain 
degree of convertibility. 

* * * * * 
What then can we expect the consequences of this 

set up to be? Some of them would affect the 160 million 
people l~ving within the area; some of them the rest of 
the world. So far as the area itself is concerned, the 
likely developments are clear enough. It is the. ambition 
of the Six countries to facilitate the improvement of the 
welfare of the 160 million inhabitants by enlarging the 
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prospects of all of them. For many years, the Euro
pean countries have looked at the United States with 
some envy and admired the effect of broader markets 
on the productivity of American industry. The purpose 
of the Treaty is to achieve the same thing in Europe. 
With a reasonable degree of monetary stability, with 
easy movements of people and capital, with progressive -
and even more important - predictable reductions and 
abolitions of trade barriers, enterprises can plan 
ahead today. This means that they will plan, and 
already plan for more specialized, more efficient 
production, that they will invest in the hope of 
se1 ing more widely. Some of them will suffer but, as 
I indicated before, this challenge has been consciously 
accepted. 

\~at does it mean to the outside world? For some 
commodities, such as raw materials or foodstuffs which 
are not readily produce~ in the area or in the overseas 
territories, it obviously means increasing imports into 
Europe. If the optimistic forecast made by some of the 
advocates of the Common Market comes true, and if indus
trial production and standard of living continue to 
rise at the remarkably quick rate at which they have 
risen for the last five years, in these countries, this 
may mean that the demand for raw materials and foodstuffs 
will increase even more quickly in continental Europe 
than elsewhere. But that is only part of the picture. 
The challenge which the six European nations are 
accepting, they are also offering to the other countries. 
They will compete in their own territories with imports 
of manufactured goods and they will also do so in 
third markets. 

It is impossible to state in general whether 
imports of manufactures will be subject to higher or 
lower tariffs in the end than they are now. This de
pends on the product in question; it depends also on 
the amount of trade which the specific manufacturer has 
now with high or low tariff countries. It can be said 
in very broad terms that Benelux has on the whole a low 
tariff, while France and Italy have hig~er ones, but 
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generalizations of this kind are of ·little significance 
in the long run. It is, therefore, not possible to 
know today whether at first the demand for manufactured 
goods imports will tend to increase soon or not. But 
two things seem certain. One is that the increase in 
income which we can expect to take place in Europe will, 
by itself, bring an increased demand for more manufactured 
products, including foreign manufactures. The second, 
is that it ~ill be tempting for a number of foreign 
manufacturers to establish themselves in Europe, bringing 
their patents, their capital and their know-how, in order 
to enjoy a free access to a market not of 40 or 50 million 
people only but to a market of 160 million. 

All of you know how 'many firms in the United States 
are already studying European conditions to find out 
where a plant would be best located. Many of your have 
probably also heard of the tendencies evidenced by those 
firms which are already established in Europe to prepare 
for specialization of their production in the different 
branches or subsidiaries which they may already have 
abroad, and this -is truly in the spirit of the European 
Community. And incidentally, with more products to 
merchandize, more specialties to bring to the markets, 
the advertising trade should find a bright new field 
to exploit. 

But that is not all. If one is thinking of ex
panding one's activities in six countries, one cannot 
help thinking also of extending them in third markets. 
There, the Common Market manufacturers will tend to 
compete with the traditional suppliers. If they really 
manage to lower their costs on the basis of more efficient 
production, their desire to export in third markets will 
be stimulated. 

Some people have looked askance at the great demand 
for capital which Europe itself will inevitably experience 
and have concluded that the Six will not be a source of 
capital for investment abroad~ Some Latin American 
countries seem to have expressed particular concern on 
this point. Unless, however, the Common Market brings 
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about so much disillusionment that it can be considered 
a failure, the very fact that it is a success should 
mean that, after a while at least, both income and savings 
will tend to increase in the Six countries, and that, 
therefore, investment opportunities outside Europe have 
a fair chance to attract capital of European origin. 
This ought to be particularly true if export trade is 
thereby facilitated. There is, thus, no reason to 
believe that the underdeveloped areas of the world -
which are the great hope of future exporters - will be 
less of a market in the future than they are now simply 
because the European Community has come to life. 

,) 

* * * * * 
The picture, thus, seems to round itself up: stimu

lation within the area, including an invitation to foreign 
investment, increased import demand accompanied by 
increased exports. But is that all? To be fair, one 
should add one or two remarks. The future role of the 
European Economic Community in international trade will 
depend to a considerable degree on its ability to avoid 
high costs of production. This, in turn, implies that 
the cost of living, including the cost of agricultural 
products, should not rise unduly. This point is so 
obvious that it requires no comment, except to emphasize 
that every country knows how difficult it is to combine 
a low cost of foodstuffs to the consumer with sufficient 
incentive to encourage higher productivity in the fields. 

The other condition is that the Community should 
not be satisfied with competition only within the area 
itself, that it should be accessible to trade negotia
tions with others and that it should seek to enlarge 
its own markets. This is exactly the problem involved 
in the present negotiations concerning the Free Trade 
Area. 

The Free Trade .Area would consist of 
Market countries and the other members of 
the United Kingdom, Austria, Switzerland, 
vian countries, Ireland, Portugal, Greece 

the Six Common 
the OEEC, i.e. 
the Scandina-
and Turkey. 
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A Free Trade Area differs from a customs union in 
that the Free Trade Area members retain their own tariffs 
vis-a-vis third countries while abolishing all internal 
trade restrictions within the Area. 

Why di9 the Common Market not seem attractive to 
some members of OEEC? Various reasons can be given for 
various coqntries. For some, such as Switzerland, a 
simple customs union appears to mean giving up part of 
their political sovereignty rights •. The United Kingdom, 
as the center of the Commonwealth, also considers a 
full participation in the Common Market incompatible 
with her p~esent Commonwealth arrangements. The 
Scandinavian countries have been contemplating a 
customs union of their own for a long time, and are 
still not sure whether their specific problems would 
not warrant a specific, meaning "Scandinavian," solution. 
Moreover, many countries have a relatively low tariff 
for manufactures and would prefer to keep their freedom 
of decision in this field, a freedom which i.s preserved 
in the Free Trade Area system. 

All the OEEC countries, however, realized right 
from the beginning that a closer cooperation in the 
field of trade and economic policy with the Six would 
be highly desirable, and that a Free Trade Area might 
well be the proper way to achieve this goal. 

The negotiators have run into some very intricate 
problems. The United Kingdom wishes to exclude the 
agricultural sector from the Free Trade Area, and at 
the same time wants to safeguard its preferential trade 
arrangements with the other Commonwealth nations. 
Denmark is torn between the desire to have orderly 
market arrangements for its agricultural products and 
wide outlets for its industries. Greece and Turkey 
suggest special dispensations, and additional financial 
assistance for underdeveloped areas. -·And for all pros
pective Free Trade Area members . together, the problem 
of how to prevent low-duty imports into one country from 
being shipped duty-free to other members also presents 
a hard nut to crack from a merely administrative stand-
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point. Moreover, just to mention one more stumbling 
block, diverging tendencies have made themselves felt 
within the Common Market itself. Some feel that the 
expectation of still wider markets makes it worthwhile 
opening the territory of the Six to foreign competition 
on free entry terms. Others feel that unless conditions 
are absolutely equal, as is the case within the Common 
Market, the game is not worth it. 

The controversy has at times been quite bitter. 
Suggestions were heard to the effect that the Common 
Market would tend to turn into a protectionist area. 
Let me just comment that it is hardly fair to predict 
such developments at the very time when the members of 
the Community are preparing for the first lowering of 
their mutual tariffs. How this step will affect them 
may give us an indication of their future behavior. We 
cannot forget that Italy - traditionally considered rather 
protectionist - has liberalized its foreign trade over 
the last few years at a remarkable rate in spite of 
strong objections on the part of some of its own citizens. 
The beneficial effects of this liberalization have been 
convincing enough to erase the doubts expressed in 
earlier years. Only time will tell whether more or 
less liberal tendencies will dominate in the Common 
Market as a whole, and this in turn may depend in part 
on whether reciprocal concessions as between the Six and 
their trade partners can bring about an expansionist 
rather than a restrictionist climate. 

It would be surprising, however, if some acceptable 
solution were not arrived at. The closer economic co
operation among Free Europe achieved over the last ten 
years in the framework of the Organization for European 
Economic Cooperation has - as Mr. Hoffman had so often 
predicted - proved profitable for each individual country 
and for world trade in general. A few figures may il
lustrate this point. Between 1948 and 1956, for instance, 
total imports of the OEEC countries from all other OEEC 
partners have risen from $7.9 billion to $19 billion: 
this represents an increase of almost 150%. In the 
same period, imports of · the Free Trade Area from the 
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Common Market have almost trebled. Exports of the rest 
of the world, including the United _States and Canada, 
to the Free Trade Area have also gone up substantially. 
It should be assumed that this upward trend ~ould continue 
even more energetically if the market prospects were en
larged not only to 160 million people but to a territory 
of 240 million. 

A second indication is given by the desire of the 
major industries in the Free Trade Area countries to 
arrive at some agreement. A joint statement by the 
industrial federations of the Scandinavian countries, 
Britain, Austria and Switzerland, recently released, 
provides evidence of their solidarity and common desire 
to establish the Free Trade Area. 

What has been said of the beneficial effects of the 
Common Market applies equally to the Free Trade Area 
with its vastly greater human and material resources. 
There can be little doubt that both intra-European and 
world trade would gain from a higher degree of speciali
zation, a more economical use of resources and conse
quently a higher income and demand for commodities 
and services of all kinds. No doubt either the incen
tives to international investment would be increased. 

And if I may end on a more personal note, there 
can be no doubt that the ability and resourcefulness 
of the advertising profession are going to be called 
upon to help in this expansion. Ever greater flexi
bility and imagination will be necessary to carry old 
and new products to old and new markets. Appeals in 
many languages will be needed, adjusted to diversified 
national psychologies. This is still another challenge 
decidedly outside the scope of my competence - but 
decidedly within yours. 

* * * * * 
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DISCOURS PRO!~ONCE PAR Mo LEONARD B. RIST.., DIB.ECTEUR DU 

SilltVICE DES E1UDES ECOi~ONI~UES DE LA BA.i~UE MOliDIALE 
a J.a 

SOCIETE D 'ECO!iOMIE POLI 'ITQUE# PARIS 
Le ? F~vrier 1961 

Monsieur le President, Messieurs, 

Vous devinez avec quel plaisir j'ai aceepte la flatteuse invitation que m'a 

adressee votre Societe. Le sujet qui m' a ete suggere, "La Banque Internationale 

et ses quinze ans d' experience", m' a, au premier abord, paru simple.· 

Jt ai VU cet organisme accroitre le DCJnbre de ses membres de 45 a 66; j' ai 

vu son capital nominal doubler; j' ai vu le montant total de ses pr@ts monter 

progressi vement a 5 milliards 1/2 de dollars au benefice de 54 pays J j' ai vu le 

montant de nos obligations en circulation atteindre 2 milliards de dollars et 

nos reserves fr6ler les 500 millions. 

Je pourrais ajouter quelques evenements, tout aussi eloquents, par exemple 

que ces trois dernieres annees, nous avons consenti environ 700 millions de 

dollars de prets nouveaux par. an; que la Banque a etk appelee A jouer un r6l..e 

de conciliateur dans certains litiges d' ordre financier ou m~me dt ordre polit~~co

econaniqueo Ce fais~eau de ~hif'fres et de faits aurait, je crois,suf'fi a vous 

indiquer que11e a et~ 1a croissance de l'L~stitution depuis 1e mois de ma1 1946. 

J'aurais pu anssi tenter de def:i.nir l ~ im.portance relative des !llouvements 

de oapitaux dont la Banqu.e es·~ directement responsab1e dans le flot mondial de 

ces mouvementso Vous aurie~ vu. alors que vers 1950 notre cont.r.-ibution aux mou

vements de capitaux internationaux bruts etait de 1 1 ordre de 2%: elle est 

aujou~~'hut de ltordre de lO%Q Mais, ~ la r~flexion, 11 m~a semble que tous ces 

faits etaient exposes avec assez de pr~cision dans nos rapports annuels pour que 

je n'y insiste pas dav-antage6 J!ai pense q,.:.~un auditoire comme celui-ci s'inte

resserai t avant t.o1.1.t aux problemes que nou.s avons eu a resoudre et qui se posent 

encore a nous, et qu1en vous les soumettant - et en vous exposant comment ces 

Rrob]-~~ ont change d' aspect au cours des annees - nous pourrions en quelque 

sorte passer en revue certains des t~aits essentie1s de l'evolution economique 

et financiere du monde depuis 15 anse 

Ces problemes, en effet, peuvent ~tre, avec un minimum d'arbitraire, 

classes en trois grandes categories: 

1. Quels moyens de financa~ent la Banque a-t-elle cherche pour elle~eme; 

2~ Quels genres de projets a-t-elle finances; 

3. Finalement et surtout, a quels pay~ a-t-elle ac~orde des ~edits. 



Jtespere vous montrer que dans chacun de ces damaines les problemas qui se 

posent aujourd' hui a nous sont un peu differents, ou parfois tres differents de 

ceux qui se posaient ~ l'origine. 

I. Et d 1 abord, nos mozens de financement. La Banque est do~e d'un 

capital qui vient d'etre porte a 19~300 milliards de dollars. Lorsque ses tonda

teurs se sont reunis a Bretton Woods en 1944, trois choses ~taient claires: 

1. les besoins financiers des pays devastes par la guerre allaient 8tre 

considerables, 

2. les pays sous-developpes dont l'~volution avait ete interrompue par la 

crise et par la guerre avaient egalement des besoins considerables, 

3. enfin, les marches financiers, fournisseurs traditionnels de capitaux, 

avaient perdu confiance dans le credit ext~rieur. 

Deux pays seulement parmi ceux qui avaient pris part ·a la guerre pouvaient 

pretendre avoir un credit intact sur le marche de New York, le Canada et, bien 

entendu, les Etats-Unis. Par.mi les neutres, le Portugal et la Suede n'avaient 

pas besoin d!emprunter et la Suisse regorgeait elle-meme de capitaux. Meme 

l'Angleterre avait du faire appel ~ un pret direct du gouvernement des Etats

Unis pour faire fane a ses besoinsc A vrai dire$ aucun marche au monde n1aurait 

pu fottt'n:L~ trc:.s rr.ill:lar-cls se:p+. cent cinquante millions de dollars, montant du 

pret q·v_e negocia la Gra"':ld.e-~Ef~etagne en 1946 avec le gouvernement ame:rj_cain (sans 

par.ler de l ~ emp:r-unt contraote au Canada) () 

Le financemE)nt de l ~ et.!'anger se faisa:i..t essentiellement par l'intermediaire 

d'une agence du gouJrernement des Etats-U-cj. s.~ l ~Expor't...-.Import Bank, a qui la 

Tr~sore:rie fou:r·nit ses n·lo:.tens d~ a~tj.on: o': est a elle que s 7 adressa la France 
. ..,. . " ..._ ,... d ., .~.. , l () f'. . d N Y k u1 en prem:1.er ..L::..euo Au -_,remen... :Lv; ...~..e marc 1e ... J~n'3.nc~er e ew or~, se e source 

importan:'0e de oapitaux a l~epoque, inquiet des effets de la guerre sur les pays 

europeens et se scuvenant des effet.s de la grande crise sur la plupart des 

autres emp~"Q"1"teurs ~t::-8.ngers :1 !'t~ et.ai t pas pr.et a satisfa:..re des besoins dont 

tout. le monde reconnaissait neanmoins l ?urgence. De la, l'idee de substituer 

au credit direct de 1~ emprunteu.r la cautton di un organisme international qui 

apporterait automatiquement le credit des pays cr~anciers, en particulier celui 

des Etats-Unis. La fonction de la Banque a ete comprise d'abord camme une 

fonction de gar an tie, mais comme on lui a·.rait donne 1' autarisat::..on d' emprunter 

pour son propre compte, qui tte a repreter ensuite, c' est a cette formula, 

techr..iquement pl-u.s simple.J que l~ on a t.oujours eu r.eeo-m-s en pratique. 

cwest done a peine une exageration que de dire que la partie essentielle 

du capital de la Banque est son aapital dit de garantie plus encore que les 

fonds que ses a~tio~~ires lui ont apportes n A l'origine, ce capital de 
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garantie s' elevai t 8 6,1 milliards: avec 1 t acc~s de nouveaux pays u se montai t 
a ?,9 milliards, puis, ala suite de !'augmentation de capital de 1959, il 8 

finalement ete porte a 17 '9 milliards. 

Les contributions en especes qui sont egal ement une source de finsnoement 

sont passees· progressivement de 1,2 milliard A 2 milliards. A vrai dire, une 

faible fraction seulement de oette contribution en espeoes devait §tre versea 

en dollars ou en or et le reate devait etre verse dans la monnaie nationale des 

etats aotionnaires. Les Etats-Unis ont immediatement mis a la disposition de 

la Banque les 570 milli.ons qui representaient leur part 1 mai.s les autres pays, 

m8me le Canada, ont Wneficie de certaines clauses de sauvegarde et ont etale 

la li~ation de leur capital sur une periode considerable. Aujourd'hui, les 

souscriptions espeees du Canada et des pays europeans di ts oreanoiers sont 

effecti vement dispani.bles, mais lea pays moins fortuMs qui ont libere leur 

part ne sont pas tres nanbreux. Il reste toujours dans lee souscriptions 

especes en monnaies na tionales une somme de 400 millions ~ laquelle la Banque 

n'a pas encore eu recours soit parce que l'exportation de ces fonds risquerait 

de creer au pays actionnaire des difficultes de balance de paiements, soit 

parce qu'il s'agit de monnaies non convertibles et que .les emprunteurs de la 

Banque ne pourraie~t pas aisement les utiliser . 

Mats c' est essentiellement ~ur le -~~c~~- fi~noi~ que la Banque a trouve 

ses moyens d' act.ion; et les bailleurs de fonds de la Banque s 1 en sont surtout 

remis au credit des pays cr~anciers actionnaires de la Banque. En ef'fet, le 

capital de garantie peut etre appele pour faire face aux obligations encourues 

par elle. Soyons meme tout- a-fait f r ancs : jusqu1a tout reoemment e'est 

essentieJJ.ement sur :e cr edi t du gouverna"llent des Etats-Unis que se fondait le 

credit de la B~nqt~ lorsqu~elle empruntaitw Peu a peu la situation est en 

tra:tn de changer et avec le raffer w.issement des monnaies europeennes, ce n' est 

plus seulement le c: edit am~ricain e t canadien mais aussi celui des principales 

nations creancieres sur lequel se fondant nos bailleurs de fonds. 

Autr.e ~V')lution, celle-oi plus aisee a preciser: o 1est sur le marcM de 

New York que la plupart de nos emissions d' obligations ont ete plaeees. Des 

1' origine oependant ' la Banque s' est preoccup~e d ' emettre ses titres sur 

d' autres placef! : des 1948 elle plactait des obligations en Suisse qui, bien 

que ni et.ant pas un pays membre' a accepte de souscrire a nos emprunts a un 

rythme quasi annuel c En 1951 nous ~mett,ions nos premieres obligations en 

Grande-Bretagne , en 1952 au Canada, en 1954 en HollanQ.e, en 195B en Allemagne 

et en 1959 en Belg:i.que ~ Le montant de ces emissions n t etai t pas toujours 
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consid~rable mais ellEB se sont frequemment r'p6~es et elles sont libell~es 

dans la monnaie du pays preteur. A vrai dire, nos emissions en monnaies 

autres que le dollar et aujourd'hui en circulation ne representent encore que 

400 millions de dollars sur un total en eircula tion de 2 ,2 milliards de 

dollars, mais nous savona qu' une partie importante de nos obligations en 

dollars sont effectivement d~tenues par des porteurs non americains: certaines 

m&ne de nos &dssions ont ete r~servees aux souscripteurs non amerieains et 

aujourd' hui SO% des souscriptions h nos emprunts proviennent d' autres pays que 

les Etats-Unis. Mais la Banque cherche toujours a diversifier ses sources de 

capi taux. Les obstacles ne sont pas taus levee: le march6 suisse reate 

relativement etroit et dans la plup)~t des autres pays d'Europe, ou bien les 

taux d' int@r@t restent sensiblement plus eleves qu' aux Etats-Unis 1 ou bien les 

~ssions internationales sont ralenties par la reglementation existante. Le 

plus souvent lea deux obstacles se trouvent reunis. 

Sur un autre point encore tout different, une evolution marquee at est 

fait senti.'!'~t En 1946~ la plupart des etats, sauf le Canada, n•etaient pas en 

etat de faire appel directement au mar~he . En 19471 l'Australie, la Norvege 

et la Hollande ont pu placer des emissions relativement modestes A New York, 

mais ce n'est qu'a partir de 1954 que des noms camme la Belgique, le Danemark, 

l i ltalie, la France, la Communaute Cha~bon Acier, le JapQn et l'Afrique du Sud 

se sent tro~ves sur les prospe~tus d'emission. Les pays du Commonwealth eux

m@mes etaient S01J.Jnis au rationnement sur le marche de Londres. La Banque s' est 

assigne pour tache de farniliariser a nouveau le marche avec des signatures que 

celui-ci avait quasiment onbliees. Des avant 1950, elle s'est effarcee de 

vendre au mar~he financi er 1 en particul.ier aux banques, les obligations a court 

terme qu: elle possedait dans son partefeuille. Ces ventes se font soit a 
li origtne du pret, so·J.s forme de 7'i part:.cipationsn, soit apres que le pret a 

ete consenti ~ sou.s f orme de n ces si ons de por·tefeuillen .. 

Elle a ~prouve plus de di..f£icul. tes ~ trouver preneur pour de lonps 

echeance~: elle y est parvenue pour des sommes importantes mais dans des cas 

encore peu nombreux et seulement au cours des deux dernieres annees iJ A vrai 

dire 1 le march' est different selon les eoheances: si les banq\18S commerciales 

sont disposees a prendre du papier allant jusquta cinq ans environ, ce sont les 

societes d' assuran'}es et fonds de retraite qui sont les prj_nc~.paux preneurs 

d!obligations a long terme~ Mais le fait important est que oes obligations 

sont a~hetees aans recours a l'encontre de la Banque: c 'l est la signature meme 
~~ · · ~ 

du debiteur qui est acceptee par le nouveau cr~ancie~e 



Dans quelqlleS cas aussi, des operations conjointes ont e't& JDen6es ~ bonne 

fin: 1' une est un pret de le. Banque, 1 t autre est une emission sur le marc~. 

c• est ce qui a ~~ fait par exemple pour 1' Australia et pour le Japon. Dans ce 

genre d 1 opl,rations, le march~ prive serait de toute tac;on trop etroit pour 

permettre l 1' emprunteur de couvrir 1 1 ensemble de ses besoins. Ce serai t una 

simplification que de dire que la Banque' dans ce cas, prend a sa charge le 

financement qu1 un march~ trop etroit ne pourrait assumer. Il serait plus juste 

de dire que grice a la preuve de confiance que lui donne la Bao:tue' 1' emprunteur 

a plus de latitude encore pour placer son enussion sm- le marche priv,. 

La Bamue se targue l juste titre d' avoir vendu au marche un montant 

croissant de son portefeuille sans sa garantie. Le total de ces ventes au 

cours des ann~es atteint 800 millions (l) et il convient d1 ajouter qu' ici 

aussi l'internationalisation croissante joue son r8J..e. Plus de la moiti' de 

eette somme a ete trouvee en Europe. 

En resume, grace a l'ameli~ation de la situation econo.mique dans le 

monde, la Banque a pu d' abord util.iser la majeure partie de son capital souscrit 

en espeoes ~ puis diver.aifier les monna)_es dans lesquelles sont libellees sea 

obligations~ ptis fa:L~e souscrire de plus en plus largement ~ ~ 1' ext6rieur des 

Etats-Unis des obli ge.'t,ions m.§'me libellees en dollars: puis reintroduire sur 

les ma:r.-ohes financters les signatures que eeu..-..c-ci avaient oubli~es et ceci non 

seulement su!" le ma~· che &'ll~ricain mais sur les march~s e~\lropeens .. 

Quand j i aurai a.jo1~.te .p.e tcu.s nos deb~~teurs nous ont paye ponctuellement 

et que grace a c-0la nons avons p"t;. aocumu.lar des re~~!"V~_!! de 19 ordre de $500 

millions dont une pa~tie d'ailleu~s sert 8 finar-cer de nou7elles operat~ons de 

pret: je vous aurai. donn§ tm tableau a peu pres complet de notre situation 

.financiere et de ses p:;:-ogres au cours des annees ecoulees. 

IIb Pas sons mai nt.enant au deuxi.erne or dre de proble:mes, a savoir, au genre 

de projets que nous avons finances- Peut .... on discerner une 'volution dans ce 

domaine? A vrai dire 1 il y en a une mais d' ordre plus subtil que celle que je . 

viens de retracer. 

(l) Avec garant:Le 100 millions suppl-ntai.res o 
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·Il faut mettre l part, pour clarifier 1' expos6, les prets consentis la 

premiM-e annee aux pays en cours de reconstruction~ la France, la Hollande, le 

Denemark et le Luxembourg.. Il s' agissait d'une scmne importante, pres de 500 

millions de dollars, et qui a 6t' consacr~e au finanoement du programme 

d' importation dict3 par la reconstruction de 1 t industrie de ces pays apr~ a la 

guerre. Le probl~me coneistait simplement ~ s' assurer que les merchandises 

finano6es par nous contribuaient eftectivement au redressament de lteconamie. 

S'ils ont eomporte quelques mati~res premihes, du peti-ole, par exemple_, ila 

ont essentiellement permis l'importation d'equipements industrials. Dl:ja une 

de nos pr6oocupations mattresses 'tait visible: la BaiXlue estimait dAa lora 

que son objet principal etait de financer lf investissement et non pas la 

consarunation. Mais, mis f1 part oes programmes g'neraux, la Ba~X~ue a' eat 

consacr6e l financer l' investissement dans des pays aoi t sous-d.eveloppes 1 

soi t en cours de ci6Veloppement. 

Inevitablement 1 des l'origine, et aujourd'hui encore, l'inf'rastructure 

joue un r6le considerable. ·Voici camnent se distribuent nos prets de 

~veloppement: 

Electricite ••••••••••••• 1 milliard 600 millions 

Transports •••••••••••••• 1 " ?00 '' 

(ceci camprend le financement de pipelines, dont 50 millions pour le Sahara). 

Agriculture et forets ••• 460 millions 

Industrie •·••••••••••••• 8?0 " 

Divers •••••••••••••••••• 200 " 

L' accent mis sur 1' infrastructure vous parattra, j ten suis sdr, tout 

naturel. Ceci nta pas change au oours des annees. Un point eependant ~rite 

peut-etre d' ~tre relev&. Il arrivait .frequemment ~ 1' origine que la cons

truction dfun barrage OU d!"'Jlle \.1.sine elect:'ique soit re!Xiue indispensable par 

1' insuffisance evidente des moyens de produotion existants. De longues ann6ee 

de crise, sui vies d' ann~es de guerre pendant lesquelles mBme les pays qui n' y 

avaient pas pris une part active, avaient ~~ dans l'im.poseibilit& de se 

procurer des ~quipements de base,. avaient dans bien des cas cr'' de v6ritables 

goulots d'etranglement. Aujourd'hui nous avons dans un meme pays accord' deux, 

trois ou meme quatre prets pour 1' electrification, nous pouvons souvent penser 

au developpement de demain plut8t qu'aux besoins insatisfaits d'aujourd'hui. 

Exemple: Il nous arrive maintenant d'~Ji.clure dans le montant de nos prets l 

1' energie les frais entratnes par la preparation technique du stade suivant 

d!expansion du mAme reseau. 
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Dans le domaine des ~ansports, on peut deceler une evolution asses 

semblable. Au Bresil, au Mexique, au Pakistan, notre premier pret aux 

chemins de fer a servi essentiellement A remettre en etat de marche des 

reseaux dont 1• usure etait extr@me. Au Mexique nous sanmes alles jusqut au 

remplacement de la voie ferree elle-meme. Au cours des toutes dernieres 

annees, nous avons pu finanoer la modernisation de 1 t equipement ou 1' ame
lioration des services. Un deuxieme pret destin& aux chemins de fer 

pakistanais, par example, a servi l aeoroitre leur capaci te de transport 

et non pas la retablir. 

Meme impression dans le domaine des routes. La plupart de nos prets 

colanbiens, par example, ont servi A ~tablir des liens entre les grandes 

vallees du pays ., jusqut alors pratiquement isolees les unes des autres. 

Mais dans certains cas, en Ethiopie, par exemple, notre premier ~t a 

servi a remettre en ~tat un reseau routier trop longtemps Mglige, tandis 

qu'un deuxieme pret doit perrnettre a la meme Ethiopie de construire des 

routes de pen~tration; il s'agit bien d'expansion et non plus de remise 

en etat., 

Meme remarque pour lee ports. Le premier pret que nous avons 

consenti au port de Callao, au Perou~ permit essentiellement de reduire 

le temps excessif absorbe par les emba.."tqu.ements et debar.qu.ements: un 

deux:tffir.e pret vi~t plus t .ard. agrandL~ le port lu.i.~·,meme o A Guayaquil, en 

Eq ua te'lll' :~~ nous prs t.ons :pour un nou:ve8. u port s destiru; a faire face au 

trafic a ve r..i.r c 

Dans le meme domaine agricple aussi on peut noter cette meme 
~~~~~ 

tendance A regarder vers l~ avenir pl~tSt quia reparer les dammages du 

pass§ .:~ NOliS avcns pre-i:,~ a l ;Australie iJ. y a ql.lelques htrl.t ans pour 

penne·::,tre 1 son agricult~e d1aocrilerix- u.n. O"J.t:i.llage mode:~ne :·!Ji lui. 

faisait. defant. d.e;;>-;;,J~s t:Pran~, la guel~.~e, mais :ylus r~et&mment no-~ avons 

prate ~ 1' Uruguay pour le d~veloppement, fut·ur de a on ~levage. Nous 

venons de prete~ au Keny·a po·=.:::-- la m~_se en valeur cte terres nouvelles. 

Nous avons dono de plus en plus souvent l'iooeasion de nous pr~oo

cuper du deve!oppement de demair. et nous ~esir0ns y contribuer non 

seulement ., , · :.1o:.~e appui fina~ ~-= er mais ~galement par notre appui 
, ~ 

Vous cO!lL"1a:Lfl sez les missions generales que nous avons 

envoy~es dans pl~sieurs pays po~ les aider a prepare~ un ~ogramme ou 

un plan d~expansiono De la Colombie ala Thai lande en passant par le 

Tanganyika o Tout recemment le Fonds S~cial des Nations Unies nous a 

demande de no~ c~arger ~ en ac~ord avec le gouvernement argentin, de 
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faire une etude approfondie des transports et de 1• energie en Argentine. 

Il faut s' attendre a oe que de oes ~tudes sorte un plan d' investiasement 

pour chacun de ces deux seoteurs. Ayant ete etabli en accord avec le 

gouvernement, il aura des chances serieuses d t etre mis en oeuvre. 

Toujours sous le signe de 1' assistance technique, nous avons cr6e 1' Institut 

de Developpement Econanique ou des fonctionnaires venant de pays en coura de 

~veloppement se reunissent pour echanger des vuea sur leurs problemas 
commune et les etudier avec nous. 

Je ne vous etonnerai pas cependant en vous d.isant qut un de nos aoucis 

les plus graves est de determiner dans chacun des pays l qui nous samnes 

desireux de preter quels sont les secteurs, et dans ces secteurs quels 

sont les projets auxquels nous pouvons donner notre assistance. Je voudrais 

pouvoir vous dire que nous avons trouve des regles d'application univer

selles qui nous permettent de determiner les priorites. Cela etait facile 

quand 11 .s'agissait d'eliminer des goulots d'etranglement, cela devient 

beaucoup plus delicat le jour ou un choix s'impose, un choix qui ne peut 

etre effeetu~ qu'en fonction de projections dfavenir. 

Certains pays sont en etat de prevoi.r leur propre evolution et par 

consequent leurs besoins de demain avec un minimum d' assurance. Des lora 

que lion exclut le danger d1une guerre nouvelle ou d'une crise mondiale 

profonde~ on peut se faire une opinion sur la cr oissance du revenu et de 

l'epargne, la maniere dont ils seront distribu~s et les biens que les 

consommateurs prefereront; les indue".;r ies qui seront appel6es a crottre le 

plus vite. On peut, avec une mar·ge d'erreur assez modeste, pr~voir ·le 

taux de croissance des besoi.ns en ~ncrgie ou en transports~ On peut, en 

faisant quelques hypot~eses raisonnables sur les moyens de financement 

dont pourra disposer le pays, imaginer dans les grandes lignes tout au 

moins, ou 1' invest.issement publio et o·u 1' investissement prive devront 

se diriger. 

Dans une economie complexe, les const.antes sont plus nom.breuses pe.ut

etre et les etudes faites sur place sont en general faciles 8 examiner, ou 

meme a verifier le cas ~oheanto Mais la tache deviant plus delicate dans 

des pays vraiment sous-developpes ; les elbents dynamiques y sont mal 

connus' les stimulants ~ 1 '1 acti vi te indi viduelle ou meme a la consanmation 

sont differents de oeux que nous connatssons dans les p~s developpes. Il 

est cert.ainement plus facile de pl'"evoir les besoins d; avenir de 1' Argentine 

otl. tant de travaux savants ont e~ i.ntellige..Ttl...lllen't. coordollMs, qut en ~uateur' 

par exemple r ou en Iran, 0~1, A plus forte raison,il <VJ.ns un pays d' Afrique 

Noireo 



Et si vous me demandiez quel est aujourd'hui le probleme de technique 

econanique sur lequel nous nous penchons avec le plus d' angoisse, ce serait 

incontestablement celui de l' evaluation intelligente des priorites de 

secteurs dans une economie en cours de developpement. 

Je ne vous ai pas parle de l'etude approfondie que la Banque consacre 

aux projets particuliers qu'elle se prepare a financer. Vous en connaissez 

les aspects principaux: =s' il s' agit d• un projet rentable en soi, quelle 

est la situation financiere de 1' entreprise? Le niveau des tarifs est-11 

suffisant pour en assurer l' .~quilibre? Et, bien enten:lu, quelle est la 

valeur technique des ~tudes fai tea par les ing~nieurs qui en ont fait lea 

plans? Ces problemas financiers et techniques, nous pouvons n' en pas 

parler aujourd' hui. Le problema ~conomique est, vous 1' imaginez, plus 

delicat. Quel effet aura le projet sur 1' ~conomie prise dans son ensemble? 

S' il est difficile de prevoir ou la demand.e se porter a demain, 11 est tout 

aussi difficile d'evaluer le benefice, lea avantages directs et indirects 

qu 1 apportera un pro jet particulier a 1' ~conomie du pays , En fait, 11 

suffira peut·-,etre que je dise aujourd'htd que dans les pays sous-developp&s 

notre exp~rience a souvent ete que les services rendus par les projets 

finances par nous se revelaient A l'usage plus importants que nous ne 

11 av:Lons prevuQ On peut probeblement dire que dans . neuf cas sur dix la 

production des usines elect:r-iques au.x(iuelles nous avions apporte notre 
aide s: est rev~lee su.per·ieure atlJC p."t'evisions 11 Et dans la me sure ou les 

stati.stiques ex:istent, il semble que le trafir.- routier qui empru.."'lte les 

reseaux q,le nov.s avons aide a amel.iorer ou l mettre en oeuvre soit tigale-
.; ._, • v • • d . . 

men~ super :Leur am.: pre~n.s~ons 'o~~l..g:t.ne Q 

Il est peut··et.re bon de precise:r ici que lorsque nous tentons 

dj evalue.~ les atrantages economiques qui un projet appoZ""tera au pays 

emprunteln";; nous nous preoccupons in.fin~imer.t plus de la contribution que 

le projet apportera au ~~~~u national que de son effet sur la balance 

des paiements. Certes, une industria d' exportation, une production 

agricola destin~e egalement ~ lVexpo:rtation, constituent des projets 

attrayantsq La production de manganese au Gabon, ou de minerai de fer 

en Mauritanie donneront a ces pays des ressourc~~ de change fort 

importanteso Nous nty sommes pas indifferents~ Lorsqu1une industrie 

peut, sur la base des ressources locales, prod 1ire a m.eilletl!" marcbe 

que le pays ne pourrait importer~ ici encore lYattrait est grand. (C?est 

le cas, par exemple, de liindustrie de l'acier aux Indes~) Mais la 

part co:nsidez•.n.bl.e que l"'epresente 1 t energie et les transports dans lea 
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prets consentis par nous indique assez le prix que nous attaChons ~ 

l'accroissement de l'activite ~conamique interne. 

Peut-etre devrais-je ajouter un mot sur le financement des industries. 

Nous nous sommes toujours abstenus de financer des industries d 1 Etat. Il 

y a a cela deux raisons: en premier lieu, nos statuts nous enjoignent de 

ne pas preter lorsque le financement pourrait etre obtenu ailleurs, Dans 

bien des cas' le marc~ pri v& interieur ou etranger pourrai t fournir lea 

capitaux necessaires aux induetries d'Etat. En second lieu, dans la 

plupart des pays sous-developp6s le manque de moyens financiers est un 

probleme constant pour lea gouvernements. Ils peuvent di.fficilement 

es~rer financer A la fois 1' infrastructure et leurs depenses courantes, 

-;,· ccmpris celles qui contribuent au ~veloppement, et, outre eel a, 

consacrer des sanmes importantes a des investissements que le capital 

prive pourrait desirer entreprendre. Il y a ll un probl~me d'~conanie 

des ress<>"urces et nous n' avons pas eu jusqut a present ~ regretter notre 

politique. 

Par contre, pour financer 1 t ent.repr-ise privee, nous avons a notre 

disposition tout un arsenal de moyens" En premier lieu, lorsque l'entre

prise est consid~r~e par son gouvernement comme sutfisamment importante 

pour meriter sa garantie, nous pouvons lui prater. C'est ce que nous 

avons fait aux Indes pour l ~ acier, par exempleo Lorsque les ent~eprises 

sont de taille modeste or!_ ::noyenne, nous avons souvent eu recours a des 

etablissements intermediaires, les banques de developpement ou banques 

industrielles qui servent de relai pour ! ~ utilisation des lignes de credit 

que nous leur accordons 4 Lorsqt"-t u..~e des entrep:t-ises qui a recours a elles 

a besoin d1 i...TUportatlons ~ les ~quipements &trangers SOnt achetes gr§ce a 
nos fonds o 

Mais un certain nombre d'entrep~ises hesitent a recourir directement 

ou indirectereent a la garant.ie de 17 Etat. Il peut s 1 agir soit d' entre

prises locales qui cherchent du capital etranger, soit d'entreprises 

etrangeres qui cherchent a s' ~tablir dans le pays ou ~tendre leurs 

op~ra tiona o C 1 est pour elles que rut cr~~e en 1956 la Societe Financ~~e 

Internat;onal~$ Dotee d'un capital modeste, ; .. Ild.ependant de celui de la 

Banque, elle a cependant le meme Conseil d~ Administration. Jusqut l 

present elle a consenti 44 millions de dollars en 39 prets repartis 

entre 17 pays o lei t- parfois, les paz~ticipations aetions du capital 

prive ont ~t~ importanteso 
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En resume, dans les projets que la Ba!XlUe a e~ amen6e a f'inancer, on 

constate une triple evolutiono En premier lieu, les besoins urgents de 

l'apres-erise et de ltapres-guerre font place de plus en plus A des entre

prises de developpement proprement dites: eeci est un temoignage du 

pr-ogres ~conomique accompli dans le monde depuis 15 ans. En second lieu, 

du moment ou les projets que nous etudions cessent d' avoir un caracthe de 

grande urgence" nous sanmes plus A mime de tenter un choix parmi ceux qui 

nous sont proposes et de plus en plus, nous 1' esp~ons, ee choix pourra 

s'inscrire dans l'ensemble d'un programme qui lui-m&te correspond A une 

vue precise du ~veloppement ulterieur du pays emprunteur. En troisiMie 

lieu, les methodes de f'inaneement deviennent de plus en plus vari,ea. Dee 

projets agricoles et industrials viennent s 1 ajouter de plus en plus 

fr~uemment ~ nos preoccupations plus rondamentales, et c'est pour faire 
race a leurs conditions particuli~res que de nouvelles formes de f'inance

ment - relai par les banques industrielles ou agricoles, ou creation 

d'une societe f'inanciere internationale - se sont impos~es ~ nous. 

III. Nous en arrivons au troisieme groupe de problemas: a quel 

pays va notre appui financier? Et d' abord quel ~tait notre mandat? 

C'etait de preter. a ceux qui ne pouvaient avoir recours au marcbe prive, 

w..ais qui nea:nmoins etaient aux yeux de la Banque capables de faire face 

au service de leur dette a son egard. Il s~ agissai t, si je puis dire 1 de 

la ~zone grise'' qui s z echelonnai t entre le Canada qui n 'l avai t pas besoin 

de nous, et les pays ou les perspectives d~avenir e\aient si obscures 

qu'ils relevaient de l'assistance gratuite plut6t que du credit interna

tionalc Pou~ etr.e juste ~ il faut ajou.ter quelques pays qui n! avaient pas 

honore ou regle le~~s dettes exterieures anciennesq La Banque a:est 

refu.see ~ les aider tant que ces reglements n: avaj_ent pas eu lieu., Mais 

comment, dans cette "zone grisen, juger la capacite de remboursement d' un 

pays? 

Avant d' en venir aux questions pr~cises; permettez..omoi de vous 

rappeler que 54 pays ont ben~£ice de nos prets. Parmi ceux-ci, dans 

1' ordre ou nous leur avons prete 1 figurent la France, le Danemark, le 

Luxembourg, les Pays-Bas~ la Belgique, 1' AU$tralie, l'Italie, 1 1Afrique 

du Sud, le Japon, 1' Autr).che, la Norvege - ,,J.tant de pays industrialises 

et dont le passe fir...anc:ter et economique pouvai t inspirer· confiance. 

C7 est au moins ce que nous disons aujourd·'h~ apres 15 ans de recons

truc~ion et de progreso 
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Mais ce serai t simplifier le probleme que de dire qu' auoune question 

ne se posai t A leur ~gard l 1:- ~poque oh nous leur a110ns pre~. L' &normit6 

de leurs besoins, s'il s 1 agissait de reconstruction, la faiblesse de leurs 

reserves monetaires 8 l''poque 0~ le premier pret a souvent ~~ consenti, 

la i'ragilite de certaines balances de paiements, expliquent pourquoi nous 

avons dft nous peneher s~rieusement sur les problemas meme des pays indus

trialis3s- Les choses ont change au eours des annees, ainsi que je ltai 

indiqu& au debut, mais aujourd' hui encore le Japon a de la peine 8 trouver 

a 1' exterieur les capitaux qu'il voudrait investir chez lui. 

La situation de presque tous ces pays s'est amelioree sensiblement 

depuis notre premier pret et la garantie de la France pour les prets que 

nous avons consentis ces dernieres annees au Sen,gal, a 11Algerie, au 

Gabon, a la Mauritanie, n1 a fait 1' objet d1 aucune discussion. Pour nos 

prets au Congo et au Ruanda-Urundi, la garantie de la Belgique n' a pas 

pose plus de questions, ni celle de la Grande-Bretagne lorsque la Rhodesie 

ou le Nigeria ont fait appel a nous. 

Si les pays industriels posent des problemas, cela est encore plus 

vrai pour les 43 pays sous-developpes a qui nous avons prete.. Et je 

comprends dans ce chiffr.e les etats qui ont beneficie de la garantie de 

leur mc·t,ropole p car nous avons toujours espere qu'ils pourraient faire 

face ~ leurs cb~.igations seuls 1 sans avoU" recours au garant l) 

La premiere question h rescudre est de savoir pcurquoi ~} desire 

~nprun~e£ o L~ epargne interieure est~lle trop .faible? Le rythme des 

investissements 8 "''-t .. Ail besoin d' etre accel&.~e? L~ investissement en 

ques~ion est-il ctemesur~ment impor,tant pour un etat relativement petit? 

Le produit national se trouvera .... t - il suffisamment accru du fait non 

seulement de 1 ! in.vestissement ~ financer mais de l ll ensemble de ceux qui 

s'effectuent ~onc~re~~ent pour que 1 1 epargne elle4m~me puisse 

s'accrottre? Il s i agit la, bi en entendu, de lqepargne qui pourra etre 

eonsacree au remboursement du pret' en fait de 1' epargne qui pourra etre 
mobilis~e soit sous forme d'amortissem. llt dans l'entreprise finane~e, 

soit sou.s forme de recette~ 3U budget d.u pays debiteur ,-

Telle est la premiere question. ~lle n'est pas toujours aisee a 
resoudre. A vrai dire, la croissance ~conanique du pays debiteur au 

eours des ann~es recentes fourni t assez souvent une se:rieuse indication. 

Il est rare qu ~ une croissance continue s ' interrompe sans causes exte-
. , i . , . . '1...'1 Le ·" i 1 t de r~eures prec~ses s~non p:-e-..rJ.eJ._,. es o passe $' y compr s e aux 

croissanoe de la population ~ autant que oe que l'on peut deviner des 
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perspectives d•avenir, £ournissent les seules bases sur lesquelles l'on 

peut juger si le pays debiteur verra sa capacite di&pargne s2accrottre. 

Deuxieme question j non moins importante: les prets de la Banque 

etant consentis en monnaies etrangeres, le trans£ert du service de ces 

prets pose un probleme de balance des paiements. En supposant que 

1 t epargne interne ai t, pu e~e mobilisee, comment ce trans£ert pourra-t-11 

etre e££ectue? Ltanalyse de la balance des paiements passee £ournit deux 

'laments serieuxo La composition des recettes exterieures en est un - et 

je parle aussi bien des transactions cammereiales que des invisibles. 

L1 accroissement presque fabuleux des recet tes de tourism.e du Mexique au 
cours des dix dernieres annees a de loin depasse l'accroissement de ses 

recettes d' exportationo Mais dans la plupart des pays les transactions 

commerciales restent 1 i element principal ~ De plus J certains pays dependent 

essentiellement de une, deux ou trois matieres premieres ou produits 

agricoles. Les variations vi0lentes et parfois dramatiques subies par 

les cours du cafe~ du sucre, du caoutchouc . par exa"llple ,au cours des atmeee 

recentes ont un dott'ble effet ~ d ., U.."'le part sur les recettes exterieures et 

d' autre part sur le reve!l.u des pr oducteurs, done sur le revenu de la 

nation et sa capa~ite d' epargne o 

De ll autre cot~ de la 'balance~ la s-t.r"J.ct"Jre des impo!'"tat:Lons fourni t 

souvent de5 indi~a·0) .on.s int-3J:ecsantes ~ Una ill~J.sion tr'='p .frequente 

consiste a er e i r e ere} il y a quel qr:.e chose d ~ absol ument fi..-m dans les 

besoins d~ impO!' ta::,icm.,;) Les pays qui sont g.ros i.'l!portateurs d~ equipement 

par~e que le~~ indust~"'ial.iaetion est. d~ja en cou.ra 07l't la un element de 

souplesse souvent consi derF,ble <J I.es varj.G:_tions de revenus entr-a~r~es par 

les Yariat.ions des erportati onm cnt dans cert-ai ns cas des r!percussions 

singul:teres s·i.!l-. la demande d~'investisse:ment.s nouvaauxs et il peut y avoir 

1~ un ~l~rr.en.,.j d ~ ajustement autoF.at.iq· ... le, bien que tres impa.~fai t, des 

besoins de pai er;lat\t· au.."lt recet..:.:.es ext~rl.e~.1re.so Li analyse du passe peut 

sur tous oes points fourr.dx une base a ceux qui s'e£forcent de faire des 

previsions di avenir ; et qu.and ncus pa.rlons <F avenir ~ nous parlons, bien 

entendu, d, U..T'l a veni.t' ~ cinq, dix ou q uinze ans o 

Ainsi , un jugement. doi t etre porte SUJ" les perspectives des grames 

matieres prerj .. ~r.es ~· sur la demande interrL<? 'f:,,i..onale de ces produi ts et sur 

1 1existence ol! 1 : abeen::e cl ' a j ".JStazr..ent a ~l-=·o:n.atique pr obable dans 1~ ensemble 

de la balance des :paiemen"~s v Esijt-.1.l bescin de dire qu' aussi bien dans lee 

projeotions .Joncernan~, le produi.t national que dans celles concernant la 

balance des paiements auoune regle fj~e ne p~at etre ~tablieo La situation 

de chaque pays s. son h.."t st~·ire et ses per spectives d~ avenir restent 
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inevitablement differentes de celles de ses voisins. 

Mais il y a une troisieme question sur laquelle 1' histoire, non plus 

&conanique mais poli tique et sociale, peut seul.e guider le jugement. L9s 

politiques financieres et economiques qu•adoptera le ~8 d&biteur soDt

elles de nature a facili ter lea ajustements en cas de crise ,. 1 !aeUi ter 

la croissance d1Wle rnani~e g~Mrale, ou sont-elles de nature l lee 

contrarier"l Et surtout, si elles sont favorables, seront""'8lles 

durables? Je mentionne ce point seulement en paasant, parce qu' il ee 
passe de conmentaires, non point parce qu' 11 est moins important que lea 

autres. 

Reate une derni~re question. Quelle est la charge de la dette 

exterieure actuelle et quelle sera eette charge a 1' avenir? Le service 

de la dette ~ieure prive le pays debiteur de la disposition d'une 

p&.l'tie de sea recettes de change, a moins, bien entendu, que de nouveaux 

credits ne lui soient consentis soit en compensation, soit mane en 

excedent. Or, la Banque n' a pas le monopole et ne desire pas avoir le 

:monopole des credits exterieurs. D' innombrables autres sources de credit 

sont A la disposition des emprunteurs. Pendant les premieres ann,es qui 

ont suivi laguerre, il s'agissait essentiellement des agences du gouver

nement americain, mais d~s 1949-50 les pays europeans ont pu. contribuer de 

fa~on substantielle au. finan~ement int~rna·t.io!la.l. Aujourd' hui de nouveaux 

organismes internationaux ont ~'"'U le jour, la BalXlue Europeenne et la 

Banque Pa~~i~ine 3 

A vrai dire, J..tendettemen.t des pays sous-cJ.evelop~s au cours des d1x 

dernieres annees s 1 est a~~ru de fa~on consid~rable et la proportion que 

le service de ces p~ets absorbe dans let~s recettes exterieures s'est 

~galement accrueq D~s lars que ces recettes restent stables, ou 

baissent> des rigidites dangereuses sent appel~es 1 se prod.uire. C'eet 

ainsi que de 1949 a 1958 1 1endettement de 21 pays A revenu .taible, sur 

lesquels nous avons des ~lbents precis, a pas~ de quelques deux 

milliards de dollars a environ six milliards et demi. Et le service de 

cette dette s' est accru souvent plus que prcpo~tionnella~ent par suite 

du developpement des cr~dits A moyen terme. 

Tela sont lea principsu..x el~nts dont no~ tentons de tenir 

compte pour detern-:..i~er la cape~ite df empr'.lnt de nos pays membres. Mais 

comme je 1' ai dit ~ les pays sous-developpes ont ~ns leur ensemble 

accru leur endettement de fa~on considerableo Pour certains d'entre 

eux, de~ider qu~ u.ne large ma1•ge de cr~dit reste disponible est devenu 

un jugement difficile ~ porter dans un mond.e ou lea ma tieres premi~res 
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restent stagnantes, ou les besoins de d&veloppement se preeisent,. o~ le 

recours aux poli tiques infl.ationnistes persiste par endroi ts a ~bre.nler 
1' ~uilibre des balances des paiements. Le probl~me de 1' assistance aux 

pays sous-~veloppes a ainsi progressi vement -chang~ d' aspect. Rien 

nte~che la Banque de continuer a fournir des pr8ts d'investissements 

aux pays qui sont capable a de les rembourser, mais elle n' a pas pu 

s' empecher de constater que pour certains autres pays dont le cr6di t est 

ou &branl.e ou menac~' au m.oins a long terme, 1' effort de developpement 

risquerait d'8tre interrompu si seuls des preis de forme U'aditionnelle 

6taient mis a leur disposition. 

Le soutien donne par la France aux pays de la Cornmunaute, le soutien 

dolllW par 1 'Angle terre a ses terri toires dependants, le soutien donn& par 

le gouvernement des Etats-Unis a titre bilateral a plusieurs pays en 

cours de d~veloppement a souvent pris la tonne de dons. De la a penser 

qutun organisme international devrait etre cr6e qui puisse soutenir le 

progres 6conamique des pays faibles dans des conditions moins onlreuses 

que les prets classiques il n'y avait qu'un paso Il a ~t~ franchi en 

1960 avec la cr~ation de 11 Association International a de D~veloppement. 
·· . . . . ·-· . . . • - . .. -' ' -

Je ne vous la decrirai pas en d~tail. Vous en connaissez certaine-

ment lt essential.. Les pays membres de la Bamue se constituent en 

ooope~~tive ou les pays c~eanciers apportent des contributionsJ en 

realite sar~ esp~it de retour; les pays debiteurs et be~ficiaires 

~ventuels n' appcrtent que des cont.ributions nominaleso Avec un capital 

d'un milliard ~e dcllars, dont environ 750 millions deviendront 

rapidement disponibles ;-: 1: Association Internationale pourra fa ire des 

operations de prets a terme tres long et a interet bas ou nul. La 

charge qu.e representera le service de ces p.~ets sur 1 i· epargne interieure 

et les pai~~nts exterieurs sera done negligeableo 

Il ait ~ . ,;/ p d d1r , t f t ser c1 pel.ne exage;re e e que nous esperons ous ermemen 

~ir l1Association Internationale rapidement dotee de ressources accrues, 

et qu' elle prendra le relai de la Banque Inte:rnatio~::.. . A-, _._ ~ns les pays trop 

faibles pour que eelle-ei ai t pu leur preter et dans lea pays dont la -
capacite de remboureement s7epuise mais dont les besoins d1 investissements 

et de developpement restent si importants que l!aide &trang8re est indis

pensableo 

Tout le tableau que j?ai bross~ se resume en realite dans cette 

nouvelle creation: des pays creaneiers assez s~s d.~ eux-m&nes aujourd! hui 

pour se pronla."net" expoX"t.st..etU'S de e-ap; .. t.ntpt m$me sans retour et des pays 

debi teurs ou le p:r-ogr.es ao·'}om.pli de puis quinze ans a modifie le caract~re 
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de le~s besoins. Pour quelques-una cependant ce progr~s a et~ accompagnl 

d'un endettement trop ~leve; pour ceux. qui ne pourraient plus pru.demment 

emprunter des res sources nouvelles viendront les aider; des combinaisons 

de prets classiques et de prets de l'Association ne sont pas exclues - loin 

de la. Elles sont meme en preparation. En outre, des pays qui jusqu1 a 
present n' avaient pu avoir acces aux ressourees de la Banque paree qu'ils se 

si tuaient au-dessous de la n zone grise" devraient pouvoir taire appel l 
!'Association Internationale de D~veloppement: assurance de continuite et 

d1 elargissement a la fois. 

Tels sont, Messieurs, les principaux problemes auxquels nous avons dtt 

tenter de repondre au cours de notre existeooe. Ils sont varies, ma.is plua 

vari's encore qu'll ne paratt dans la synthese que je viens de presenter, car 

ils ohangent d 1aspect d' anMe en ann,e, de pays en pays, de projet en projet. 

Mais ils st inscrivent tous dans le meme cadre - interna~ionalisation de plus 

en plus accentuee., elle dicte le nombre de nos etats-m.embres, aussi bien que 

1 t origine de nos res sources - progr~s eeonomique dans le monde, 11 rend nos 

or~aneiers t>l~s nombreux et plus entre}renants et nos debi teurs capables de 

regarder plus loin dans 1' ave!'ir - elargissement de nos taches, A la fois par 

1 t aide l 1' entrepri~e pr;_v~e et par 1' assistance technique et enfin et sur~out 

par l'espoir nouveau apporte par l'Association Internationale de ~veloppement. 
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Perhaps you will not accuse me of being presumptuous if I assume 

that the reason why I was invited to address this meeting is that, by 

profession, I have to keep abreast of developments the world over, and 

that in addition I am called upon to go to Europe once or twice a year. 

As a matter of fact, I have just returned from Rarope and although 

I did not visit all or even a majority of the OEEC countries, I have come 

back with a few impressions which may be of some interest to you. We 

shall perhaps start with Europe rather than with the rest of the world, 

not merely because impressions are fresh in my mind but also because 

Europe is your largest customer. The next largest are latin America 

and Canada then Asia excluding Japan, Japan and Africa, in that order. 

Nobody in Europe doubts that there is interaction between the 

cycles in the U.Ss and the cycles in Europe. As a matter of fact, I 

heard more concern expressed on the potential effects of the recession 

in this country than ever before. 

The rest of my exposition will be largely centered around the 

forces making for an autonomous economic growth in Europe, but it would 

be unfair not to color what will follow by pointing out this basic pre

occupation. 
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There are few who are not aware of the levelling off of industrial 

activity in Great Britain during the last quarter of the year. There are 

few also who have not noticed that even in France and Germany the pace 

at which industrial production indices rose at the end of the year were 

not quite as spectacular as at the beginning of 1960. I had already 

returned when the decision to revalue the German mark and the Dutch 

guilder was announced, but I would be surprised if in view of the general 

atmosphere in Europe these two monetary changes were not considered as 

creating one more obstacle to keeping growth rates at the exceptional 

levels attained during the first half of 1960. 

The optimists, of course, would say that it was high time to 

recognize that the limitations on availability of manpower were already 

severe enough to slow down growth and that therefore the monetary adjust

ments were meant to prevent inflationary movements but not to reduce the 

pace of progress. Nevertheless, even they would concede that perhaps the 

slowing down of economic activity in the United States may have some 

relationship with the slight loss of momentum recently experienced in 

Europe. 

But another preoccupation was even more prominent in many people 1s 

mind: what will the American policy be with regard to foreign trade if 

business here is slow in picking up? Will there not be a tendency to 

favor higher protective tariffs and possibly other impediments to the 

free flow of trade? If this trend should prevail in the U.S., it would 

be interpreted (1) as a lack of confidence of the Americans in their own 

economy, and (2) as heralding a new era of competitive trade restrictions. 

This would really mean exporting the cycle. 
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Everything that I have heard in this country before or since my 

visit abroad convinces me that this is a windmill which is not worth 

fighting. The fact remains, however, that the rather encouraging trend 

towards accepting foreign competition which can be noticed in many recent 

developments in Europe, would be seriously injured if such an unwelcome 

change should loom on the horizon. I have mentioned this point only 

because it is a recurrent theme in Euror:e. But I feel that we can dismiss 

it from the discussion. 

Now that I have mentioned the doubts and concerns which are most 

frequently expressed in Europe and the echoes of which you will find 

daily in the press, I can perhaps reverse the proposition. Whoever looks 

at the figures cannot help being impressed by the remarkable progress made 

in Europe over the last two years, and my argument today is that, while 

solidarity and interdependence are a reality, these developments in Europe 

should normally tend to support on the one hand the underdeveloped world 

and, on the other hand, the American economy either directly or through 

the channels of the underdeveloped world. It is a fact that trade between 

the less developed areas and Europe is roughly twice as large as trade 

between them and the U.S. A strong European demand for their products 

means more resources at their disposal to buy not only European but also 

American goods. 

I. - Europe and Japan 

As I indicated earlier, the exceptionally vigorous expansion of 

European industrial output in 1959/60 has turned, in most countries, 

into a more moderate though still respectable rate of advance: at the 
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end of 1960 the level of industrial production was 8-9% above the same 

period in 1959. 

Europe's resources have, to a considerable extent, been strained 

by the boom; in particular, a tight labor market has contributed in 

slowing down the expansion. As the supply of labor virtually dried up 

in some countries, wages increased markedly: in the 15 months between 

mid-1959 and the fall of 1960 hourly wages in Germany rose by 11%, in 

France by 8%, as compared to 3% in the U.S. Despite these increases 

in wages and the continuous high level of demand, prices have remained 

remarkably stable in Europe, except perhaps in France \vh:i.ch had just 

gone through a devaluation. Productivity gains in Europe's domestic 

production cert~inly had something to do with this, but also lower 

prices paid on imports of major commodities. 

D~~and for ex~orts was a major force of expansion2 During 1959 

and early 1960, a 50% rise of Europe's exports to the U.S. took place. 

However, Detroit's compact cars, the resumption of U.S. steel production 

in early 1960, and the fall of U.S. industrial output since March 1960 

reduced Europe's sales to the U.S. in 1960 by almost 10% compared with 

1959. Declining sales to the U.S. in 1960 were more than offset by 

higher intra-European trade and, to a lesser extent, to the rest of the 

world. 

The improved balance of payment of Europe and the increase in its 

reserves by 5 billion in two years make it easier to let internal forces 

play their role. Internal European consumer demand has expanded vigorously, 

... 
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particularly for durables. Expanding demand for exports and consumer 

goods on the one hand and a tight labor market on the other have 

stimulated investments. Kven more important,perhaps, business invest

ments have also been strengthened by the general optimism associated 

with the movement towards the regional groupings of the Common Market, 

and of the European Free Trade Area (EFTA). 

The Common Market countries - France, Germany, Italy and the 

Benelux countries - decided to accelerate their schedule roughly by 

one year. The clearest testimony to this climate of optimism is the 

fact that duties on intra-trade were reduced on January 1, 1961 by a 

further 1~; total reduction of intra-trade duties has now reached 

30% of the pr~l959 level. However, there are various exceptions to 

this accelerated movement towards a Common Market, particularly in the 

field of agriculture. In the second place, the external tariffs of the 

six countries moved, on January 1, 1961, by 30% towards the common external 

rates, which as you will remember is, as a rule, the average of the tariffs 

prevailing on January 1, 1957, and in addition the computation is now made 

on the assumption that this average will be reduced by a further 20%, thus 

anticipating a favorable outcome of the present discussions at GATT. 

Finally, this morning's press announces that new tariff reductions were 

adopted by France yesterday: 10% textiles, 5% to 10% on manufactured 

goods based on 1957 tariffs means 7% to 14% on 1961 levels. 

On their side~ the countries associated in EFI'A - three Scandinavian 

countries, England, Austria, Switzerland and Portugal - have also speeded 

up their schedule of tariff reduction. This reduction concerns only trade 
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among themselves since they each remain free to handle their external 

tariff as they wish. The reduction started one year and a half later 

than in the Common M3.rket, but already by July 1, 1961, the rates will 

have been reduced by 30%. 

As of today, it would seem that Europeans themselves expect a 

further growth in output and income during 1961.1/ For Germany, assuming 

the revaluation has no adverse effects, growth has been projected at 4% 

or more; the slowdown from last year being attributed to the acute 

shortage of manpower. In France, an official estimate projects an 

expansion of 5.5% for 1961, i.e. just about the same rate as that 

achieved in 1960. In view of the successful adjustment of the economy 

since 1958 and of a sufficient labor supply, this goal appears feasible. 

In the U.K., an expansion of 2.5% has been considered probable in 1961. 

Slowdowns to still respectable rates of growth are also expected in Italy, 

the Netherlands and Norway. 

lt would not be fair not to mention Japar~!J the most important indus-

trialized country in the free world outside North America and Europec 

This country has experienced a further rapid expansion in 1960; indus-

trial production rose by around 25%, though at a lower rate during the 

second half of the year. According to a statement of the Japanese Prime 

Minister in the fall of 1960, an annual expansion of the Japanese economy 

of around 9% may be forthcoming over the next three years. With Japan's 

sharply increasing industrial production, prospects for rising imports 

!/ Sources of projections for 1961 are given in Table 1. 
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should remain favorable, all the more as external reserves have risen 

sizeably in 1960. 

Should, however, internal demand in Europe as well as in Japan 

not be forthcoming as expected, these countries may well tend to ~ 

ulate their exports as a partial offset to their domestic disappointment. 

Such an export drive would probably lead to capital exports in excess of 

the presently contemplated capital flows to less developed areas. 

II. - Less Dev~oEed Areas!/ 

Booming conditions in the industrialized countries have had their 

counterparts in rapidly rising imports. The most spectacular gains have, 

of course, been recorded in trade between industrialized countries. But 

imports from less developed areas also increased somewhat. Admittedly, 

they had been at a low level in 1958. Everybody knows that primary 

commodities have suffered substantial price declines over the recent 

years, but 1960 was a period of relative stability. The pickup in demand 

for primary commodities was thus reflected in a higher volume of trade 

rather than in improved prices, and as a result export ea~ings of less 

developed countries increased by 12% between 1958 and 1960. They, how-

ever, seem to have levelled off in the second half of 1960. 

Imports of the underdeveloped world rose by only 4% between 1958 

and 1960. Their aggregate trade deficit of $3.1 billion inl958 was 

reduced to some $1.3 billion in 1959 but probably rose again in 1960. 

!/Africa (excl. Union of South Africa), Asia (excl. Japan)and Latin 
America. 
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Gold and foreign exchange holdings declined seriously between 1956 and 

1958, recovered slightly until mid-1960 and since then they underwent 

some losses again. 

The volume of ~America's exports rose by 9% in 1959 and 

reached record levels in 1960; in several countries this expansion in 

trade more than offset price declines and the area's current export 

earnings have recovered from the recession level of 1958. This seems 

to be the case in Mexico, Colombia, Chile, Argentina and perhaps Brazil. 

What effect the U.S. recession in 1960/61 may have on Latin America is 

not yet clear however. 

Bast performance in at least maintaining production and income 

in most countries in spite of the unfavorable external conditions would 

make the outlook for their import demand fairly favorable, provided of 

course foreign capital continues to contribute to the areas' economic 

expansion. 

Data on Africa are scattered._, Expor~ earnings have ri3en by more 

than 10% since 1958 despite a 4% decline in export prices; on the other 

hand, imports have increased since 1959. The countries of the Franc zone, 

being specialized in tropical foodstuffs for a sheltered market, experi

enced a steady and balanced rise in foreign trade. Both the Sudan and 

the Egyptian Region of the United Arab Republic improved their external 

position with higher long staple cotton prices since mid-1959. 

Africa's export earnings have been tied to quite a considerable 

extent to economic expansion in Europe; near-term prospects for such 

exports appear favorable. Africa's capacity to import in the near 
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future is also likely to be increased by private or public capital flows 

on a number of large projects. Public external assistance may be expect

ed to continue or even increase in some African countries, main sources: 

the European Development Fund of the Common Marketi France and the U.K. 

and finally the U.S. agencies who are showing an increasing interest in 

Africa. Despite major uncertainties in some African areas, this con

tinent's requirements for future imports of goods (and perhaps even 

more of technical assistance) are likely to be as high tomorrow as today. 

Asia's terms of trade have improved. Prices of rubber, cotton, 

tin and lately also in that of tea and jute have risen. There has been, 

however, in 1958/59 some reduction in imports by the area as a whole, 

thus improving the trading account, which was badly out of balance in 

1957. Most striking is, however, the growth in imports of capital goods 

which reflects an intensive drive towards industrialization and modern

ization in all production sectors. Correspondingly, rapid progress has 

been achieved in industrial production in most Asian countries. 

Development plans covering the first half of the 1960's have 

recently been set up by the governments of India, Pakistan, Thailand, 

the Federation of Malaya and other countriese While considerable domestic 

efforts are expected to be forthcoming, here again dependence on foreign 

resources will remain basic for quite some time to come. 

III.- ~lopments abroad an~ the U~S~business 

Speaking of one area after another, I have indicated that the 

import possibilities have either increased or at least maintained in 

most countries and clearly the success of U.S. exporters will depend 
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largely on their strength in competing with European and Japanese pro

ducers. This would be even more true if economic conditions in Europe 

should become less favorable and if, as a consequence, European govern

ments should adopt new measures to encourage their own exports. 

But foreign aid is an essential part of this general picture: 

external capital needed by less developed countries for their economic 

development will, to say the least, not decline over the years to come. 

According to a recent publication of the OEEC the net contribution of 

external capital (including private capital) to all less developed co~ 

tries has been of the order of $7 to ~7-1/2 billion a year during 1957-59. 

In view of higher development efforts in less developed countries on the 

one hand and of strengthened balance of payment conditions in many indus

trialized countries on the other, further increases in the net contribution 

of external capital, particularly from European sources, to development is 

not unlikely. But one may perhaps expect a decline in the relative, if not 

the absolute level of the UoS. contribution to economic development. This 

tendency can already be traced in the last few years; according to the 

OEEC publication mentioned before, the relative share of the U.S. in net 

capital flows to less developed countries has declined from around 60% 

in 1956 to around 50% in 1959 for public capital, and for private capital, 

from 41% in 1956 to 29% in 1959. 

Summing up, the over-all picture shapes up somewhat as follows: 

a prosperous Europe, a very prosperous Japan are both competitors and 

attractive outlets for U .. S. exports. The developing areas have, thanks 
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to the continued advance in Europe and in other industrialized countries, 

maintained a fairly stable, if not growing, ~~rket for their raw material 

exports. This is also a competitive area for manufactured goods. If 

Europe can maintain the pace of its advance, the U.S. should normally 

benefit by it~ 
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TABLE I --

Projections of Growth in Selected European Countries 

Country 

France 

Germany 

Italy 

The lJ ether lands 

E.E.C. 

Norway 

During 1961 

Increase in Real 
Output in 1961 

4% and more 

"considerable", 
but no figure 
given 

6% 

4-5% 

2.5% 

6% 

Source 

Hinistere des Finances, 
Comptes previsionnels pour 
1960, Service des Etudes 
economiques et financieres. 

OEEC, Federal Republic of 
Germany, Paris, November 
1960o 

OEEC, Italy, Paris 1961. 

Nota betreffende de Toe
stand van's Rijksfinancien, 
1961, The Hague l960o 

M. Marjolin: La Situation 
Conjoncturelle de la Com
munaute au Debut de 196lo 
Revue du Marche Commun, 
January 1961, p. 9. 

National Institute Economic 
Review, London, January 
1961. 

Nasjonalbudsjettet 1961, 
St. meld, No. 1, Oslo 1960. 
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TABLE 2 ----

UNITED STATES 
~rts and Imports by Areas of Destination and Originz 1955-60 

~ 

Australia Less Developed Areas 
N.Zealand Africa Asia 

GRAND Western Union of Latin (excl.Union (excl, Soviet 
TOTAL Canada Europe Japan S.Africa Total America of S. Africa) Japan) Bloc 

Exports (f.o,b.) 
{in billion US$) 

1955 14.0 3.2 4.2 0.6 Oo5 5.4 3.3 0.3 1.7 o.o 
1956 17.1 4o0 5 .. 2 0.9 0.5 6.4 3.9 0.4 2.1 o.o 
1957 19.1 3.9 5.7 1.2 0.5 7.6 4.8 0.4 2.4 0.1 
1958 16e0 3.4 4. 5 o.s 0.5 6.7 4.3 0.4 2.0 0.1 
1959 16.0 3. 7 4. 5 0.9 0.5 6.2 3.7 0.5 2.1 0.1 
19601/ 18.9 3.7 6.1 1.3 0.7 6.8 3.7 0.5 2.7 0.2 

Index (1955=100) 
1959 114 115 107 144 101 115 110 132 121 128 
1960!.1 135 116 147 192 140 126 110 135 155 247 

Percentage Distribution 
1955 100% 23% 30% 4% 4% 39% 24% 3% 12% O% 
1960 100% 20% 32% 7% 4% 36% 19% 3% 14;6 1% 

Imports ( c • i. f. ) 
(in billion US$) 

1955 11.5 2.7 2.4 0.4 0.3 5.7 3.6 0.5 1.6 0.1 
1956 12.8 2.9 2.9 0.6 0.3 6.0 3.9 0.5 1.6 0.1 
1957 13.1 2.9 3.1 0.6 0.3 6.2 4.1 0.5 1.6 0.1 
1958 13.0 2.7 3.3 0.7 0.3 6.0 4.0 0.5 1.5 0.1 
1959 15.5 3.0 4.5 1.0 0.5 6.4 4.0 0.5 1.9 0.1 
19601/ 15.0 2.9 4.2 1.2 0.4 6.3 4.0 0.4 1.9 0.1 

Index (1955=100) 
1959 135 115 189 238 170 112 112 90 ll8 134 
1960!1 130 110 176 271 148 111 111 83 115 131 

Percentage Distribution 
1955 100% 23% 21% 4% 2% 49% 31% 4% 147~ 1% 
1959 100% 19% 28% 8% 3% 41% 26% 3% 12% 1% 
1/ Jan.-Oct. at annual rate. 
Source: Total Export and Import Trade of the U.S. - Jan.-Dec. 1959 and Jan.-Oct. 1960 (Pt. 3-Noc60-6; and 

61-1) World Trade Information Service, U.S. Dept. of Commerce. 
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TABLE 3 
OEEC Member Countries CombinedY 

~rts and Imports by Areas of Destination and Origin, 1955-60 

Australia Less Developed Areas 
N.Zealand Africa As1a 

GRAND Union of Latin (excl.Union (excl. Soviet 
TGrAL Canada u.s.A. Japan So Africa Total America of S .Africa) Japan) Bloc 

~orts (f. o.bif 
(in billion US 

1955 J.4.S 0.6 2.0 0()1 2.2 9.0 2.1 4.0 2.9 0,9 
1956 16.2 0.7 2.5 0.2 1.9 9.6 2.3 4.0 3.4 1.1 
1957 lS.O o.s 2.6 0.3 2.1 10.9 2.7 4.4 3.7 1.3 
195S 1S.5 o.s 2.9 0.2 2.1 10.9 2.7 4.6 3.5 1.6 
1959 20.0 1.0 4.3 0.3 2.0 10.6 2o9 3.S 3.9 l.S 
196oY 21.7 1.0 4.3 0.3 2.3 11.7 3.0 4.4 4.3 2.2 

Index (1955=100) 
1959 135 174 211 227 92 llS 136 95 136 199 
19602:./ 147 179 20S 250 105 130 142 109 149 239 

Percentage Distribution 
1955 100% 4% 14'~ 1% 14~s 61~6 14.J6 27% 20% 6% 
196o'Y lOOib 5fo 19% 2% 10% 54% 14% 20% 20% 10% 

Imports (c.i.f.) 
(in billion us$) 

1955 20.2 1.3 4.3 0.2 2.3 10.9 2.S 3.S 4.2 1.2 
1956 22.2 1.4 5.1 0.2 2.4 11.7 3.3 4.0 4.4 l o4 
1957 24.3 1.4 6.2 0 .. 3 2.6 12.4 3.S 4.1 4.6 1.5 
195S 2l.S 1.4 4.6 0.3 2.0 ll.S 3.2 4. 0 4.6 1.6 
1959 22.9 1.4 4.7 0.4 2.3 12.3 3.5 3.6 5.2 1.9 
19602:./ 26.4 1.5 6.5 0.5 2.6 13.2 3.S 4.1 5.4 2.1 

Index (1955=100) 
1959 113 101 110 209 9S 113 124 94 122 160 
1960?) 131 115 151 275 111 121 133 107 127 177 

Percentage Distribution 
21% 1955 100% 7% 21% 1% 11% 54% 14% 19% 6% 

1960?:/ 100% 6% 24% 2% 10% 50% 14% 16% 20% S% 
1/ Excl. Switzerland. 
Z/ Jan.-June at annual rate. 
So~rces: OEEC Foreign Trade Statistical Bulletins, Series IV, 195S (for 1955 through 195S). 

OEEC Statistical Bulletin, Foreign Trade by Countries, Series A, Dec. 1960 (for 1959 and 1960). 



TABLE 4 

Less Developed Areas1/ 

Indices of E~orts and Im;eorts 
(value, quantum and unit value~ 19~3-60) 

\Indices: 19~3=100 J 

Exports (f.o.b.) Imports (c.i.f.) 
Terms 

Unit 
Valud:-1 Quant urn 

Unit of 
ValueY Quantum Value Value Trade 

Less DeveloEed Countries Combined1f 

1953 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 
1954 105 103 102 105 109 96 106 
1955 112 110 102 113 117 97 105 
1956 120 117 101 126 124 99 102 
1957 121 120 101 145 135 103 98 
1958 119 121 97 136 130 99 98 
1959 126 131 94 131 129 97 96 
1960 (first three f_i3Jil 137 95 /J-397 136 99 96 

quarters) 

Latin America?../ 

1953 100 100 100 100 100 
1954 95 105 119 95 110 
1955 102 97 119 97 100 
1956 111 96 122 99 96 
1957 ill 93 139 103 91 
1958 ll5 84 130 100 84 
1959 126 78 120 99 78 
1960 (first half 127 79 122 100 79 

year) 

Africa (excl$ Union of s. Africa) 

1953 100 100 100 100 100 
1954 105 103 107 97 107 
1955 112 102 119 96 106 
1956 117 103 119 99 104 
1957 121 101 127 102 99 
1958 122 98 131 100 98 
1959 135 93 130 96 97 
1960 (first half 145 93 149 97 97 

year) 

/contd. 
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TABLE 4 

Le~s Developed Areasl/ contd. 

Indices of E3eorts and Imports 
( value2 guantum and unit value:l 1~3-60) 

~~ndices: 19~3=100J 

Exports (f.o.b.) Imports (c.i.f.) 

Value1/ Quantum 
Unit 

Value1/ Quantum 
Unit 

Value Value 

Asia 

(sterling area countries) 

1953 100 100 100 100 
1954 102 98 103 95 
1955 ill 105 112 98 
1956 118 100 129 98 
1957 118 100 143 102 
1958 111 96 132 96 
1959 120 99 136 97 
1960 (first half 124 . 10.5 147 101 

year) 

Other Asian Countries (excl. Japan) 

1953 100 100 100 100 
1954 104 93 95 95 
195.5 108 98 106 93 
1956 113 93 ll6 93 
1957 123 94 122 97 
1958 110 93 107 95 
1959 118 98 100 93 
1960 (first half 120 99 110 93 

year) 

1/ Latin America, Africa (excl. Union of s. Africa), Asia (excl. Japan). 
];_/Trade with rest of the -v;rorld only. 
11 Indices of exports and of terms of trade excl. petroleum trade. 

Sources: U.N. Current Economic Indicators, Vol. l, No. 2, 1961. 
U.N. Monthly Bulletin of Statistics, January 1961. 

Terms 
of 

Trade 

100 
103 
107 
102 

98 
100 
103 
104 

100 
97 

105 
100 

97 
98 

105 
106 
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TABLE 2 

Exports (f.oQb.) and Im2orts (c.i.f.) 

of Latin America, 1955-60 

(in million US$) 

Total 
Brazil Argentina Chile Colombia Mexico Latin America 

Exp. ImE• ExE• ImE• ExEo ImE• ExE• ImE• Exp. ImE• ExE· ImE• 

1955 1,423 1,306 929 1.173 472 376 580 669 807 885 9,260 9,190 

1956 1,482 1,234 944 1~128 542 354 599 657 880 1,072 10,030 9,740 

1957 1,392 1,488 975 1,310 455 441 511 483 734 1,155 10,180 ll,J70 

1958 1,243 1,353 994 1,233 386 415 461 400 736 1,129 9.,630 10,520 

1959 1,282 1,374 1,009 993 495 413 474 416 750 1,007 9,710 9,825 

1960 lst quarter~/ 1,125 1,275 970 987 526 472 449 463 743 1,113 [9,70£7~1 L9,8og7?:.1 

2nd quarter!/ 1,298 1,418 1,190 1,276 510 587 390 504 652 1,174 [9,95£75:.1 Lio, 4oQ7E.I 

3rd quarter±/ 1,381 1,602 1,143 1,137 514 454 488 502 888 1,243 n.a. n.a. 

Note: The following Latin American countries had higher exports by mid-1960 as compared to 1958 in spite of 
deteriorated export prices: Brazil, Ecuador, Guatemala (and probably Mexico, where no export price index 
is available); the rise in export earnings between 1958 and 1960 of Argentina, Chile, Peru, Uruguay and 
Jamaica may be explained to some extent by higher export prices. 

. 1/ Quarterly figures at annual rates. 
?:./ Estimates based on indices given in U.N. Current Economic Indicators, Vol. 1, No. 2, 1961. 

Source: ll~. International Financial Statistics, March 1961. 



TABLE 6 ---
Gold and Foreign Exchange Reserves, 1956-60 

u.s. Canada 

1956 22ol 

1957 22.9 

1958 20.6 

1959 19o5 

1960 17o8 

1/ November 1960. 

ll October 1960. 

1.9 

1.8 

1.9 

lo9 

11)8 

(end of period; in billion us~~ ) 

OEEC 
Countries 

14c5 

15o4 

19o0 

20.5 

24o9 

Japan 

Oo9 

Oe5 

0.9 

loJ 

lo8 

Latin America 
(excl.Venezuela) 

2.7 

2o4 

2.1 

2oJ 

2fJr)J 

All Other 
Countries 

8o3 

8,6 

7o7 

8ol 

7ca7]/ 

Sources: U.So, Canada, OEEC Countries: OEEC General Statistics, Part I, 
February 1961. Japan, Latin America, all other countries: National 
Institute, Economic Review, January 196lo 
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TABLE 7 

Net Capital Flows from Industrialized Countries~/ to Less Developed Areas~/ 

Public Capital Flows ~net2 Privat~/Capital Total Net 

Grantsl.f Loans (net) ' Total 
Flow~ (net) Capital Flows 

Total Total Total Total Total 
(in (US as (in (US as (in (US as (in (US as (in (US as 

billion a % of billion a % of billion a % of billion a % of billion a % of 
US$) total) US$) total) US$) total) US$) total) 

1956 2.1 61% 1.2 61% 3.3 61% 3"0 41% 

1957 2.4 55% 1.5 54% 3o9 54% 3~7 54% 

1958 2.8 48% 1.7 66% 4.5 55% 2.9 42qg 
I 

1959 2$8 50% 1.9 50% 4.7 50% 2o4 29% 

Details may not add to totals due to rounding. 

1/ OEEC Member Countries (excl. Spain and Turkey), United States, Canada, Japan. 

~/ Africa (excl. Union of s. Africa), Asia (excl. Japan), Latin America, Spain, Turkey, Yugoslavia~ 

2/ Incl. reparations. 

4/ Incl. reinvested earnings. 

Source: OEEC, Aid to Countries in Course of Economic Development, 1961. 

US$) total) 

6.3 52% 

7.6 54% 

7.4 50% 

7.1 43% 
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Capital and Capital SupplY in Relation to the Development of Afri~ 
South of the Sahara 

Introduction 

The major part of this paper is devoted to an analysis of the mag
nitude and forms of external economic assistance that has been flowing 
in recent years to Africa South of the Sahara. I have preferred to 
concentrate on this aspect of capital supply for two major reasons. In 
the first place, a stock-taking of the types and amounts of external 
financial resources available for the economic development of the coun
tries in this area seems to me to be particularly useful to African 
officials concerned with developmental problems. In the second place 
we have only little detailed knowledge of domestic capital formation in 
many countries of the area. I have, however, brought together in the 
second part of this paper a number of considerations that are relevant 
to an analysis of future capital requirements of Tropical Africa.!/ 

I. Magnitude and Institutional Pattern of External Economic Assistance 
in the Recent Past. 

Need for Improvement of Information 

At the outset I would like to stress that there are numerous dif
ficulties in measuring the volume of external economic assistance flowing 
to Africa South of the Sahara; they arise at several levels. Information 
provided by capital exporting countries most commonly is given in aggre
gates; where the data are shown in some detail, they usually refer to 
currency or political groups such as "Territoires d'Outre Mer11 or "Rest 
of the Sterling Areatt which cut across continental boundaries. Another 
major difficulty arises from conceptual differences: in some instances 
the data relate to investment assistance per se; in others they include 
all kinds of expenditures such as budgetary support and direct expendi
tures for current purposes. On a different level are difficulties 
caused by differences in accounting years, in the time periods covered 
by the data and in the meaning of the figures themselves: sometimes 
they refer to actual expenditures and in other instances they might 
relate to ncommitments11 or "authorizations". Again, where data on 
loans are concerned, they may be "gross" or "net of repayments"; 
seldom, however, do the net data include other capital movements in 
the opposite direction. 

I would, therefore, like to take this opportunity to stress the 
imperative need for a uniform system of periodic and detailed report
ing on the international flow of economic assistance to underdeveloped 
countries. 

!/ Tropical Africa refers throughout to countries south of the Sahara 
(i.e., excluding Sahara) and north of the Union' of South Africa (but 
including the United Kingdom High Commission Territories in South 
Africa, Ethiopia and the Sudan). 
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Total Recent Flow of External Public Assistance 

The fi~~res given in Table 1 are based on data published by the 
United Nations. The major advantage of these data over those avail
able from other sources is that they provide information in respect 
of several individual countries south of the Sahara. However, they 
are subject to the important qualification that they have a consider
able downward bias because of limited coverage; for instance, they are 
exclusive of certain amounts of assistance which are quite large but 
ca~~ot be broken down by countries.~/ 

The figures in Table 1 represent identifiable receipts of foreign 
public economic assistance by the countries specified. They take into 
account grants and loans with a maturity of at least five years and 
generally refer to actual disbursements net of repayments. Some aid 
to cover current expenditures is presumably also included but only to 
a very limited extent. 

On the basis of these figures one might draw the following con
clusions. First, external assistance to African countries south of 
the Sahara in the period 1953/54 to 1958/59 has averaged, on a net 
basis, some $205 million equivalent annually; total public external 
assistance to Tropical Africa appears not to have changed a great 
deal during this periodo3/ Secondly, bilateral assistance has been 
preponderant during this~-period, amounting to roughly nine-tenths of 
the total. Bilateral assistance went mostly to countries which his
torically have had close ties with France and Britain respectively, 
the former in total receiving roughly twice as much as the latter. 
In the third place it would appear that the share of multilateral 
assistance in total public external assistance flowing to the area 
has increased slightly d,__,_ring the period considered, the annual 
average of identifiable 1nul til2.t eral assistance rising from some 
$22 million in 1953/54nl957/58 to around $26.5 million in 1957/58-
1958/59o 

Y The OEEC has recently published an important study entitled "The 
Flow of Financial Resources to Countries in Course of Economic 
Development 1956-59'; o In this study also an effort has been made 
to collect data on fcreign economic assistance on a uniform basis. 
A number of referenc6s will be made to the study in this paper 
later. Unfortunately, the study is of only limited usefulness to 
assess the amounts of external public assistance to Tropical 
Africa, since it does not provide detailed data for that area. 

3/ At least on the basis of the limited coverage of data for external 
- public economic assistance underlying the U.N. computations. As 

we shall see later, individual country sources (notably those of 
France) would seem to indicate an increase in the total flow of 
aid in the course of this period. Part of this increase presum
ably also benefitted Tropical Africa. 
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Table 1: External Public Economic Assistance to African Countries 
and Territories South of the Sahara2 19~4-~8 and 19S7-S9 

~cumulative; u.s.i million equivalent~ 

Bilateral Aid Multilateral Aid Total 
Grants Loans Grants Loans Total Per Year -

Angola 1954-58 0.2 0.2 o.4 o.1 
1957-59 0.1 0.1 0.2 

British East Afric~l954-58 83.3 53.6 2.1 15.6 154a6 31.0 
1957-59 40.5 11.1 1.7 53.3 26.6 

British Soma1i1and 1954-58 
1957-59C/ 

9.6 9.6 1.9 

British High Commis- 1954-58 9.4 12.9 Oo4 22.7 4o»5 
sion Territories~ 1957-59 7.5 1.6 0.1 9.2 4.6 

British West Africa~/1954-58 49.2 3.6 2.1 54.9 11o0 
1957-59 26.1 0.4 1.0 27.5 5.5 

Cameroun 1954-58 76.8 16.3 93.1 18.6 
1957-59 28.7 -3.4 0.2 25.5 12.8 

Congo (Leopo1dvi1le) 1954-585/ 36.8 0.2 29.7 66.7 13.5 
1957-59 9.4 9.4 4.7 

Ethiopia 1954-58 17.3 4.6 2.7 3.1 27.7 5.5 
1957-59 13.1 o.5 1.5 1.8 16.9 8 .. 5 

Former French Equa- 1954-58 97.1 13.2 o.5 110.8 22.2 
toria1 Africa 1957-59 30.3 8.5 0.3 39.1 19.5 

Former French 1954-58!/ 191.2 63.8 3.1 5.6 263.7 52.7 
West Africa 1957-59 80.1 3.4 1.0 -0.6 83.9 41.9 

Ghana 1954-58 8.7 1.6 0.7 11.0 2.,2 
1957-59 3.8 0.8 4.6 2.3 

Guinea 1954-58 
1957-59 4.2 o.6 0.2 5.0 2.5 

Liberia 1954-58 8.2 5.8 1.4 15.4 3o1 
1957-59 4.7 10.6 0.8 16.1 8.0 

Malagasy Republic~/ 1954-58 62.5 21.,4 83.9 16.8 
1957-59 27.9 2.0 29.9 15.0 

Mozambique 1954-58 12.5 12.5 2.5 
1957-59 

Rhodesia & Nyasa- 1954-58 15.8 51.6 0.2 38.9 106.5 21.3 
land · 1957-59 4o2 -12.1 0.1 18.8 11.0 5.5 

. ,. 
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Table 1: External Public Economic Assistance to African Countries 
and Territories South of the Sahara2 1954-~S and 19~7-~9 - contd. 

~cumulative; UoS.~ million equivalent~ 

Bilateral Aid Multilateral Aid Total 
Grants Loans Grants Loans Total Per Year 

Ruanda Urundi 1954-58 
1957-59 12.0 12.0 6.0 

Somalia 1954-58 29.2 o.6 29.8 6.0 
1957-59 16"6 0.8 17.4 8.7 

Sudan 1954-58 0.3 1.5 1.8 0.4 
1957-59 5.8 s.o 1.2 14.5 26.5 13.3 

Total 1954-58 658.6 297.9 15.7 92.9 1065.1 215.0 
1957-59 293.5 40.3 9o8 43.9 387.5 193.8 

Notes: The figures are for fiscal years which in several cases correspond to 
the calendar year; they cover grants and loans net of repayments and 
generally cover five years in the period 1954-58 and two years in 
1957-59 commencing July 1, 1957 and ending June 30, 1959. Data for 
the years 1957-59 are in many cases incomplete. 

!( Including data for Ruanda Urundi. 
Y Kenya, Uganda, Tanganyika, Zanzibar and Pemba. 
£1 1957-59 data for British Somaliland are included in the figures 

shown for British East Africa for those years. 
d/ Basutoland, Bechuanaland and Swaziland. 
~ Gambia, Nigeria and Sierra Leone. 
!( Including data for Guinea. 
~/ Including Comoro Islands. 

Source: For 1954-58, Table 159 of the U.N. Statistical Yearbook 1959. 
For 1957-59, Table of the U.N.'s "International Economic Assistance 
to the Less Developed Countries" 1961. 
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It must, however, be emphasized that the data underlying these con
clusions are tenuous and are based on the specific concept of foreign 
economic assistance underlying Table 1. Quite frequently, the concept 
as used by donor countries has a much wider coverage. French data, for 
example, include items such as current administrative expenditures and 
advances for balancing the budget most of which apparently have not been 
taken into account in the U.N. computations. The U.N. has included only 
territorial expenditures of the Fonds d'Investissement pour le Developpe
ment Economique et Social des Territoires d 10utre Mer (FIDES) to be 
referred to later. But Metropolitan France is kno~rn to have undertaken 
large expenditures both under the so-called general section of FIDES and 
outside FIDES in these countries. The non-inclusion of such assistance 
greatly understates the French contribution; indeed roughly one-third of 
French public economic assistance in 1954-58 consisted of either current 
expenditures which cannot be readily broken down on a country-by-country 
basis or expenditures on general programs benefitting both North and 
Tropical Africa. 

The data developed by the U.N. therefore need to be set against those 
that emerge from a study of the bilateral contributions as reported by the 
major capital exporting countries. Accordingly, the following sections of 
Part I are devoted to a rather detailed analysis of foreign economic assist
ance contributed by major countries and international agencies. The treat
ment is largely in terms of the institutional machinery through which such 
assistance is channeled. 

On the basis of data supplied by contributors, it would appear that 
countries in Tropical Africa received external economic assistance in 
1957 and 1958 in the order of some $450-500 million annually. Although 
data based on contributions are seldom strictly comparable either as 
between countries or with data based on receipts (because of lags in 
reporting), the estimated figure of $450-500 million is very much out of 
line with the $205 million p.a. shown to have been received by Tropical 
African countries in the seven years prior to 1960 according to Table 1. 
I suggest that this only underlines the need for better reporting on 
this subject. 

Bilateral Public Assistance 

France 

France has been by far the most important contributor to the ex
ternal financing and economic development of African countries. The 
French approach to its financial responsibilities in respect to these 
countries, historically implied a close solidarity between metropolitan 
and overseas finances. 
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Metropolitan assistance took a variety of forms such as straight
forward grants to cover current public expenditures, advances for balanc
ing the budgets, grants and loans for investment purposes, direct partici
pation in the capital of enterprises financed out of public funds, 
technical assistance and the provision of aruninistrative and other per
sonnel whose costs were borne by the French Treasury. 

According to a recent OEEC study~ covering the period 1956-59, the 
net amount of the French contribution to economic development in the 
Overseas Franc Area, including the Overseas Departments (D0~1~), was at 
an annual average rate of about $775 million equivalent (see Table 2). 
This represents a substantial increase over previous years; it has been 
estimated that the total French contribution in the four years 1952 
through 1956 was at around $550 million per annum.~/ 

Somewhat more than 60%, corresponding to an average annual rate of 
about $490 million equivalent, of French public expenditures in the 
Overseas Franc Area has been in respect of the financing of investment; 
almost 40% (about $285 million equivalent on average) was for current 
purposes (vide Table 2). 

It should be emphasized that the figures cited above refer to 
assistance by Metropolitan France to the Overseas Franc Area as a whole. 
Unfortunately, it is not possible to give data on the same conceptual 
basis for Africa South of the Sahara alone. A rough estimate would be 
that Franc Area countries in Africa South of Sahara (i.e., excluding 
Algeria-Sahara, Morocco and Tunisia) annually received in 1956-58 an 
average of $3)0 million equivalent (gross) for current as well as 
investment purposes from Metropolitan France. This would roughly 
correspond to 40% of French overall expenditures for current and 
investment purposes in the Overseas Franc Area (Table 3). 

As was remarked already, the French public contribution to economic 
development in Africa has been much larger than that of any other 
country. This is not only true in absolute terms, but also in relation 
to gross national product. On the basis of the data on external assist
ance provided in the recent OEEC study it can be calculated that bilat
eral public external economic assistance provided to the entire outside 
world by France during the two years 1958 and 1959 was around 2% of GNP 
at factor cost, whereas the corresponding percentages for the U.S. and 

1/ See footnote 2. 

2/ Departements d 10utre-Mer. 

6/ On the basis of the Annual Reports of the Fonds de Developpement 
- Economique et Social. Part of the increase may be due to dif-

ferences in coverage; but there appears to be no doubt that the 
rise was a real one. 
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Table 2: Total Net Public Direct Expenditures, Grants and Loans 
in the Overseas Franc Area, 1956-59 

(us$ million equivalent) 

Direct expenditures and grants 
for current purposes 

Tax receipts from overseas 
departments 

Net current expenditures 

Direct expenditures and grants 
for investment purposes 

Loans for investment purposes 

Amortization receipts 

Net investment loans (a) 

Total net offical contribution 

1956 

203 

285 

223 

;- 7 Figures in brackets are estimates. - -

1957 1958 
Disbursements 

274 

38 

236 

344 

257 

23 

234 

814 

510 

36 

474 

310 

116 

41 

75 

859 

1959 

302 

33 

269 

393 

176 

42 

134 

796 

(a) No allowance has been made for French public long-term borrow
ing in the rest of the franc area, e.g., through the sales of 
government bonds and two-year treasury bills. 

Note: For the conversion of the original French franc figures into 
United States dollars the follo~rJing exchange rates have been 
used: 1 US dollar; 3.50 NF in 1956, 3.75 NF in 1957, 4.20 NF 
in 1958 and 4.94 NF in 1959. 

Source: OEEC, The Flow of Financial Resources •••••• , op. cit., p. 51. 
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Table 3: Gross Public Direct Expenditures, Grants and Loans 
in the Overseas Franc Area, 19~6-58 

1956 

Direct expendi
tures and grants 

Total 
Over
seas 
Franc 
Area 

for current 203 
purposes 

Direct expendi
tures and grants 
for investment 285 
purposes 

Loans for invest-
ment purposes 223 

Total 711 

n.a.: not available. 

Commun
ity Coun
tries & 
Overseas 
Terri
tories 
exc1. 

Algeria
Sahara 

61 

183 

53 

297 

(US~ million equivalent) 

1957 

Commun
ity Coun
tries & 
Overseas 

Total Terri
Over- tories 
seas excl. 
Franc Algeria
Area Sahara 

274 109 

344 194 

257 77 

875 380 

1958 

Total 
Over
seas 
Franc 
Area 

Commun
ity Coun
tries & 
Overseas 
Terri
tories 
excl. 

Algeria
Sahara 

510 221 

310 137 

116 38 

936 396 

Total 
Over
seas 
Franc 
Area 

1959 

Commun
ity Coun
tries & 
Overseas 
Terri
tories 
excl. 

Algeria 
Sahara 

302 135 

393 106 

~· n.a. 

n.a. n.a. 

N.B.: The Overseas Franc Area includes the French Overseas Departments (DOM) Algeria 
and the Sahara, Tunisia a~d Morocco and Vietnam, Laos and Cambodia in addition 
to the French Overseas Territories, independent members of the French Commu
nity and Guinea. 

Sources: Comit~ Monetaire de La Zone Franc: La Zone Franc in 1958, and OEEC, The 
Flow of Financi~ Resources •••••• , op. cit., ~P · 52. 
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the U.K. during these years were roughly 0.6%.1/ Even if the contribution 
to Algeria and the Sahara amounting to roughly a third of the total in 
1958 is excluded, the French effort would still appear larger than that 
of the others. 

French public external assistance in the form of current expenditures 
has been provided directly by the French Treasury. The various kinds of 
expenditures for investment purposes have been channeled through special 
institutions. The institutional framework for the financing of investment 
expenditures in Overseas France, which has shown a gradual evolution since 
the end of the Second World War, will. be discussed briefly in the following 
pages. 

In 1946 pursuant to the law of April 30, 1946, relative to the French 
public investment program, the "Fonds d 1 Investissement pour le D~veloppement 
Economique et Social des Territoires d 10utre-Mer" (FIDES) was established; 
its operations wre linked with those of the Caisse Centrale de la France 
d 10utre-Mer, (CCFOM) an agency established in 1941 for note issue and for 
making advances tolocal treasuries in the French Overseas Territories 
(~). CCFOM became the executing agency for FIDES. 

FIDES 1 operations have consisted of two-parts - general and local -
and have been financed by grants from the Metropolitan Treasury and to a 
small extent by contributions made by the TO:H out of their local budgets; 
in addition, FIDES has drawn on loans extended to it by CCFOM. 

The operations of FIDES have covered a wide field of both inter
regional projects and projects of direct interest to individual TOM. 
Projects of interest to the Metropole and to groupsof "Territoires" 
such as general projects of agricultural, mining and hydroelectric re
search came under the purview of the so-called "general section" of FIDES. 
All such expenditures were financed wholly by the Metropole through grants; 
because of their regional signi£icance it is difficult to allocate these 
expenditures to individual "Territoires11 on the basis of benefits received 
by them. 

Investment expenditures on agreed programs of special interest to the 
TOM and falling within the scope of the "local sections" of FIDES were 
financed jointly by the Metropole and by the TOM. The latter's share of 
the programmed costs was initially fixed at 45%; however, to the extent 
that the TOM could not meet their share of the contribution, they could 
borrow from the CCFOM. The TOM contribution having progressively been 

1/ The percentages given here are of course affected by the coverage of 
the concept "public external economic assistance". There is no doubt 
however that on the basis of a more narrow concept than that adopted 
in the OEEC study the contribution of France would be the highest also. 
For instance, in a recent official U.S. publication {U.S. Senate 
Executive Report No. 1 of March 8, 1961) French public assistance to 
low-income countries in 1956-59 is estimated at 1.6% of GNP, against 
0.5% for the U.S. and 0.4% for the U.K. 
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reduced to 10%, virtually the whole amount of programmed public develop
ment expenditures in the TOM was met from Metropolitan public funds as 
the CCFOM itself drew its resources from the French Treas~;. 

The magnitude of FIDES operations can be demonstrated by the fact 
that total disbursements since its inception in the former TOl1, Togo 
and Cameroun under the 'general' and 'local' sections have amounted to 
Fr.526.8 billion~ as of the end of 1958. Disbursements in 1957 and 
1958 alone amounted to Fr.113.1 billion~ In dollar terms, 1957-58 ex
penditures corresponded to some $290 million equivalent; of this, ap
proximately $70 million equivalent were incurred on "general section11 

projects and the remainder on projects of direct interest to the TOM. 

In addition to directly financing the costs of "general section" 
projects, the Metropole has also participated in the capital of numerous 
11 soci~t~s d'~conomie mixte" which operate in a wide variety of fields 
of activity, e.g., food production, mining and electric power. The 
capital of these institutions consists of public capital contributed 
by both the Metropole and the TOM as well as of private capital. Pre
cise data on such capital assistance are not readily available. 

CCFOM also has made loans on its own account besides operating as 
the FIDES channel for long-term developmental loans and assisting in 
the establishment of development banks in the rest of the Franc Zone. 
These operations were financed from loans and advances out of a special 
fund of the French Treasury and were made for investment purposes to 
public agencies as well as to public, semi-public and private enter
prises in the T011. As of the end of 1958, the cumulative total of 
disbursements on loans made by CCFOM on its own account to the former 
TOM, Togo and Cameroun was some Fr.l20 billion; in 1958 alone and in 
dollar terms, the amount was some $60 million. The terms and condi
tions of CCF011 loans vary from case to case. Generally loans to 
public authorities are of longer maturity (10 to 20 years) and carry 
lower interest (about 2~) than for private borrowers (7 to 10 years 
at about 5~). 

In March 1959 following the independence of most of the French 
Overseas Territories in Africa within the political framework of the 
11Cormnunaut~", special agreements within France including the following 
changes in the institutional machinery for foreign aid were effected. 
In the first place, FIDES was replaced by the "Fonds d 1Aide et de 
Cooperation" (FAC), but only insofar as operations relative to the 

!!7 Because of the several changes in the exchange rate for the franc, 
conversion into dollar terns of cumulative totals is not meaningful. 
All figures shcrwn in local currency here are in terms of the old 
franc. Where the figures have been converted, conversion factors 
have been applied as indicated in Table 2. 
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newly independent countries Cameroun and Togo were concerned. A special 
office was established with the French Under-Secretary ( 11 Secretaire 
d'Etat") concerned with the affairs of the States of the "Communaut~" as 
head of the organization.2/ 

Unlike FIDES, its predecessor, which had concerned itself only with 
investment programming and financing, FAC covers all forms of external 
aid and the provision of experts and technical assistance by France; 
the extension of budgetary subsidies when necessary also lies within the 
scope of FAC activities. Requests for aid have to emanate from the coun
tries concerned on their own initiative and have to be related to an 
overall program of development showing clearly how the program is to be 
financedo FAC aid is then granted from purely Metropolitan sources on 
the basis of bilateral treaties between France and the member country 
concerned. 

The total amount of investment assistance authorized by FAC to the 
members of the French Community and Cameroun and Togo in 1959 was the 
equivalent of $70 million;. of this about 60% was for infrastructure 
investments, some 10% for agricultural development and the remainder 
for general research and social projects. The $70 million of FAC assist
ance does not, however, reveal the whole amount of economic and social 
investment assistance received by these countries in 1959 since an addi
tional $60 million had been extended to them in that year through FIDES 
prior to the cessation of its operations; nevertheless the level of the 
French contribution to these countries in 1959 was substantially below 
1958. 

Along with the changes in the structure of the aid program, the 
CCFOM was transformed into the Caisse Centrale de Cooperation Economique 
(CCCE) and the execution of the FAC program was entrusted to it. Like 
its predecessor, CCCE also may extend out of its own resources medium 
and long-term loans for the economic development of the States of the 
Community; only rarely, however, will it assist through direct partici
pation in the capital of enterprises.!£/ 

One other form of assistance that deserves mentioning is the 
guarantee given by the Metropole to loans issued on the French capital 
market or abroad. In the past it was extended to members of the French 
Union, but subsequent to the changes in its structure, it is now limited 
to obligations raised by dependent territories. 

2/ In June 1961 this special office was changed into a "Ministry of 
Cooperation", concerned with all economic and financial matters 
relating to independent co~~tries which had previously been Overseas 
Territories. Political matters have been transferred to the Hinistry 
of Foreign Affairs. 

10/ CCCE loan commitments in 1959 to Tropical Africa (including Madagascar) 
were approximately $41 million equivalento 
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United Kingdom 

The United Kingdom has traditionally followed the policy of assisting 
the economic development of its colonies and other countries dependent on 
it for external financing through opening the London capital market to 
overseas issues and through direct private investment. Public grant 
assistance has historically been of minor significance. 

The U.K. has over the years developed an extensive institutional 
framework for public assistance to is colonies and to Commonwealth 
independent countries; public bilateral assistance to all areas com
bined has risen from an average of $140 million equivalent in fiscal 
years 1952/53 to 1955/56 to an estimated $330 million in 1959/60. 

Recognizing its special responsibilities in regard to its colonies 
and the need for a special stimulus to the colonies for undertaking 
capital projects which private enterprise could not bee xpected to 
finance, the U.K. enacted in 1929 the Colonial Development and Welfare 
Act whereunder both grant and loan assistance were to be provided for 
public developmental programs undertaken by the colonies. The scope 
of the Act, modest in the beginning, was subsequently enlarged through 
a series of amendments. 

In 1945, for the first time, the U.K.'s commitments were put on a 
relatively long-term basis through the provision of a total of fl20 
million (including f20 million unexpended from the 1940 allocations) 
for the period 1945-56. This figure was subsequently revised and the 
operative life of the Act was extended. Altogether £220 million had 
been earmarked for Colonial Developmental Assistance through 1960 by 
which time a number of colonies were expected to have attained independ
ence within the Commonwealth; of this amount f45.5 million had been un
expended as of March 31, 1959. 

The actual flow of assistance under the C.D.&W. Acts has risen 
sharply over the years; expenditures in the period 1951/52-1955/56 were 
75% above 1946/47-1951/52 and the annual rate in the three years 1956/57 
through 1958/59 was again some 25% above that in the preceding five years. 

The total amount of funds committed under the C~D. & W. Acts as of 
March 31, 1959 was £207 million, almost all of which was in grantse Of 
this amount assistance flowing into countries south of the Sahara amounted 
to some £117 million; Nigeria alone received about one-third of this total. 
About one-quarter of the assistance going to countries south of the Sahara 
has been for communications, primarily roads, and a like amount for agri
culture including related services. The remaining half was for social 
services with education and health accounting for the largest share. 
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In April 1959 the operative like of the Act was further extended to 
March 31, 1964, and a further sum of £95 million was provided. The annual 
limit on funds expendable in any single year (£20 million) was cancelled 
and provision was made for £100 million in Exchequer loans (not more than 
£25 million in any one year) for approved colonial development programs. 

The £100 million of Exchequer loans was provided under the amended 
Act to enable colonial governments to be assured of a minimum of loan 
finance "at the appropriate time"; they are not .. ~:qtended to be a sub
stitute for loans on the London capital market.~ Indeed, it is im
plicit that a colonial government will first seek accommodation from 
the market on reasonable terms. Exchequer loans carry an interest rate 
i% higher than that on loans to public corporations and the terms are 
determined by individual circumstances; normally they will not exceed 
30 years. Last year, for example, loans to Nigeria and Kenya were for 
25 years at 6!% and 5 7/8% respectively. Altogether, loans totalling 
£17.5 million were made to the colonies during fiscal 1959/60; in addi
tion a loan of £ 3 million had been made to Nigeria in September 1960 
before it became independent. 

On attaining independence within the Commonwealth, colonies cease 
to be entitled to C.D. & Wo assistance, but to the extent that there 
are unspent balances from previous allocations, they may continue to 
draw on them. 

To supplement colonial assistance channeled through C.D. & w., 
the U.K. established in 1948 the Colonial Development Corporation (CDC). 
CDC was authorized to borrow £150 million at long-term (of which £130 
million in government funds) and £10 million at short-term. It operates 
on a commercial basis in association with private interests or colonial 
governments in a variety of fields, particularly in utilities and agri
culture, mining and forestry which altogether absorbed some 90% of CDC's 
commitments outstanding at the end of 1959. 

As of December 31, 1959, £96 million in all had been committed 
towards loans and equity participation in 88 projects. This may be 
compared with a total of £ 48 million for 56 projects at the end of 
1954. Commitments in respect of projects in countries south of the 
Sahara were at £63.5 million as of the end of 1959 (two-thirds of the 
total); actual disbursements amounted to £37.7 million.~ 

In addition to these various kinds of assistance to colonies, the 
U.K. provides budgetary assistance under the Colonial Services Vote for 
meeting current expenditures, as well as for emergency relief. This 
type of assistance has averaged some £20 million in recent years; almost 
all of it is in grants-in-aid. 

11/ Between 1954/55 and 1959/60 a total of some £60 million was raised 
- on the London market by the colonies. 
~ Colonial Development Corporation, Report & Accounts for the Year 1959. 
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For independent countries within the Commonwealth, the U.K. provides 
grant aid and technical assistance under the Commo~realth Services Vote 
as well as long-term developmental loans provided from Consolidated Fund 
sources under the authority of the act setting up the Export Credit 
Guarantees Department. The decision to ma.l<:e these loans for "programs 
of sound economic development which cannot be financed in other ways" 
was taken at the 1959 Commonwealth Economic Conference.!l/ Terms va~ 
from seven to twenty years and the interest rate is governed by that 
which the U.K. Government would itself have to pay for similar loans. 
As of March 1961, a total of fl25 million in loans had been made; the 
only country in Africa to receive such assistance was Nigeria (£12 
million). 

In the field of technical assistance the U.K. provides a wide range 
of services; where the colonies are concerned these are provided through 
the Colonial Office. 

Belgium 

Belgium's interest in the development of low-income countries has 
centered primarily on the Congo and the trust territo~ of Ruanda-Urundi. 
Belgian economic assistance on public account to the Congo till very 
recently consisted largely of its guarantee in respect of issues on 

• foreign capital markets by the Congo and Ruanda-Urundi. According to 
the Banque Centrale Du Congo et Du Ruanda-Urundi, the total of such 
issues as of the end of 1959 was the equivalent of some $160 million 
of which $104.8 million was from the World Bank. 

In addition, Belgium has provided assistance in support of over
seas budgets, consisting of grants and interest-free loans and advances 
with no fixed repayment terms. During most of the 19S0 1 s the amounts 
involved were rather small. Since 1959 the outflow of Belgian public 
capital rose rather sharply as a result of financial difficulties in 
the Congo. During the period 1956-59 the total of such assistance to 
the Congo and Ruanda-Urundi amounted to about $65 million equivalent. 
For 1960 $50 million were authorized in respect of the Congo alone, 
although it is not known to what extent this amount has been utilized. 

Portugal and Italy 

Among the other metropolitan countries which have provided public 
external assistance to African territories are Portugal and Italy; their 
contributions have been relatively modest. Portuguese economic assist
ance consists almost wholly of long-term loans for financing the develop
ment plans of Angola and Hozambique. The total of loans and grants 
provided during 1956-1959 was about $6 million net per annum. Italy 
has provided grants of some $32 million equivalent in 1956-59 to 
Italian Somaliland. 

13/ Assistance from the United Kingdom for Overseas Development, Cmnd. 
-- 974, March 1960. 
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United States 

Despite the large contributions that the U.S. has made to economic 
development abroad, it is only relatively recently that its assistance 
to African countries has begun to assume importance. For example, 
whereas the total amount of public economic assistance to Africa in the 
postwar years through June 30, 1954, amounted only to $96 million, it 
was $669 million in the six years ending June 30, 1960. 

Somewhat more than one-third of the total in respect of Africa 
($272 million) has gone to countries and territories south of the 
Sahara in roughly equal proportion of grants ($145.7 million) and loans 
($126.7 million). 

u.s. foreign aid has heretofore been based on a series of legisla
tive measures undertaken at different times and for different purposes. 
The Mutual Security Act, the Agricultural Trade Development and Assist
ance Act (PL 480) and the Export-Import Bank Act cover different programs 
and their administration is diffused. A bill has recently been placed 
before the u.s. Congress with a view to centralizing the foreign aid 
activities of the U.S. Government in a single agency and to putting them 
on a five-year basis. Emphasis will be on long-term development loans 
(50 years) at low or no rates of interest repayable in dollars as the 
primary instrument of external assistance. 

The Mutual Security Act covered economic as well as military assist
ance. Appropriations to carry out the program of activities envisaged in 
the Mutual Security Act are made annually. Except for developmental loans 
which are administered by the Development Loan Fund (DLF), the Inter
national Cooperation Administration (ICA) is responsible for the bulk of 
foreign economic assistance, including technical cooperation, under the 
11utual Security Act. In addition, ICA with some exceptions administers 
loans and grants made out of the local currency proceeds from sales of 
surplus U.S. agricultural commodities under PL 480 

The PL 480 program consists of three types of activity. Under 
Title I, u.s. agricultural surplus commoditiesheld by the Commodity Credit 
Corporation are sold against local currencies to friendly foreig~ countries. 
A small part of these local currencies are reserved for the use of the U.S. 
in the country concerned; the rest is used for loans and grants. These 
loans and grants are, as mentioned above, administered by ICA but the 
actual sales of the surplus commodities are outside the scope of the 
Mutual Security Program; such sales could occasionally be made under 
barter agreements whereby the u.s. accepts in payment commodities which 
are in short supply in the United States. 

Titles II and III of PL 480 relate exclusively to free gifts of sur
plus agricultural commodities for emergency relief, economic development 
and donations to voluntary relief agencies. 
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So far PL 480 has been only of limited importance to African coun
tries south of the Sahara; as of June 30, 1960, total PL 480 assistance 
to this area amounted to about $12 million, mostly for emergency relief. 

The Develonment Loan Fund (DLF) was established in 1957 with its 
capital made available by the Congress without fiscal year limitation; 
repayments and earnings become part of its capital structure. DLF is 
concerned solely with underdeveloped countries and is intended to assist 
them through loans that can be repaid in "local" currency under appro
priate circumstances. The Development Loan Fund is the official channel 
for loans under the £1utual Security Program. 

As of December 31, 1960, DLF loans to countries south of the Sahara 
amounted to $23.4 million: (of which Ethiopia $2.5; Liberia $3.2; 
Nigeria $3.8; Somalia $2.0; Sudan $10.0 and Tanganyika $1.9 million). 
Typical projects financed are textile mills in Ethiopia and Sudan, tele
communications and a sawmill in Liberia, warehouse construction in 
Nigeria and agricultural and industrial development in Somalia. 

The DLF is required under its statute to finance specific projects 
and programs which contribute to the economic growth of "less developed 
free colli"'ltries" and where countries "demonstrate a clear willingness to 
take sound self-help measures". It is authorized to lend to foreign 
governments, public and private ente~Jrises, as well as to financial 
institutions. Until recently, its loan proceeds were freely disposable 
but lately they have been tied to U.S. exports. The terms and condi
tions of DLF loans are individually determined. Ordinarily, loans 
fin~~cing economic overhead type of projects bear a lower rate (about 
3~) than those financing productive ventures; in the latter case, the 
rate corresponds to that charged by the Export-Import Bank of Washington 
(about 5 3/4 to 6 3/4%). 

The Export-Import Bank was established in 1934 with the primar,y 
purpose of fostering U.S. foreign trade; its loans are for the financing 
of purchases of u.s. products by foreigners. These loans are repayable 
in dollars. The Bank gives short-term credits to finance commodity 
purchases, balance of payments loans, longer term loans ranging from 
five to ten years for specific projects and up to twenty-five years for 
infrastructure projects and development loans. The terms of Export
Import Bank loans are individually determined; the interest rate charged 
depends on that it would have to pay the u.s. Treasury for similar 
accommodation and generally is lower for loans to governments and govern
ment entities than on loans to private borrowers. 

The Export-Import Bank had extended $80 million in loans with a 
maturity of five years or more for developmental projects in regions 
south of the Sahara as of June 30, 1960. Of this runount $40.1 million 
went to Liberia for a variety of projects, e.g. highway construction, 
electric power, iron-ore mining, etc., $27.4 million to Ethiopia for 
aviation and $12.5 million to Mozambique for railway construction. 
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Germany 

Among the leading industrialized countries Germany is potentially 
an important source of external capital for countries in course of 
development. Heretofore, the scale of its operations in countries south 
of the Sahara has been negligible although the gross outflow of public 
capital to other underdeveloped countries in 1956-59 averaged some $195 
million equivalent annually. This was composed of $75 million in repara
tions and indemnifications, about an equal amount of consolidation 
credits, $35 million in new credits and the rest in grants. The 
Kreditanstalt fUr Wiederaufbau has been the principal channel through 
which public loans are extended; it derives its funds both from the 
counterpart funds accrued under the European Recovery Program and from 
the capital market. The terms of KW loans vary from four to twenty 
years; interest rates on recent loans have varied between 5i to 7% 
depending on loan maturity. 

The emphasis in the German foreign assistance program has hitherto 
been on private capital and commercial type of financing, with the 
government extending guarantees and refinancing facilities~ Recently, 
however, the Federal Parliament approved a two-year program of public 
foreign economic assistance covering 1961 and 1962. Of a total of some 
$1.25 billion equivalent, 85% has been earmarked for bilateral aid. 
Seventy per cent of the expenditure will be financed out of Federal 
and State budgets. 

Sino-Soviet Bloc 

Since 1954 when the U.s.s.R. embarked on its program for assisting 
countries outside the Communist Bloc, there has been a very sharp in
crease in the flow of assistance from the Sino-Soviet Bloc to under
developed countries in other parts of the world. The total volume of 
credits and grants for economic purposes alone is estimated to have 
amounted to the equivalent of some $3.2 billion as of June 30, 1960.14/ 
Some 75% of this total is accounted for by the U.S.S.R. Although only 
about 20% of the aid co1mnitted has actually been used, indications are 
that the rate of disbursement will rise sharply. 

The duration of credits made by the U.S.S.R. in most cases is 
twelve years; interest rate charged is uniformly 2~.!2/ The credits 
cover both the cost of prospecting and research which are invariably 
done by Soviet technicians and the cost of capital equipment supplied 
by the u.s.s.R. 

11/ Report to Congress on the Mutual Security Program for fiscal 
1960, U.S. Pepartment of Statec 

15/ L1Aide Sovietique Aux Pays Sous-Developpes; Notes et Etudes 
-- Documentaires, La Documentation Francaise, No. 2760, March 13, 

1961. 
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The share of African countries South of the Sahara in the total 
to date is relatively insignificant. So far only three countries have 
obtained credits and grants from the Bloc: Ethiopia ~~114 million, 
Guinea ~$42 million and Ghana ~P3 million making a total of $159 million 
of v-rhich some ~$150 million was in credits. It must, however, be noted 
that Soviet interest in African countries South of the Sahara is of 
very recent origin; indeed the whole amount of $159 million was extended 
in the fiscal year ending June 30, 1960. It may therefore be expected 
that the flow of assi~tance will continue in future. For example, China 
(Peking) is reported13/ to be considering an interest free loan of some 
$25 million to Guinea; Ghana concluded a trade pact with the U.S.S.R. in 
August 1960 under which it will receive long-term credits of some $L~O 
million. 

Other Bilateral Assistance 

The above mentioned instances of bilateral assistance all relate to 
financing of Africa by countries situated outside the continent. Over 
the recent months there have been some cases where countries geographi
cally located in Africa have granted credits and loans to other African 
countries. Details of these operations are not always available. One 
loan, however, has quite recently been announced which seems to deserve 
special mention. In June 1961 the U.A.R. granted to the Republic of 
Mali a loan for the equivalent of US$17 million repayable in seven years 
at 2~% interest. The Republic of Mali is also reported to have received 
this year short-term accommodation in the amount of some $11 million 
equivalent from Ghana. 

Multilateral Assistance 

In addition to the major sources of bilateral assistance mentioned 
above, several international organizations exist for providing financial 
and technical assistance to underdeveloped countries. 

U.N. Technical Assistance 

The U. N. provides technical assistance through a network of agencies 
such as the United Nations Educational, Social and Cultural Organization, 
the United Nations Children's Fund, the World Health Organization and the 
Food and Agricultural Organization. The U.N. also provides experts under 
the program for the "Provision of Operational, Executive and Administra
tive Personnel" (OPEX). Experts assigned to member countries under this 
program function as employees of the requesting government over the 
period of their assignment which is normally one year. The technical 
assistance activities of the U.N. are under the overall supervision of 
the Technical Assistance Board and are financed out of member contribu
tions to the U.N. The number of African countries which have received 
assistance in this form is quite considerable. 

1:§/ Barclay's Bank Review, February 1961. 
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Special Fund of the U.N. 

The scope of the technical assistance program of the U.N. was 
further expanded through the establishment of the Special Fund. The 
Fund commenced operations on Janua~J 1, 1959 and participates in the 
financing of various activities such as resource survey and advanced 
technical training. In performing its functions it draws on the ser
vices of other U.N. specialized agencies including the World Bank and 
works in close collaboration with the U.N. Technical Assistance Board. 
The Fund is not a loan-making agency; it merely shares in the cost of 
preinvestment surveys out of funds contributed by member governments. 
As of the end of 1960, it had participated in eleven projects in African 
countries, costing an aggregate of some $7o7 million, as follows (figures 
in millions of dollars): Ethiopia (1.4), Ghana (0.4), Guinea (0.4), 
Liberia (1.0), Nigeria (1.8), Somalia (0.9), Sudan (0.8), Togo (0.7) a~d 
Uganda (0.3). 

International Bank for Reconstruction and Development (World Bank) 

The International Bank for Reconstruction and Development (World 
Bank) is a specialized agency established in 1946 with the objective of 
assisting in the long-range balanced economic growth of its member coun
tries. As of December 31, 1960, it had 66 members contributing a total 
of $19.9 billion in capital subscriptions. Of this, however, only $1.99 
billion constitutes a cash subscription. The remainder represents a 
guarantee fund and serves as a backing for the bond issues that the Bank 
periodically floats to replenish its loanable funds; the amount of its 
funded debt outstanding as of December 31, 196o was $2.16 billiono A 
third major financial source consists of funds put up by other investors 
who may either directly participate in a loan at the time it is made or 
buy out of the Bank 1 s portfolio of loans; by so doing not only does the 
Bank increase its lendable resources but it also encourages the flow of 
private foreign investments in the form of loans as required under its 
charter. 

Indeed, the Bank tries to stimulate private foreign investment in 
several w~s; apart from the participations already mentioned, it under
takes under appropriate circumstances a joint operation whereby a Bank 
loan is linked with a bond issue by the borrowing government. 

The Bank lends to member governments and their agencies; it may 
also lend to private entities in member countries with the guarantee of 
the government of the country concerned. 

The World Bank operates as a banker of last resort; it has to be 
satisfied that the borrower is unable otherwise to obtain the needed 
finance on reasonable terms. It finances only part of the total costs 
of a project, i.e., usually the foreign exchange component of such costs. 
The Bank normally finances only specific projects; the selection of 
projects is based on a careful stud,y of priorities within the framework 
of development programs where such programs exist. 

The bulk of its financing is in respect of infrastructure projects. 
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Of same $5.5 billion in loans through December 31, 1960, over 30% was 
for electric po1~r; loans for transportation accounted for roughly 
another 30%. About 15% has gone to finance industrial projects. Most 
of the loans have been made to governments and public entities, but in the 
field of manufacturing and mining the Balli< has lent only to private enter
prise in the belief that these activities had best be left to private 
initiative and Inanagement. All these loans must be government guaranteed. 

As of December 31, 1960, the Baclc had lent a total of $515.1 million 
to countries in Africa South of the Sahara. By far the largest amounts 
were to Rhodesia and Nyasaland ($146.6 million) and the Belgian Congo 
($120.0 million). Actual disbursements on total loans to Africa South 
of the Sahara amounted to $333.8 million. The largest single loan made 
in Africa is the $80 million credit to the Federal Power Board of 
Rhodesia and Nyasaland in 1956 for the Kariba· hydroelectric project. 
Last year another large loan of $66 million was made to the Societe 
Anonyme des Hines de Fer de Nauritanie. The loan is to finance the pur
chase of mining equipment and services, construction of a 420-mile rail
way and building of a new port at Port Etienne; total cost of the completed 
project is estimated at $190 million. 

In 1960 the Bank made a loan of $5.6 million to the British Colony 
and Protectorate of Kenya for agriculture. Despite its modest size, it 
is one of the most interesting of the Bank's recent operations. The loan 
is not linked to any particular project but is intended to finance a 
government program (The Swynnerton Plan) to develop African agriculture 
and thus to raise the living standards of African farmers. The program 
calls for the improvement of an extensive system of roads linking farms 
with marketing centers, the provision of agricultural extension services, 
education and water supply, cooperatives for farming, etc. 

A similar loan of $5.6 million equivalent was made to the Federation 
of Rhodesia and Nyasaland in April 1960 for the development of African 
farming in Southern P~odesia. 

An important aspect of Bank lending is the technical assistance 
associated with its normal loan operations. In order that its loans may 
make a maximum contribution to the economy of the borrowing country, the 
initial careful assessment of the merits of a project is followed up by 
periodic checks on the progress of the project. 

In addition, the Bank arranges for and partly finances general 
survey missions to help member countries, at their request, draw up 
development programs. The countries in Africa South of the Sahara which 
so far have availed themselves of the Bank's help in connection with 
their general development programs are: Nigeria, Tanganyika and Uganda. 
A similar survey will be undertaken in 1961 for Kenya. The Bank also 
provides for training of senior officials of member governments in develop
ment techniques through its Economic Development Institute and arranges for 
a somewhat similar program for junior officials in its trainee program. 
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International Development Association (I.D.A.) 

In the field of international long-term finance, the need for an 
agency which could assist in the long-term development of underdeveloped 
countries on more flexible terms than those of existing agencies became 
more and more apparent as years went by. Many countries through no 
fault of their own have only a limited or virtually no capacity to ser
vice external debt on conventional or commercial terms. If these are to 
develop at an adequate pace, they need help from an institution that can 
lend on relatively "easy11 terms. To fill this need, the International 
Development Association, an affiliate of the World Bank, was established 
last year. It had 46 members with initial subscriptions amounting to 
$868 million as of June 21, 1961. The larger part was contributed by 
industrialized countries which do not intend to have recourse to its 
financing facilities. The balance is contributed by countries in the 
process of development which may expect at one time or another to seek 
assistance from the organization. 

The I.D.A. has great flexibility in determining the terms on which 
it makes assistance available. In general it will make loans repayable 
in foreign exchange, but with a long period of grace and subsequent 
maturities spread over an extended number of years. Moreover, it may 
not insist on interest payments, but only on a small service charge to 
meet administrative expenses. Thus the servicing of such loans will bear 
much less heavily than conventional loans on the balance of payments and 
budgets of underdeveloped countries. 

The organization did not start operations until 1961. The first 
developmental credit made by I.D.A. on May 12, 1961 was for financing 
part of a highway development and maintenance program in Honduras. The 
credit was a 50-year interest free credit for $9 million repayable in 
foreign exchange. After the initial 10-year period of grace, rep~ents 
will commence at the rate of 1% in the second 10-year period and 3% in 
the remaining 30 years. Honduras will pay I.D.A. a service charge of 
three-quarters of 1% annually on amounts withdrawn and outstanding, to 
meet I.D.A.'s administrative expenses. Two more credits extended by 
I.D.A. so far are $13 million to the Sudan for financing the Roseires 
dam and $6o million to India for highway development; they carry the same 
repayment conditions as the credit to Honduras. I.D.A. is presently 
studying a variety of projects such as industrial estates, municipal 
improvements and technical training besidesroad development, port facili
ties and irrigation works. 

The criteria for I .. D.A. assistance will be based on the same stan
dards of project preparation and execution nonnally applied by the Bank 
in its loan operations. Indeed, the same count~ may well be the recipient 
of both normal Bank loans and I.D.A. credits; and in some cases the Bank 
and I.D.A. may participate in financing the same project as, was the case 
for, the Roseires project in the Sudan. 

International Finance Corporation (I.F.C.) 

According to the statutory requirements of the World Bank private 
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institutions in member countries seeking financial assistance must obtain 
the guarantee of their government. As the growth of private entrepre
neurial investment (foreign or national) became more impressive over the 
last decade, the need was felt for an agency that would deal directly 
with private borrowers in member countries. Consequently, the Inter
national Finance Corporation was established in 1956 as an affiliate of 
the World Bank. As of December 31, 1960, it had a membersr~p of 58 coun
tries and a subscribed capital of $96.2 million. 

I.F.C. 1 s role in economic development is essentially that of a 
catalyst; it uses its rather limited funds to mobilize private capital 
for investment in private enterprise in the developing countries. Its 
investment partakes of some of the characteristics of both loan and 
equity. Thus, quite often part of its interest charges is fixed and 
part is contingent on profits. It also takes options on shares which, 
however, it can exercise only for the purpose of selling its participa
tion in any investment. The I.F.C. itself is precluded by statute from 
owning shares, but an amendment enabling it to do so is now in the course 
of ratification by its memberso 

I.F.C. has as of the end of 1960 made only one commitment in Africa 
South of the Sahara. The investraent amounting in all to $6.4 million 
was in respect of the Kilombero Sugar Company and was made in associa-
tion with the U.K. Colonial Development Corporation, the Netherlands Overseas 
Finance Company and Vereenigde Klattensche Cultuur Maatschappij; I.F.C. 1s 
share in the investment was $2.8 million. 

International Monetary Fund (I.M.F.) 

A discussion of international agencies in the development field 
should include a reference to the International Monetary Fund (I.M.F.). 
I.M.F. operational activities relate to short-term financial assistance 
for balance of payments purposes and not to assistance for development, 
but it does confer on its member countries a degree of stability in import 
capacitys Its very activity therefore tends to avoid undesirable reper
cussions of tempera~ disequilibria on investment activities of its member 
countries. In addition, a very considerable amount of consultative and 
advisory work is associated with its normal operations. This should proper
ly be regarded as technical assistance; in addition, the I.M.F. has a 
training progran1 similar to the World Bank but with more emphasis on 
financial and balance of payments problems. 

Fonds de Developpement pour les Pays et les Territoires d 1 0utre~1er (FEDOM) 

FEDOM is an agency of the European Economic Community established under 
the Rome Treaty. A supplementa~ convention to the Treaty stipulates that 
the six members of the Community contribute to FEDa~ a total of $58lo25 
millj_on over the five years 1958-62 for assisting in the economic and social 
development of their associated territories and countries most of which are 
in Africa. These resources are to be allocated by 1962 as follows: $511.25 
million to associated territories and countries linked to France; $35 
million for those linked with the Netherlands, $30 million for those 
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associated with Belgium and $5 million for Italian overseas territories. 

FEDOM operates exclusively through a system of grants for develop
mental programs normally undertaken by public authorities; it does not 
finance current expenditures but investments. As of IYiay 31, 1961, it 
had approved total assistance of $158 million; $92 million for economic 
projects and $66 million for social programs. The distribution of the 
approved investments as between associated territories and countries 
linked with France, the Netherlands, Belgium and Italy was $131 •. 7 million, 
$12.5 million, $11.7 million and $2.2 million respectively. Most of the 
assistance is expected to benefit African countries. 

Flow of Private Capital 

It is difficult to estimate the flow of private capital in recent 
years that went into countries South of the Sahara since most of these 
countries are either in the Franc Zone or the . Sterling Area and capital 
movements within these currency areas are not subject to exchange control •. 
Even data for the United States which are the most detailed that are 
available only show figures for direct investments in these countries. In 
the following paragraphs private capital flows from France, the United 
Kingdom, Belgiu~, the United States and Germany to Tropical Africa will 
be discussed insofar as available information allows. 

The outflow of direct investment capital from France to the Overseas 
Franc Area is estimated to have amounted to some $3SO million equivalent 
in recent years; the figure includes reinvestments out of retained earn
ings. No data are available on how much Overseas residents invested in 
France. Nor is it knovm how much of the gross flows was to countries South 
of the Sahara; presumably the amounts were small since traditionally North 
African countries have abro rbed the bulk of such flows and by far the 
major part of investment expenditure in other French Territories or French 
speaking countries was on public account. 

United Kingdom official sources indicate that in the seven years prior 
to 1960 gross private investment overseas has averaged some £300 million 
annually. Included in this are loans raised on the Londom market by inde
pendent Commonwealth countries and the Colonies, averaging £55 million 
annually. The figure of £300 million does not, however, include commercial 
credits extended by the Export Credits Guarantee Department. Two-thirds 
of these investments are estimated to have gone to the more developed Common
wealth countries and about £100 million annually into the less developed 
areas. British dependencies in West and East Africa (including Aden) 
received about £233 million in the period 19S7-59, i.e., about £77 million 
or $216 million annually. 

In the three years 1957-59 the overall inflow of long-term private 
capital from Belgium-Luxembourg (BLEU) into the Congo and Ruanda-Urundi 
was the equivalent of ~$156 million but since there was a return flow of 
capital larger than this, BLEU 1 s net capital contribution to the Congo 
and Ruanda-Urundi was on private account negative in the amount of $74 
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million. While the bulk of this decline took place in 1959 and could 
be attributed to the unsettled political conditions in the Congo, it 
might be noted that in the nine years (1950-58) prior thereto, the ~ 
outflow of private capital from BLEU to the Congo and Ruanda-Urundi was 
only about $37 million in all. This only suggests that the bulk of 
private investments that did take place during these years was financed 
out of retained earnings; indeed, according to data published by the 
Banque Centrale du Congo Belge et du Ruanda-Urundi, self -financing accoun
ted for not less than 96% of private investments in 1950-57. 

The United States encourages private foreign investment through 
guarantees of investments abroad. The I.C.A. Investment Guarantee Program 
covers risks arising from currency inconvertibility, expropriation or 
confiscation and losses incurred by war. Guarantees are accorded to 
approved investments which further the purposes of the Mutual Security 
Program up to a maximum of 20 years; there is a small fee of one-half of 
1% per annum of the amount guaranteed in respect of each type of risk. 
The Development Loan Fund has also a program for investment guarantee; 
its coverage is broader and excludes only normal business losses. So far, 
however, there has not been much demand for the D.L.F. 1 s guarantee. 

Over the decade 1950-59, the book value of U.S. direct investments 
in Tropical Africa rose from some $90 million to $370 million. In the 
three years 1957-59 alone, the total amount of U.S. direct investments 
financed by net new capital as well as retained earnings was about $150 
million; of this $70 million was in new capital and the remainder was out 
of retained earnings. 

West Gennany, like the United States, has a program for guaranteeing 
private capital seeking investment abroad. Besides the risks of expro
priation, transfer restrictions and war, the program covers such other 
risks as losses through moratoria and currency depreciation. The guarantee 
is limited to new investments of mutual benefit to the recipient country 
and to West Germany. Normally the term is 15 years (in exceptional cases 
20 years); maximum coverage is limited to 80% of the principal amount and 
to 24% of returns on the investment. 

Direct investments of \-Jest Germany in Africa according to the Informa
tion Bulletin of the Federal Government have amounted in all to some $43 
million equivalent between February 1952 and December 31, 1960. This 
corresponds to some 6.1% of the $695 million of direct investments of West 
Germany in all parts of the worldo 

One general observation may perhaps be in order here. One could, of 
course, presume that recent internal political developments in various 
parts of Tropical and Equatorial Africa, particularly in the Congo (Leo
poldville), should have acted as a deterrent to a further inflow of 
private capital. In some other countries there may presumably have been 
a net outflow rather than a net inflow. It is all the more remarkable 
that new plans for further agricultural, industrial and, of course, mining 
investments should come to light so often. Gabon, Nigeria, Ghana, Liberia, 
Mauretania are the most conspicuous instances. But there are others. 
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II. Some General Considerations 

The preceding analysis of capital inflow in the recent past may now 
be supplemented by some general comments bearing on the future needs for 
external assistance of Tropical Africa. 

(a) Mobilizing Domestic Financial Resources 

A first problem which appears relevant in connection with the future 
requirements for public external assistance is that of the ability of 
the various countries concerned to mobilize financial resources themselves, 
i.e., domestically, without resorting to inflationar.1 financing. A complete 
analysis of this problem would require a detailed examination of financial 
conditions in individual countries and is outside the scope of this paper. 
We believe, however, that some general factors can be mentioned which have 
an important bearing on the subject and affect to a larger or smaller extent 
the public finances of many of the countries in the area. 

In many African countries the possibilities for the accumulation of 
public savings (i.e., the difference between current government revenue 
and current government expenditure) appear to be small or even non-existent 
for the time being. 

On the revenue side a basic fact is that the scope for increasing 
the tax burden is very limited in many parts of the area due to the ver.y 
low per capita income levels ~mich still prevail. There are differences 
in this respect, of course. Europea~ settlers, who, apart from the Union 
of South Africa, are relatively most numerous in the Rhodesias and in 
Kenya, are a class apart from the standpoint of income and ability to 
save. Sizeable differences also exist among African living standards. 
Overall, however, income levels in many areas South of the Sahara are 
still among the lowest in the world. Another factor limiting taxable 
capacity, partly related to the one just mentioned, is the still very 
important role of subsistence agriculture in many areas. There are only 
a few countries in the area where large amounts of public revenue can be 
derived from mining, large-scale plantation agriculture or smallholders 
agricultural production for export markets. 

On the other hand, current public expenditures are bound to be high 
in many countries due to a variety of circumstances. In many areas of 
Tropical Africa there is a particular need for basic infrastructure re
current activities such as topographical mapping and soil, water and 
geological surveys. Also, there is a pressing need for the development 
of skills and education generally. The fact that in many areas agricul
ture is the main source of income now and is bound to stay so in the fore
seeable future means that relatively high priority will have to be accorded 
to such items as agricultural research and extension schemes (besides soil 
and water surveys, already mentioned). Yet another problem is that many 
countries in the area have small populations, which tends to make the pro
vision of some basic services relatively expensive (a good example is 
representation abroad). 
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Due to these reasons a considerable number of African countries will 
presumably not be in a position to make an ~1portant contribution to the 
financing of public investment expenditures through budgetary surpluses.!Z/ 
In fact a number of countries and territories have been in deficit on 
their current expenditure budget in the past. 

It is moreover obvious that the possibilities of mobilizing financial 
resources for the public sector by means of domestic borrowing other than 
from the central or commercial banks (i.e., without additional money 
creation) are ve~ small in most cases. Consequently, if expenditure on 
development is to be increased in the years to come, shortages of finan
cial resources may well give rise to problems of management of domestic 
finances; there will be a need to prevent harmful inflationa~ pressures~ 

In two respects the general picture of the public finances of African 
countries presented in the preceding paragraphs is too pessimistico 

In the first place, in a number of countries the assistance provided 
for current budget~ purposes by the former metropolitan territo~ is 
not likely to disappear overnight. It is most unlikely, for instance, 
that France will suddenly withdraw its traditional support to the budgets 
of several French speaking countries, or cease to pay for a number of 
civil servants whose salaries are now contributed by France under its 
technical assistance program. 

In the second place, the view can rightly be held that a number of 
current expenditures in effect constitute a contribution to development. 
Sanitation, communications,maintenance, and of course education entail 
recurring expenditures which are properly not included in an investment 
account. They do represent an important factor not only in the welfare 
but also in the progress of any count~. 

(b) Prospects for External Financial Assistance 

We may now add a few general conunents about the external financial 
assistance that will be required by Tropical Africa and the conditions 
under which these requirements might be met. 

Efforts are sometimes made to approximate the amounts of foreign 
assistance that will be required by underdeveloped countries by starting 
out with a desired rate of growth in income (taking into account the 
expected rate of increase of population), and calculating the amounts 
of investment required to achieve this growth in income on the basis of 
capital output ratios. Required foreign assistance is then found as the 
difference between calculated investment and estimated domestic savings. 
Although estimates of this kind may be revealing to show the relationship 
between a desired rate of growth in income and the amounts of foreign 
assistance needed to realize this growth, they are of little value and 
may even be misleading in assessing the amounts of aid that individual 
countries will be able to absorb for programs and projects of high 

11/ Some countries in the area (such as Ghana, Nigeria and Uganda) have 
been in a position to accumulate considerable public surpluses in the 
course of the 1950's when prices for their major export products were 
high. In these cases the financial position is stronger for the time 
being. 
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priority in the context of economic development. An assessment of this 
"absorptive capacity" can only be based on a detailed study of programs 
and projects in individual countries, including the feasibility of 
executing these programs in the light of available managerial and tech
nical skills. Some areas of Tropical Africa have already made progress 
along these lines, but in many other cases only very little has been done 
so far. Under these circumstances estimates of the absorptive capacity 
for external assistance for Tropical Africa as a whole, when related to a 
somewhat longer period, are bound to be very uncertain. This simply under
lines the need for technical assistance in a great number of fields. 

As far as the most desirable distribution of development expenditures 
by sectors is concerned, generalizations for the area as a whole are just 
as hazardous. As follows from previous remarks, many areas presumably 
share the need for considerable expenditures for current development pur
poses. In the field of investment expenditures proper it is noteworthy 
that in same parts of Tropical Africa substantial amounts have alreaqy 
been spent on basic facilities like roads, railways and public utilities; 
but this is by no means universally true. 

With respect to conditions of future external public assistance, 
there would in many cases appear to be a clear need for relatively lenient 
terms. Creditworthiness for the servicing of foreign exchange loans on 
conventional terms is low in a number of cases. Partly related to this 
is the probability that the rate at which returns on a good many programs 
and projects will be realized will turn out to be rather slow. For 
instance, in the case of projects designed to raise agricultural yields, 
limited experience suggests that benefits may well be uncertain and delayed. 
The problems of African agriculture are in many areas complicated by diffi
cult natural conditions and land deterioration, giving rise to a need for 
investments designed primarily to stop a decline in production rather than 
to promote an increase in output. 

While a substantial and continuous flow of external public funds will 
be essential to the economic development of Africa, the contribution that 
private capital could make to development should not be ignored. Political 
changes and disturbances have not been conducive to the flow of private 
capital in large parts of Africa in recent years. One may hope that with 
more stable conditions the tide will turn. Guarantee programs like those 
of the United States and Germany may help to increase the flow of private 
capital, although they are no more than incentives. On the part of host 
countries assurances that foreign capital will not be expropriated without 
reasonable compensation, that facilities for the transfer of profits and 
dividend will be made available and that generally foreign capital will 
not be treated less well than local capital will be of help. But unlike 
public capital, private capital movements are motivated by strictly finan
cial considerations so that many factors other than the ones mentioned, 
such as tax levels and the availability of basic infrastructure activities, 
technicians, administrators and a skilled working force may influence 
ultimate decisions of private investors. 

We have seen that the supply of public foreign capital available to 
African countries in the recent past was predominantly bilateral in nature. 
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An important problem is raised here by the progressive loosening of 
political ties between the two major aid-giving European countries, 
France and the United Kingdom, and their dependent African territories 
and colonies. It would be unfortunate if this phenomenon were to affect 
both the total flow of bilateral aid available from these countries and 
the assurance that aid will be available on a longer term basis (which is 
important in connection with long-term planning). One may hope that ways 
will be found that will enable these European countries to continue their 
assistance to Tropical Africa on at least the same scale as that prevail
ing in the recent past. As far as United States aid is concerned, it 
seems fair to assume that this will increase. The growing importance of 
Germany as a potential source of aid was mentioned earlier. The U.S.S.R. 
remains an uncertain factor. 

In the field of multilateral aid we have seen that the European 
Development Fund, the Special Fund of the U.N. and the International 
Development Association have been the most important recent additions to 
the group of international agencies that are able to provide assistance 
to African countries. Although one may hope for an increase in aid from 
these sources in the years to come, there are clear limitations on ~~at 
they can do, stemming primarily from their limited resources. 

Given these limitations, the prospects for external economic assis
tance largely depend on the recipient's capacity to utilize it effectively, 
if possible, in association with domestically available resources. This 
assumes to an extent the prior existence of a sound developmental program 
or projects within the general framework of such a program and, more 
importantly, a demonstrated capacity to implement and execute a plan of 
development. Countries with an efficient pl~~ing organization and a 
trained cadre of administrators capable of dravdng up and implementing an 
investment program with due regard to the relative priority of its 
component projects will clearly find it easier to obtain external economic 
assistance. Bilateral or multilateral aid can be expected to be motivated 
by economic as well as financial consideration. The easier it is to 
demonstrate the economic benefit deriving from an investment program or a 
set of projects, the easier it is to convince official assistance that its 
contribution will materially enhance the well being of Africa. 
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L1 UTILISATION RATIONNELLE DES RESSOURCES INTERNATIONALES 

POUR LE FINANCEMENT DES PRQJETS DE DEVELOPPEM:NT (tt) 

Leonard Rist 

Representant special de la Banque Mondiale pour l'Afrique. 

Je voudrais tout d1 abord faire une observation : je me bornerai 

ici a analyser les methodes d'appreciation que nous avons progressivement 

mises au point, a la Banque Mondiale, pendant les quinze dernieres annees 

pour nos propres pr~ts de developpement. Au demeurant, je crois qu'en 

pratique, la plupart de ces methodes sont applicables a tout financement 

concernant le developpement; nous avons constate qu'elles pouvaient, sans 

grande modification, servir a orienter convenablement les disponibilites 

que ! 'Association Internationale de Developpement peut prAter a des condi-

tions "favorables". Trois questions se posent a cet egard : Combien un 

pays peut-il emprunter a l'etranger ? Dans quel secteur devrait-il effec-

tuer de preference ses investissements ? Comment les projets individuels 

peuvent-ils se justifier, surtout du point de vue economique ? 

I. On peut d'abord se demander si un pays dolt vr~tment emprunter 

a 11etranger ? Ce n'est pas tout a fait la m3me chose que de savoir si un 

pr~teur (ou un donateur) doit mettre des moyens financiers a la disposition 

du pays. Ne pas reconnaitre que les prAts et les dons sont parfois accor-

des pour des raisons qui ne sont pas purement economiques serait manquer 

de realisme. Le pays ou !'institution qui offre son aide peut cependant 

(•) Etude presentee par M. Rist lors d'un seminaire sur les "Problemes poses 
par le financement des proHets nationaux et internationaux de developpe
ment en Afrique", qui s'est tenu le 13 Decembre 1961, a Monrovia, sous 
les auspices du Gouvernement du Liberia. 
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avoir a la rationner, pour cette simple raison que les ressourees dispo

nibles ne permettent pas de satisfaire toutes les demandes, ce qui est en 

soi un motif plus honorable. La Banque Mondiale n•a pas eu a recourir ~ 

cette limitation, mais a notre grand regret nous avons dO accepter de res

treindre le montant d1 aide que !*Association Internationale de Developpe

ment pouvait offrir a un ou deux des principaux pays membres sous-deveioppes 

du fait que ses fonds proviennent des souscriptions de ses participants et 

non, comme dans le cas de la Banque, de souscriptions et d1emprunts. 

D'autre part, certaines considerations purement economiques doivent neces

sairement limiter le montant que le pays en voie de developpement peut, sans 

risque, emprunter a 11etranger. Et s'il n1est pas facile de les definir 

avec prewision, ces limitations peuvent neanmoins ftre determinees avec une 

certaine objectivite; c 1est ainsi que le pays emprunteur pourrait, par 

example, appliquer la m@me methode que la Banque. 

Nous appelons 11capacite d'endettement" le montant qu'un pays 

peut emprunter sans risqve. Je tiens a souligner que la capaeite d'endette

ment d'un pays n'a rien a voir avec la confiance dont il jouit. Plusieurs 

pays a la probite desquels la Banque se fie entierement sont malheureusement 

ceux dont la capacite d'emprunt est a peu pres inexistante . La capacite 

d ~ endettement - expression certes peu elegante - que nous essayons de de

terminer est !'aptitude d'un pays a assurer le service de la dette exterieure 

sans que ses finances interieures ou sa balance des paiements s 1en trouvent 

lourdement oberees. Il s'agit en somme de savoir combien un pays peut em

prunter a l'etranger aux conditions classiques sans risquer dtencourir 

ul terieurement des difficul tes financieres. Une fois atteintes les ·i · · .... 
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limites de sa capacite d'endettement, un pays ne pourra plus demander 

sans risque une aide etrangere pour son developpement que s'il s'agit 

de pr@ts assortis de conditions favorables (eomme le sont nos credits 

AID qui ne portent guere ou pas d'inter@t et dont le remboursement 

s'echelonne sur une tres longue periode) ou de dons purs et simples. Or 

nous devons constater avec regret, mais sans surprise, que cette forme 

de financement est en general plus difficile a obtenir que les pr@ts 

classiques. 

La question de la capacite d'endettement se pose a la fois 

quand nous examinons le projet de developpement envisage et quand nous 

considerons la situation economique generale du pays emprunteur. Il ne 

suffit pas qu'un projet soit sain en lui-m~me et permette d~accumuler sur 

place des fonds pour rembourser la somme empruntee, ni m@me que les pers

pectives de croissance economique generale ouvrent la vole a un accroisse

ment de l'epargne. En effet, la plupart des projets internationa~ doivent 

3tre rembourses en devises, et si la position etrangere d 1un pays emprun

teur devient difficile, il pourra se trouver dans l'impossibilite de conti

nuer a assurer le service de sa dette exterieure, quand bien ~me les 

projets pour lesquels il a emprunte seraient essentiellement sains. 

Il arrive que le projet procure des gains directs en devises. 

Tel est le cas des projets de mise en valeur de ressoupces minerales des

tinees a !'exportation : peut-~tre savez-vous que la Banque Mondiale 

finance actuellement deux projets de ce genre (pour !'extraction du mine

rai de fer et de manganese) en Mauritanie et au Gabon. Dans ce cas, et 

a condition qutune fraction suffisante des recettes en devises soit mise 
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en reserve pour assurer le service du pr3t etranger, le pays devrait disposer 

des moyens necessaires. Or, m8me lorsqu'un projet permet d1 accrottre les 

exportations, 11 est rarement possible de mettre ainsi en reserve un certain 

revenu en devises. On ne peut alors dire si un pays sera a mime de trouver 

les devises necessaires au service de la dette international• qu'en fonction 

de !'ensemble de ses recettes de devises 

Certes, un projet peut permettre d'economiser des devises plutet 

que d'en acquerir. Dans un cas comme dans !'autre, l'effet en sera tout 

aussi favorable sur la balance des paiements. Mais a !'experience, nous 

sommes devenus quelque peu circonspects a l'egard des projets qui conduisent 

a des economies d 1 importations. Bien souvent, le projet lui-m3me, ou des 

phases ulterieures d1 application, necessiteront d•importantes sorties de 

devises. Trop frequemment aussi, il impliquera certaines formes de subven

tions ou de protection douaniere, dont les industries d'exportation comme 

les autres secteurs d'activite subiront le contrecoup. Il en resultera · 

peut-@tre certaines distortions de la structure des investissements et une 

stagnation des e>tportations alors que celles-ci constituent. a long terme, 

l'un des facteurs les plus efficaces du developpement economique general 

d'un pays. 

Le volume et les modalites de la dette exterieure en cours cons

tituent evidemment les elements essentiels pour detert'b.iner si un pays doit 

assumer de nouveaux engagements internationaux. Ce qui importe, ce n'est 

pas tant la valeur totale de la dette exterieure que la fraction de cette 

dette qui est remboursable a une epoque determinee. Si par exemple le pays 

a assume une ttop forte proportion de dettes a COUrt terme, SOU$ 18 forme 



notanment ' de credits a 1 'expor-tation offerts par des fournisseurs etrangers-. 

de biens d1,quipement dont 11 amortissement s•etale ~ndral•~nt sur. de 

longues periodes, la charge annuelle des remboursements risque d'augmenter _ 

beaueoup plus vite que les recettes en devises, et d'obliger ainsi l'e~ 

prunter soit a appliquer de severes- restrictions a l'importation, soi~ a 
reviser ses accords d 1emprunt, soit, pis encore, a encourir des defauts de 

paiement·. Certains pays de l'Amer-ique latine ont connu recenment: des dif

ficultes de ce genre. Si au contraire les taux d 1 inter0t sont faibles et 

les delais de remboursement de longue duree, une dette exterieure, mArne 

importante, peut ntimposer qu'un' faible charge annuelle qui sera financee 

par des recettes dlexportation. 

Il faut souvent tres longtemps pour que les projets de developpe

ment soient payants. Lorsqu•ils sont finances par des emprunts a court 

terme, le remboursement risque d'hypothequer lourdement le revenu en de

vises du pays et de le mettre dans une position difficile l'annee ou, 

coome e'est pratiquement inevitable, ses recettes d'exportation n'attein

dront pas le chiffre prevu. Ces difficultes augmenteront si le pr~jet de 

longue haleine est finance par l'Etat et ne procure pas de recettes dl

rectes, car c'est au budget qu'incombera alors direetement le service de 

la dette . 

En fin, il ·faut reconna·ttre que la poli tique sui vie par le gou

vernement exerce une influence vratment majeure sur la balance des pale

ments du pays e·t, partant, ·sur ses possibilites d 1 assumer de nouvelles 

dettes exterieures. La e-apacite d'endettement dependra dans une large 

mesure de l'efficacite avec .laquelle les pouvo~rs publics auront reussi a 
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maintenir la demande globale de devises dans les limites fixees par lea 

exportations, les recettes invisibles et le produit des prAts etrangers 

ou de l'aide exterieure. Cela leur sera tres difficile s'ils adoptent une 

politique inflationniste, car celle-ci tend a stimuler les importations et 

a freiner les exportations, provoquant ainsi l'affaiblissement des reser

ves ou !'accumulation d'obligations exterieures a court terme. Ils ren

contreront aussi des difficultes a'ils ne sont pas prfts a envisager les 

ajustements, desagreables certes, que requiert parfois la diminution sou

daine des recettes d'exportation, eventualite a laquelle la plupart des pays 

producteurs de matieres premieres n'ont dQ que trop souvent faire face au 

cours des dernieres annees. 

Les pays en voie de developpement pourraient avoir la tentation 

bien naturelle de considerer que la capacite d'endettement est une question 

qui ne regarde que le bailleur de fonds eventuel. D'ailleurs celui-ci lui 

accordera une grande attention car il tient a recuperer finalement son ar

gent. Mais la question interesse aussi l'emprunteur. Ce serait en effet 

aller a l'encontre des lois economiques que d'emprunter pour executer un 

projet si la charge imposee par le remboursement de la dette exterieure 

doit conduire !'ensemble du pays a la ruine. 

II. En supposant qu'un pays puisse se permettre d1 emprunter, ou 

mArne qu'il puisse disposer de fonds sans qu'il lui en coOte rien, ~ quels 

investissements devra-t-il affecter l'aide exterieure ? La difficulte 
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consiste a determiner quels sont, parmi les projets d'un pays en vole de 

developpement, ceux qui meritent de recevoir la priorite, le mot "priorite" 

signifiant ici non pas qu'un projet peut commander !'expansion generale 

d'un pays (dangereuse illusion), mais qu'il merite d'3tre place au premier 

rang, par.mi d'autres qui ont ete retenus en raison de leur importance dans 

divers domaines. Le principe directeur devra 3tre d'orienter les investis

sements vers les projets qui apporteront la contribution la plus large pos

sible a !'expansion economique du pays. 

Theoriquement, cette methode implique une evaluation detaillee. 

des possibilites d'investissement dans ehaque secteur de l'economie, tra

vail long et onereux mais quit nous le verrons, presente un tel interet que 

la depense est justifiee. Heureusement, il sera generalement inutile d'at

tendre les conclusions d'une aussi vaste etude pour s'attaquer aux projets 

les plus urgents. Il suffira, pour les decouvrir, de proceder a un examen 

suffisamment methodiq~ des principaux besoins de chaque secteur economique. 

Dans un tel examen, une division tendra naturellement a s'etablir 

entre !'infrastructure d'une part, et les besoins de l'industrie et de 

!'agriculture de l'autre. 

Par infrastructure, j'entends notamment les routes, les chemins 

de fer, les centrales d'electricite et les reseaux de transport de courant, 

et les ports. Les autres secteurs d'activite ne peuvent se developper 

sans cette infrastructure qui depend souvent du gouvernement lui-mime. 

Lorsqu'un service essentiel ne parvient pas a satisfaire les demandes 

qui le pressent, les consequences en sont graves, et des investissements 

s'imposent de toute urgence. Des goulots d1etranglement apparaissent ou 
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menacent de se produire. Je vais vous donner deux exemples, qui ont tous 

deux necessite l'ete der-nier l'octroi d'un pr3t par la Banque Mondiale. 

A Medellin, en Colombie, la demande d 1electrieit' a progresse l une cadence 

annuelle de 11% environ, eta excede la puissance totale installee. Il a 

fallu rationner la consommation domestique cemme celle de l'industrie, de 

sorte que les entreprises qui voulaient maintenir leur production ont dQ 

installer leurs propres groupes 4lectrog~nes. Nous avons prlte un montant 

de 22 millions de dollars aux services locaux d'electricite pour financer 

le coOt de construction en devises d'une centrale hydro-Slectrique qui per

mettra de couvrir les be~oins d1electricite de Medellin pendant les sept 

prochaines annees. En Inde, le fleuve Hoogly s'ensable a tel point que les 

navires de jauge normale ont de plus en plus de difficultes a entrer dans 

le port de Calcutta et que le commerce d'importation et d'exportation de 

l'une des principales regions industrielles de l'Inde s'en trouve conside

rablement gAne. En vertu d'un accord que nous avons signe en aoGt dernier, 

~n pr3t de 21 millions de dollars financera l'achat de dragues pour degager 

le fleuve et le coOt d'une etude hydraulique en vue d 1apporter une solution 

durable aux difficultes de la navigation. 

Ces cas etaient relativement faciles a resoudre. Mais 11 est 

plus difficile de savoir si un investissement destine aux services essen

tiels merite une priorite absolue lorsque son but est en principe de stimu

ler les investissements dans d 1autres secteurs. On ne peut dire a priori 

qu'une nouvelle route ou de nouvelles sources d•energie favoriseront a 
coup sQr le developpement de !'agriculture ou de l'industrie locales. 

Parfois de tels investissements n'ont manifestement pas pu trouver leur 
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justification. Ces experiences ne devraient pas nous empAcher de financer 

les projets plus compliques; elles ne peuvent que nous engager l examiner 

attentivement leur justification economique. 

Dans l'etablissement d'un programme d11nvestissements publics, 

la difficulte consiste a garder un juste equilibre entre les projets ren- . 

tables ou directement productifs, et les projets sociaux dont le caractere 

est hautement souhaitable mais qui ne contribuent pas a accroftre directe

ment la production de biens ou de services. La plupart des gouvernements 

des pays moins favorises n'ignorent nullement cette triste realite que 

leurs ressources ne leur permettent pas d'assurer ces services sociaux qui 

sont desormais chose courante dans les pays industrialises. Constatation 

encore plus penible, leurs possibilites de financer les programmes d 1ensei

gnement les plus urgents, les projets d 1 adduetion d'eau, etc., sont aussi 

parfois limitees. Et meme dans le domaine strictement economique, il 

importe de repartir raisonnablement les ressources entre les projets qui 

procureront directement des recettes, comme les installations ferroviaires, 

portuaires ou les centrales, et les projets, tels que la protection contre 

les inondations et (parfois) les routes, qui ne procurent pas directement 

des recettes a l'Etat, bien qu'ils contribuent effectivement a accrottre 

le revenu national. Si on ntaccorde pas suffisamment d'attention a cet 

aspect des projets, le budget ordinaire de l'Etat risque de s 1en trouver 

lourdement obere*. 

On s'exposera moins a operer un mauvais choix parmi les inves

tissements si les pouvoirs publics du pays interesse ont une idee de 

!'orientation generale que !'expansion devrait prendre. Aussi, ala Banque 
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Mondiale, incitons-nous vivement nos gouvernements membres a elaborer avec 

realisme des plans ou des programmes de developpement qui fourniront, pen

dant cinq ou dix ans, des directives pour les investiasements publics effec

tues dans leurs pays. Nous sommes prOts, de notre c6te, a contribuer par 

tous les moyens a notre disposition a 11etablissement de ces plans, soit en 

detachant aupres des gouvernements des membres du personnel de la Banque 

qui les conseilleront sur la mise au point des programmes de developpement, 

soit en recrutant des experts a cette fin, soit encore en organisant des 

odssions d'etudes qui sejourneront quelques mois dans un pays pour examiner 

tous les secteurs de l•economie avant d'etablir un rapport tres complet. La 

tache exacte qui incombera a la mission ou au representant variera selon les 

cas, mais la methode employee sera en general identique : pour prendre un 

exemple typique (je cite les instructions qui avaient ete donnees a une 

mission envoyee au Nigeria il y a quelques annees), il s'agit "d*evaluer 

les ressources disponibles pour 11expansion future, de passer en revue les 

possibilites de developpement des principaux seoteurs de l'economie et de 

formuler des recommandations au sujet des mesures a prendre dans la prati

que, notamment pour l'echelonnement et la coordination des activites a entre

prendre•. Nous avons ainsi organise plus de vingt missions, dont six dans 

les pays africa ins (le Nigeria, la Somalie, la L~. bye, le Tanganyika, 1 'Ouganda 

et, recemment, le Kenya}. 

En fin de compte, il appartiendra evidemment aux gouvernements 

de decider sous quelle forme ils investiront les ressources dont ils dis

posent. Mais leur tAche se trouvera facilitee par des etudes de ce genre, 

a condition qu'elles demeurent strictement pratiques et qu 1elles se fondent 
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d 1une part, sur !'evaluation des possibilites globales offertes ~ l'inves

tissmment public (social ou econamique) et, d 1 autre part, sur une juste 

appreciation des ressources disponibles. Ces etudes presentent un autre. 

avantage : elles sont generalement publiees, de sorte que non seulement 

la Banque mais d'autres pr~teurs eventuels peuvent se faire une idee assez 

exacte des plans et des problemes particuliers au pays. Selon toute vrai

semblance, il en resultera une meilleure comprehension de ses besoins et 

une plus grande sympathie pour sa situation. 

Il est moins facile de seconder !'effort de developpement du 

secteur industriel. L'investissement y est, par nature, plus oamplexe et 

plus hasardeux : le risque de perte se trouvera accru par des problemes de 

vieillissement technique, par les fluctuations des prix des matieres pre

mieres, et par les difficultes de commercialisation (notamment si le produit 

doit ~tre competitif sur les marches d'exportation~. La situation exigera 

alors une capacite administrative qui est sans doute a la portee des gouver

nements, mais dont les entreprises peuvent rarement disposer individuelle

ment. Pour des raisons d'ordre purement pratique, plutet que par prejuge 

capitalisteg il semble que les pouvoirs publics auraient interet a reserver 

autant que possible les maigres ressources humaines et financieres du pays 

aux projets essentiels d'infrastructure qui offriront en general peu d'at

traits au capital prive. En manifestant clairement leur intention de ne 

pas entrer en concurrence sur le secteur industriel, les autorites fourni

ront deja un encouragement aux societes privees capables d 1 investir. Il 

convient de noter en passant que l'industrie privee etrangere represente 

pour le deve l oppement une source potentielle de capitaux tout aussi 
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importante que les gouvernements ou les orgenismes internationaux qul 

octroient actuellement leur aide aux pays moins fortunes. 

Le probleme reste cependant entier pour ce qui est des en

couragements a donner aux moyennes et petites entreprises. Celles-ci 

auront sans doute de grandea diffieultes a se procurer des capitaux ~ 

long terme, car elles sont generalement de trop faible envergure pour 

interesser le bailleur de fonds etranger. En vue de resoudre ce probl,me, 

certains pays ont cree des banques nationales de developpement, qui ob

tiennent aouvent 11 appui de oapitaux nationaux ou 4trangers. Elles offrent 

aux pouvoirs publics un moyen commode qui leur permet de procurer des fonds 

aux petites entreprises sans avoir a se preoccuper de leur gestion, en mime 

temps qu'elles donnent ~ ces entreprises la possibilite d'obtenir, sur le 

plan local, les avis et la comprehension necessaires. La Banque Mondiale 

a aide, par ses conseils, a l'etablissement de banques de developpement 

dans plusieurs pays et elle a accorde des prAts a certaines d 1entre elles 

pour faciliter leurs operations. 

Les encouragements a donner a !'agriculture constituent peut

ftre le problema le plus ardu de tous. On trouve evidemment des cas tout 

simples ou les projets existent et offrent de bonnes chances d'utiliser 

efficacement d'importantes ressources internationales, par exemple lea 

grands travaux hydrauliques, le drainage, 11 irrigation. la recuperation de 

terres. On peut attendre de certains de ces projets des recettes qui suf

firont a couvrir directement leur financement. Tel est le cas des deux 

grands projets d'irrigation dont nous facilitons le financement au Soudan. 

D'autres projets pourront poser des problemas d 1 ordre budgetaire au 
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gouvernement, car ils se feront souvent a 1 1avantage exclusif des exploi

tants agricoles. alors que les pouvoirs publics doivent puiser dans les 

recettes fiscales pour servir les interfts des emprunts internationaux que 

les projets auront pu entralner. 

Un autre champ d'action est offert aux prAts agricoles directs 

par les systemes de credit destines a financer l'achat de materiel agri

cole (parfois par l'intermediaire d 1une banque de developpement agricole) 

ou l'etablissement de cooperatives de commercialisation. D•autre part, 11 

va de soi que nombre de projets d'infrastructure exerceront une influence 

directe et tres importante sur !'agriculture, eomme par exemple la cons

truction de routes reliant les exploitations aux villes de marche, la dis

tribution d'~ et l'electricite. 

Pourtant, !'argent ne permettra jomais, a lui seul, de resoudre 

les problemes qui se posent a !'agriculture des pays sous-developpes. Les 

ressources internationales disponibles ne representant qu'un element de 

solution, car le developpement agricole depend plus encore de !'adoption 

de nouvelles techniques, de travaux de vulgarisation, de reformes du regime 

fancier, c'est-a-dire d•une veritable revolution dans le comportement social. 

Tous ces resultats doivent etre acquis si l'on veut tirer parti des apports 

financiers. 

Cependant ; plus j'observe les regions sous-developpees, et 

!'Afrique en particulier, plus je suis convaincu que les problemes agri

coles constituent la pierre d'achoppement du developpement economique. Il 

est fort a craindre que la facilite relative avec laquelle peuvent 3tre 

etablis de grands projets industrials dans le domaine de 11 energie et des 
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transports ne nous entratne a negliger les problemes propres a !'agri

culture. L'immense majorite des Africains tire sa subsistance du sol, et 

il en sera probablement ainsi pendant toute la presente generation. Le 

developpement agricole est un processus lent et rarement spectaculaire. 

Mais on voit a certains indices que, sur ce continent, le niveau de vie at 

la productivite peuvent se modifier de fa~on surprenante gr~ce aux efforts 

des paysans lorsque !'argent est utilise en combinaison intelligente avec 

les reformes juridiques ou sociales et lorsque d 1 autres formes dfaide, 

comme !'assistance technique, viennent susciter l'enthousiasme des exploi

tants et leur fournir les connaissances dont ils ont besoin pour tirer vrat

ment parti de ce que 1 1 argent peut mettre a leur disposition : semences, 

engrais, irrigation, outils et voies de communication. Pour ma part, 

j'eprouverais le plus grand scepticisme a l'egard de tout programme de 

developpement destine a !'Afrique qui ne placerait pas au premier plan 

la mise en valeur de !'agriculture. 

III. Voila done les considerations generales qui devraient guider 

notre decision lorsqu'il s'agit de mettre les ressources internationales 

disponibles au service du developpement economique. Mais comment decider 

si tel ou tel projet merite ou non une aide ? 

Ici encore, quelques mots d 1 avertissement ne seront pas inutiles. 

Je n'ai pas !'intention d1examiner le cas des projets "sociaux", encore que, 

de toute evidence, leur r8le soit parfois essentiel pour le developpement 

economique (notamment dans 11enseignement et la sante publique), et que 
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l'A.I D. ne se refuse pas a prendre certains d'entre eux en consideration. 

Les problemes qu'ils impliquent reclament !'analyse de specialistes ayant 

des qualites d'expert que, pour ma part, je ne possede pas. En second lieu, 

etant donne le temps dont je dispose, je n'examinerai ni les aspects pure

ment techniques ou commereiaux de !'evaluation des projets, ni les diffi

cultes rencontrees pour fixer les conditions financieres qui leur seraient 

appropriees, car toutes ces questions, malgre leur importance, d~passent 

quelque peu mon propos. Je voudrais souligner toutefois, en passant, que 

des analyses detaillees de ce genre sont indispensables. A la Banque, nous 

avons acquis la conviction qu'en pratique ces questions reclament de nous 

autant d'attention que les caracteristiques economiques generales des pro

jets. En tout etat de cause, je me bornerai aujourd 1 hui a l'etude de ce 

dernier problerne ou, en d'autres termes, a voir dans quelles conditions un 

projet donne peut apporter au developpement economique d'un pays une contri

bution assez substantielle pour justifier les investissements qu'il 

implique. 

Nous pouvons supposer, en reprenant le debut de cette discussion, 

que le projet interesse un secteur economique (energie ou agriculture, par 

exemple) dont la mise en valeur semble rev~tir une importance primordiale. 

Nous pouvons de meme supposer que les ressources internationales a utili

ser seront fournies a des conditions qui n'imposeront pas de charges abu-

. sives sur la balance· des paiements du pays ou sur son budget. Il reste 

a decider si le projet en question est celui qui repondra le mieux aux 

besoins du secteur. 

En regle generale, cette decision impliquera une etude du marche 
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entreprise sous une forme ou- une autre, mais dont la portee dependra de 

la nature du· projet. s•·11 s'agit de d·evelopper la produc·tion vivriere ou. 

!'extraction du minerai pour !•exportation, il nous faudra sans doute 

analyser les perspectives de l'offre et de la demande a l'echelle mondiale 

dans les secteurs interesses. Ce sera notamment le cas pour le cacao et 

le cafe. Au contraire, un projet visant a renforcer la production d1'elec

tricite dans un district restreint ne reclame qu'une etude demarche 

relativement limitee. · 

En theorie, il est facile de considerer qu•·un plan de develop

pement est satisfaisant des lors que sa rentabilite (directe ou indirecte) 

est raisonnable par rapport au capital investi. Cette definition ne dis

tingue pas suffisamnent entre la rentabilite purement financiere et le 

profit que le pays retirera du projet, d'un point de vue economique gene

ral. Par ailleurs, et c 1est regrettable, cette definition n'indique pas 

le taux de rentabilite qu'on doit considerer conme "raisonnable". Dans 

une economie parfaitement competitive, telle que l'imaginent les theoriciens 

classiques,. une rentabilite "raisonnable" devrait 3tre d'importance au moins 

egale au revenu que permettrait d'obtenir tout autre investissement effectue 

dans des en~reprises comparables du meme pays. Mais,en pratique, l'eco-

nomie parfaitement competitive n1existe ni dans les pays developpes, ni 

ailleurs et il en est souvent ainsi dans des entreprises dites comparables. 

Les taux d 1 inter~t risquent en particulier de faire l'objet de manipulations 

artificielles et de perdre ainsi leur valeur de comparaison. Les projets 

entrepris dans des secteurs "de base", comme l'energie, les chemins de fer, 

!'irrigation, onten general une position monopolistique qui fait obstacle 
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a toute ·tentative de comparaison avec d'autres projets. Ici, il faudra 

sans doute renoncer a prendre pour termes de comparaison des projets ana

logues effectues dans le mAme pays, mais voir quels ont ete le coOt et -la 

rentabili te de plans slmilaires dans d"'autres regions. 

De m&\e., il ri'est pas facile d'evaluer la rentabilite de projets 

qui ne procurerit pas de revenus monetaires , encore que la technique de cette 

analyse soit assez bien connue. Dans la plupart des cas, il s'agit en effet 

de calculer la valeur de ce qu'on pourrait appeler une serie de pronostics 

"eclaires". C'est ainsi par exemple que pour juger s'il convient de re

construire une route, on procedera a des calculs concernant successivement 

la reduction d 1usure des pneumatiques, l'economie de consommation du carbu

rant, la moins grande frequence des reparations, etc., de fa~on a obtenir 

un chiffre global qui indiquerait la reduction moyenne prevue pour le coat 

de la tonne-kilometre. 

Cette evaluation economique ne doit pas laisser de cote les 

revenus indirects tires du projet. Ceux-ci peuvent jouer un role decisif 

dans le choix entre deux solutions exigeant a peu pres les m~mes investisse

ments et offrant des taux de rentabilite directement analogues en biens et 

services. Il se peut fort bien que l'un des deux projets se qualifie nette

ment par rapport a !'autre, non parce qu'il fournira le meilleur revenu 

financier mesurable, mais parce qu'il fera un meilleur usage des ressources 

inemployees, humaines ou materielles, ou parce qu'il sera de nature a en

courager ~ne nouvelle phase du developpement. Le choix devra par exemple 

se faire ent~e deux traces possibles pour une ligne de chemins de fer, qui 

reclameront tous deux les m~mes frais de construction et assureront des 
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conditions egalement satisfaisantes d'expedition entre les deux terminus, 

mais dont l'un seulement traversera un territoire dont le developpement 

pourra se trouver stimule par !'amelioration des voies de communication. 

Un choix analogue pourra se presenter entre deux proje·ts d'usines, dont 

1•une serait exploitee de fa~on quasiment autonome, tandis que l'autre 

pourrait stimuler !'expansion d'industries connexes qui l'alimenteraient 

en matieres pre~eres ou au contraire assureraient la finition de ses 

produits . 

Il faut tenir compte des coOts indirects aussi bien que de la 

rentabilite indirecte. Le succes de nombreux projets dependra des inves

tissements complementaires entrepris ailleurs. Cette interdependance est 

manifeste dans certains ~as, celui des mines de fer de Mauritanie, par 

exemple, ou ce qui coate le plus cher n'est pas d'extraire le minerai, 

mais de construire une voie ferree qui amenera ce minerai a travers 600 km 

. de -desert jusqu'a lamer. C•est aussi le cas, moins evident mais tout 

aussi important, d'une usine nouvelle dont !'exploitation imposera au 

reseau local d'electricite une charge qui •. ne pourra @tre satisfaite que 

par !'installation d'une puissance supplementaire. 

En evaluant les merites economiques d'un projet donne, on doit 

aussi chercher a discerner les effets qu'il pourra avoir sur la balance 

des paiements du pays . Au compte crediteur, pourra- t-il fournir une im

pulsion aux exportations, ou offrir une source de remplacement aux biens 

et services qu'il faut actuellement importer ? Au compte debiteur, quelle 

sera sa charge probable sur la balance des paiements, compte tenu du cout 

des pieces de rechange, des matieres premferes et, bien entendu, du 
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service de la dette ? Il ne faudra pas non plus oublier les effets .iD::. 

directs qui pourront en resulter pour la balance des paiements. Pour ne 

citer qu 1un seul exemple, l'emploi d'une main-d'oeuvre rurale importante 

a la construction de routes pourra fort bien obliger le pays. a accroitre 

ses importations de denrees alimentaires. 

Il n1est pas rare que la selection d'un projet implique un 

choix entre deux solutions fondamentalement differentes d'un m~me pro

bleme. C'est notamment le cas des grands projets de transports, ou 11 

peut ~tre necessaire de peser les avantages d'une nouvelle route en regard 

de ceux d 1 une nouvelle voie ferree, ou encore d'un plan d'amenagement flu

vial. Un choix analogue pourra 3tre necessaire entre differentes methodes 

de production d'energie. C'est un probleme courant que d'avoir a choisir 

entre un projet hydro-electrique (qui entratne en general de fortes mises 

de fonds, mais de faibles depenses d'exploitation) et un projet de centrale 

thermique (moins couteuse a construire, mais dont la marche est plus 

onereuse). 

Il importe aussi de voir si le succes du projet impliqQe sa 

protection contre la con~urrence. D'ordinaire, cette protection pourra 

3tre assuree sous forme de tarifs ou de contingentements destines a limiter 

les possibilites d 2action des fournisseurs etrangers de biens et services. 

A 1 1 interieur du pays, cette protection peut prendre la forme d'une taxa

tion discriminatoire, d'une entrave a la libre concurrence (comme, par 

exemple, ! ' octroi d'un regime de faveur aux transports ferroviaires par 

rapport aux transports routiers). La protection peut parfois se justifier, 

notamment dans le cas souvent invoque des "industries naissantes" qui ont 
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besoin d'3tre aidees pendant un certain temps avant de pouvoir Atre 

considerees comme etablies. Toutefois, il nous faut admettre q~e e'est 

la une distorsion ou une diversion des forces economdques naturelles. 

Employees a 11 excesJ ou mal a propos, ces pratiques peuvent nous entratner 

a detourner des ressources pourtant rares et sollicitees par d'utiles 

projets de developpement au profit d'entreprises denuees de reelle justi

fication economique. 

Enfin, on ne saurait passer sous silence les teglements qui 

risquent de faire obstacle au lancement et au deroulement economique 

d'un projet. Il s'agit surtout et le plus souvent de contr8les monopolis

tiques exerces par exemple sur les services publics, et nous savons quelles 

perturbations ils peuvent entratner lorsqu'ils limitent abusivement le 

libre jeu des prix ou lorsqu 1 ils contrecarrent l'independance de la ges

tion. J'aurais mauvaise grace a donner des exemples specifiques, mais 

je pense notamment a ces tarifs ferroviaires ~poses par les pouvoirs 

publics et qui obligent a transporter a perte certaines marchandises 

privilegiees, a ces plafonds fixes aux tarifs d'electricite, qui inter

disent toute affectation des benefices a des travaux d'expansion, a ces 

nominations aux pastes de haute direction, qui se font en fonction de 

criteres politiques plut~t que sur la base de connaissances techniques. 

Je me permettrai d1 ajouter que les exces de ce genre sont tout aussi fre

quents dans les pays industrialises que dans les regions sous-developpees. 
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Pour ceux qui ont la charge d'encourager le developpement 

de leur pays, les considerations qui precedent se presentent sans doute 

comme une liste impressionnante d'exigences diverses. Mais rien ne 

sert de chercher a eluder les realites economiques. Je crois fermement 

que toutes ces conditions sont indispensables : vous ne pouvez faire 

bon usage des ressources internationales si vous n'3tes pas sQr que 

votre pays peut se permettre d'emprunter, si vous n'avez p~s la certi

tude que le secteur econamique dans lequel vous voulez investir est 

assez important pour meriter votre attention immediate, si vous n'avez 

pas acquis la conviction que le projet choisi sera assez rentable pour 

justifier son prix de revient. Il ne faut pas gaspiller les ressources 

rares, et le capital, quelle que soit son origine, est une r&ssource 

rare. A cet egard, une tres lourde responsabilite incombe aux organisa

tions internationales, qu'elles vivent de fonds d'emprunt ou de contri

butions volontaires. 

En revanche, je dois reconnattre que certains pays, en 

Afrique et ailleurs, risquent de se trouver mal armes pour entreprendre 

!'evaluation des possibilites de developpement de leur territoire. J'ai 

bon espoir qu'aucun pays ne se trouvera de ce fait dans l'impossibilite 

de lancer ses plans de developpement. Nombreux sont ceux qui, notamment 

a la Banque Mondiale, sont a la fois capables et desireux d'aider les 

pays en voie de developpement dans cette t~che. Il ne faudra pas hesiter 

~ faire appel a eux en cas de besoin. 
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By Leonard Rist 
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I think I should begin with a warning: I am going 
to confine myself to a discussion of the appraisal tech
niques which we at the World Bank have, over the past 
fifteen years, learned to apply in our own lending for 
development projects. However, I believe that most of 
these techniques are applicable in virtually all devel
opment financing; certainly we have found they need very 
li ~tle modification to act as a satisfactory guide for 
putting the "soft loan" resources of the International 
Development Association to work. Three questions are 
involved: How much can a country borrow from abroad; 
what sector should it preferably invest in; and how can 
individual projects be justified, mainly from an economic 
standpoint. 

I. The first question we have to consider is whether a 
particular country should borrow abroad at all. This is 
not quite the same question as whether a lender (or donor) 
should make money available to the country. We should be 
unrealistic if we failed to recognize that loans and grants 
are sometimes given for reasons which may not be exclusively 
economic. More respectably, however, they may have to be 
rationed out by the country or institution offering help, 
simply because the resources available are not adequate to 
meet all the demands upon them. The World Bank has not 
been subject to this limitation, but to our great regret, 

*A paper presented by Mr. Rist at a seminar on "Problems 
of Financing National and Multi-National Development Proj
ects in Africa," held under the auspices of the Treasury 
Department, Government of Liberia, on December 13, 1961, 
in Monrovia. 
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we have had to accept some such limitation on the amount of 
aid the International Development Association can offer to 
one or two of its largest underdeveloped member countries 
for the simple reason that its funds are provided by cap
ital subscriptions of its participants and not as in the 
Bank both by subscriptions and by borrowings. But there 
are purely economic considerations as well, which must 
limit the amount which the developing country itself can 
prudently borrow abroad. And while not easy to define 
precisely, these limitations can be assessed in a rea
sonably detached way; the same approach used by the Bank, 
for instance, can be used by the borrowing country itself. 

We sum up this assessment of the amount a country can 
safely borrow as its creditworthiness. The French would 
say "borrowing capacity." A country's creditworthiness, 
I would emphasize, is not at all the same thing as its 
trustworthiness. Several countries in whose probity the 
Bank has complete trust are, unfortunately, also countries 
which are hardly creditworthy at all. What we try to meas
ure as creditworthiness -- a far from attractive word inci
dentally -- is the capacity of a country to service foreign 
borrowing without putting an undue strain upon either its 
internal finances or its balance of payments. The question 
is roughly how much a country can borrow abroad on conven
tional terms without serious risk of thereby involving it
self in financial difficulties later on. Once the limits 
of creditworthiness are reached, further development as
sistance from abroad can safely be taken only in the form 
of soft loans (such as our IDA credits, which bear little 
or no interest, and are repayable over a very long period) 
or outright grants. And sadly, but not surprisingly, fi
nance in this form is in general less freely available 
than conventional loans. 

This question of creditworthiness comes up both when 
we look at the proposed development project, and when we 
examine the general economic situation of the borrowing 
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country. It is not enough that a project be sound in itself, 
making it possible to accumulate local funds for repaying the 
money borrowed or that the economy at large may be expected to 
grow at such a pace that its savings may increase. Most inter
national loans must be repaid in foreign exchange. If a bor
rowing country runs into foreign exchange difficulties, it may 
be unable to keep up service of any part of its external debt, 
even though the projects for which it borrowed were essentially 
sound. 

Sometimes, a project may itself earn foreign exchange 
directly. Examples might be projects for developing mineral 
re ources for export: as you may know, the World Bank is 
currently financing two such projects (for the mining of iron 
and manganese ore) in Mauritania and Gabon. Here, provided 
sufficient foreign exchange earnings are set aside to service 
the international loan, the availability of the means to ser
vice foreign debts should be assured. But more often, even 
when a project leads to increased exports, it is not possible 
to set aside specific foreign exchange income in this way. 
When this is so, one can assess a country's ability to find 
the foreign exchange needed to service international debt only 
in terms of its foreign exchange earnings as a whole. 

Of course, a project may save foreign exchange, rather 
than earn it. The favorable effect on the balance of pay
ments is the same in either case. But experience has made 
us a bit suspicious of import saving projects. Quite often 
the project itself or its continued operation require sub
stantial foreign exchange expenses. Too often also they 
entail some kind of subsidy or tariff protection, the cost 
of which falls on export industries, along with the rest of 
the economy. This can have distorting effects on the pattern 
of a country's investment, and inhibit the growth of exports, 
which in the long run are likely to provide one of the most 
effective stimulus for general economic development within 
a country. 

The size and terms of existing external debt are obviously 
central in determining whether a country should undertake further 
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foreign borrowing. What matters is not so much the total 
amount of foreign debt as the proportion of it which is 
repayable at any given period. For instance, if too much 
short-term debt is taken on, perhaps in the form of export 
credits offered by foreign suppliers of capital goods, which 
are no~ally depreciated over long periods, the annual burden 
of repayments may increase much more quickly than foreign ex
change income, forcing the borrower to impose severe import . 
restrictions. This may lead to debt rearrangements or worse, 
to defaults. Some of the Latin American countries have run 
into this kind of trouble recently. On the other hand, if 
interest rates are low, and repayment schedules long, a large 
external debt can be carried with only a small annual charge 
to be met .out of export earning. 

Very often, development projects take a long time to pay 
for themselves. If they are financed by short-term borrowings, 
repayment can place serious strains on a country's foreign ex
change income, and damage its ability to meet the difficulties 
of those almost inevitable years when export earnings are lower 
than expected. The difficulties will be increased if the slow
maturing project is government-financed and not directly revenue
producing, since the burden of debt service will fall directly 
on the government budget. 

Finally, one must recognize that government policies do 
have a major influence on a country's balance of payments, and 
thus on its ability to carry additional external debt. Credit
worthiness depends importantly upon the success with which a 
government keeps the over-all demand for foreign exchange within 
the limits set by exports, invisible earnings and the proceeds 
of external borrowing and foreign aid. It will find this very 
difficult, if it adopts inflationary policies, since these tend 
to stimulate imports, to hamper exports, and so to encourage 
running-down of reserves or accumulation of short-term foreign 
obligations. It will find this difficult, too, unless it is 
prepared to face the unpleasant adjustments which are sometimes 
made necessary by a sudden fall in export earnings -- a circum
stance with which most of the primary producing countries have 
become only too familiar in recent years. 
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It would be only natural for the developing countries 
to regard the mat~er of creditworthiness as of concern only 
to the potential lender. Certainly the lender will give it 
a great deal of attention: he wants to get his money back 
eventually. But it concerns the borrower as well. It can
not be economic to borrow abroad for any project, if the 
strain of repayment is going to involve the entire country 
in financial disaster. 

* * * * * * * * * * 
II. Assuming that a country can afford to borrow, or even 
that the funds are available at no cost, what should foreign 
as§istance be invested in? The diffic~lty is to decide which 
among the projects which may be available in a developing 
country deserve priority -- "priority" in this sense im
plying not that any one project can hold the key to national 
development (a dangerous delusion) but that a selected 
project deserves a place in the front rank, along with 
others chosen for their importance in different fields. 
The guiding rule must be to direct investment into those 
projects which will make the greatest possible contribu-
tion to the economic growth of the country concerned. 

Ideally, this approach calls for a detailed appraisal 
of investment possibilities in each sector of a country's 
economy -- a slow and expensive business. As I shall argue 
later, an appraisal of this kind is of such value that the 
expense is justified. But fortunately, one usually need 
not wait for the conclusion of such a comprehensive analysis 
before making a start on the most urgent projects. All that 
is needed to bring these to light is a reasonably methodic 
examination of the broad requirements of each economic sector. 

Such an examination tends to divide itself naturally 
between basic services on the one hand, and the needs of 
industry and agriculture on the otner. 

By basic services, I mean such things as roads, railways, 
electric power generating stations and transmission networks 
and ports. Without these services, which are often the re-
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sponsibility of the government itself, other sectors of the 
economy cannot grow. If one basic service is failing to 
meet the demands upon it, the effects will be serious, and 
the urgent need for investment will usually be obvious. 
Bottlenecks arise or threaten to arise. Let me give two 
example~, both of which resulted this summer in a loan 
being made by the World Bank. In Colombia, the demand 
for electric power in the city of Medellin has been growing 
at the ·rate of about 11% a year, and has outstripped gener
ating capacity. In consequence, power rationing has been in 
force for both private householders and industry, and manu
facturers who want to keep their factories running have had 
to install their own power plant. We lent the local power 
authority $22 million to meet the foreign exchange cost of 
a hydroelectric scheme which should cover Medellin's power 
needs for the next seven years. In India, the Hooghly River 
has been silting up so badly that normal-sized seagoing ships 
have found it increasingly difficult to reach the Port of 
Calcutta, and the import and export trade of India's most 
important industrial region has been seriously handicapped. 
A loan of $21 million we signed in August will £inane~ the 
purchase of dredges to keep the river clear, as well as a 
hydraulic study aimed at finding a long-term solution to the 
navigational difficulties. 

Those were comparatively easy cases. It is less easy, 
however, to know if an investment in basic services deserves 
high priority when it is proposed as a means of stimulating 
investment elsewhere. One cannot assume that a new road, or 
new sources of power, will inevitably foster local agriculture 
or industry. Sometimes ~nvestments of this kind have con
spiciously failed to justify themselves. This should keep 
us from financing the more difficult cases. It only tends 
to recommend serious probing in their economic justification. 

A difficult problem in drawing up a public investment. 
program is to keep a proper balance between economic, or 
directly productive, projects and social projects which, 
though highly desirable, make no direct contribution to 
increased production of goods or services. Most govern
ments of poorer countries are aware of the unpleasant fact 
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that their resources are inadequate to provide the public 
w~lfare services now becoming commonplace among the in
dustrialized nations. It is even more painful to recognize 
that their ability to finance urgently-needed education 
programs, water-supply projects and the like may also he 
limited. Even in the straightforward economic field, it 
is necessary to maintain a reasonable division of resources 
between directly revenue-earning projects, such as raih-Jays, 
harbors and power stations, and projects, such as flood 
control works and (sometimes) roads which, while they do 
add to national income, do not earn revenues directly for 
the government. If too little attention is given to the 
revenue-earning aspect of projects, a heavy strain may be 
pliced on the government's current budget. 

The risk of making the wrong investment choice is much 
reduced if the government concerned has a general idea of the 
way in which it expects the country to develop. For this 
reason, we at the \-lorld :Oank strongly encourage our member 
govecnments to dt'a\v up development plans or programs, re
alistically bas~d, which will provide guidelines for public 
investment in their countries over a period of five to ten 
years. We ourselves stand ready to give what help we can in 
drawing up these plans, by lending staff members of the Bank 
to governments to advise on development programming, by re
crui.ting outside experts to serve in the same role, or by 
organizing survey missions which will spend a few months in 
a country examining all sectors of its economy before pre
paring a comprehensive report. The precise task assigned to 
the mission or representative varies from one country to 
another., but th2 general approach is usually the same: to 
quote from a representative example (the instructions given 
to a mission we sent to Nigeria some years ago) it is "to 
assess the resources available for future development, to 
study the possibilities for development in the major sectors 
of the economy and to make reconnnendations for practical steps 
to be taken, including the timing and coordination of develop
mental activities." So far we have organized more than twenty 
such missions, including six to African countries (Nigeria, 
Somalia, Libya, Tanganyika, Uganda and now Kenya). 
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Ultimately, of course, it must rest with the governments J 

concerned to decide how they will invest the resources at their 
disposal. But their task can be made very much easier with the } 
help of severely practical surveys of this kind, based on the 
one hand on an appraisal of opportunities over the whole field 
for government investment -- social as well as economic -- and 
on the other, on a realistic assessment of the resources avail-
able. The surveys have a further advantage. They are usually 
published. This means that not only the Bank but also other 
potential lenders are able to acquire an informed view of a 
country's plans and problems; the consequence is likely to be 
a better and more sympathetic understanding of its needs. 

It is less easy to assist development in the industrial 
sector. Industrial investment is inherently more complex and 
risky: problems of technical obsolesence, of fluctuations in 
prices of raw materials, and of marketing (particularly if the 
product has to compete in export markets) increase the chances 
of loss, and demand managerial ability of a kind which, if avail
able within the government, can rarely be spared for supervision 
of a single enterprise. For severely practical reasons, rather 
than those of capitalist prejudice, it seems that wherever pos
sible, governments should reserve their scarce human and financial 
resources for investment in those essential basic projects to which 
private capital is unlikely to be attracted. A clear indication 
that the government does not intend to compete in the industrial 
field is in itself likely to act as an inducement to investment 
by privately owned companies. Here, incidentally it is worth 
noting that foreign private industry is potentially just as 
important a source of development capital as any government 
or international agency now lending to the poorer countries. 

This leaves unsolved, however, the problem of encouraging 
medium-sized or small businesses. These may well encounter 
great difficulty in raising long-term capital, as they are 
normally too small to interest the overseas investor. One 
possible answer, we have found, lies in the establishment of 
national development banks, which often attract the support 
of both domestic and foreign investors, which offer a suitable 
means for the government to provide funds for small industry 
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without becoming involved in its management, and which can 
in turn bring to the problems of the small businessman the 
local and detailed knowledge and understanding that are 
needed in this field. The World Bank has given advice in 
setting up development banks in many countries and has made 
loans to support the work of a number of them. 

The encouragement of agriculture is perhaps most diffi
cult of all. There are, of course, straightforward occasions 
when projects exist that can be expected to make good use of 
large amounts of international resources -- for instance, major 
schemes for flood control, drainage, irrigation or land recla
mation. Some of these schemes can be expected to pay for them
sel~es directly out of their own revenues. This is the case 
with two big irrigation schemes which we are helping to finance 
in the Sudan. Other projects may set budgetary problems for 
the government, since their benefits tend often to flow only 
to the farmer, leaving it to the government to service any inter
national borrowings involved out of its general tax revenues. 

Further scope for direct agricultural lending may be found 
in credit schemes to help the cultivator buy implements (perhaps 
through the medium of an agricultural development bank) or in the 
finance of marketing cooperatives. And of course, many projects 
for basic services have a direct and very great impact on agri
culture -- in particular, the provision of farm-to-market roads, 
~ supplies and electricity. -----

But it is clear that money alone will never solve the agri
cultural problems of the underdeveloped countries. The availa
bility of international funds is quite obviously only one factor: 
agricultural development depends much more on the adoption of new 
techniques, on extension work, on the reform of land tenure, on a 
whole revolution in social attitudes. All of these are needed 
before much money can be put to good use. 

Nevertheless, the more I see of the underdeveloped world, 
and of Africa in particular, the more I am convinced that the 
most important challenge to all those concerned with economic 
development there lies in agriculture. There is a very real 
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danger that the comparative ease with which large industrial 
power and transportation projects can be formulated may lead 
us to neglect the problems of agriculture. Yet the vast ma
jority of Africans earn their living from the soil, and this 
is likely to be so throughout our lifetimes. Agricultural 
development is a slow business, and seldom spectacular. But 
there is~ evidence on this continent that quite startling 
changes in living standards and productivity can be achieved 
by the ordinary farmer when money is put to work in intelli
gently-directed combination with legal or social reform, and 
with the provision of technical and other help designed to 
arouse the cultivator's enthusiasm and to provide him lJith 
the knowledge he needs to make good use of the seeds, fertil
izer, water supplies, tools and communications that money can 
buy. I personally should be very sceptical of any develop~t 
plan for an African country which did no t put primary emphasis 
on the improvement of agriculture. 

* * * * * * * * * * 
III. So much for the general considerations that should in
fluence us in deciding how to put available international 
resources to work in support of economic development. But 
how are we to decide whether a particular project deserves 
support? 

Here again I must give a warning. I am not going to 
discuss the choice of social projects, although I am well 
aware that these· -- particularly in the fields of education 
and public health -- can play an essential part in economic 
development and although IDA is not adverse to considering 
some of them, their problems call for assessment by persons 
having an expertise that I, for one, do not possess. And 
because my time is short, I am not going to consider the 
purely technical or commercial assessment of projects, or 
the difficulties of arranging appropriate financing terms 
for them, since all of these matters, although extremely 
important, fall somewhat outside my brief for today. I 
would, however, like to emphasize in passing that this kind 
of detailed investigation is indispensable. We find at the 
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Bank that in practice we must spend no less time in con
sidering these matters than we do in studying the general 
economic aspects of projects. Today, though, I want to 
concentrate on the latter problem -- the question, that is, 
of whether a particular project will make a large enough 
contribution to the country's economic development to justify 
the investment it will require. 

We can assume, following our earlier discussion, that 
the project belongs to an ~conomic sector (say, power or agri
culture) whose development is believed to be of the first im
portance. We can assume, too, that the international resources 
to be employed will be made available on terms which will not 
putj an undue strain on the countr y's balance of payments or its 
budget. The task which remains is to decide whether a particular 
project will best meet the needs of the sector concerned. 

This decision will normally involve some sort of market 
study, the extent of which will depend on the kind of project 
being considered. Plans to grow crops or to mine ores for 
export may require that we analyze demand and supply prospects 
on a world-wide scale for the commodity concerned. This would 
obviously be true of cocoa or coffee-growing projects. On the 
other hand, a project to expand power supplies to a small area 
should require only a compar at i vely limited market study. 

Theoretically, it is easy to define a satisfactory develop
ment project as one which earns (directly or indirectly) a reason
able return on the capital invested in it. This definition does 
not distinguish very well between purely financial returns and 
overall economic returns to the country . Nor, unfortunately, 
does this definition specify what rate of return is to be con
sidered "reasonable." In the perfectly competitive economy of 
classical economics , a reasonable return would have to be at 
least as great as could be obtained by investing in comparable 
enterprises in the same country. But the perfectly competitive 
economy does not exist, either in the developed or the under
developed world, nor sometimes do comparable enterprises. Rates 
of interest, in particular, may be artificially manipulated, thus 
losing their value as a measure. Projects in the "basic" sector, 
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such as power systems, railways, and irrigation schemes, 
generally have a monopoly position which makes it diffi
cult to compare them with any others. Here assessment 
may have to be based on comparison not with alternatives 
within the country, but with costs and returns for similar 
schemes elsewhere. 

Returns on projects which are not revenue-earning are 
also difficult to work out, although the techniques in
volved are fairly well known. For the most part, they 
involve calculating the value of what one might describe 
as a succession of detailed and informed guesses. A 
common example would be the method used to assess the 
value of rebuilding an existing road, where a series of 
calculations about reduced tire wear, lower fuel con
sumption, fewer repairs and so on is reduced to an over
all figure showing the expected average reduction in costs 
per ton-mile. 

An economic appraisal of this kind must not leave out 
the indirect returns provided by a project. These may be 
of crucial importance in choosing between two projects, 
each of which costs about the same amount and provides a 
similar direct return in goods or services. One of these 
projects may well establish itself as clearly the best 
choice, not because it provides a measurably higher finan
cial return, but because it makes better use of idle re
sources, human or material, or because it is likely to 
encourage further development. An example might be a 
choice between two possible routes for a railway, both 
costing about the same to build, both providing satis
factory shipment for goods being sent from one end of 
the line to the other, but only one crossing territory 
where economic development was likely to be stimulated 
by the improvement of communications. A similar situa
tion might arise between two factory projects, one of 
which would operate very much on its own, while the other 
could be expected to stimulate the growth of related firms, 
serving it with raw materials or providiing final pro
cessing for its products. 
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Account must be taken of indirect costs, as well as 
indirect returns. Many projects depend for their success 
on additional investment being undertaken elsewhere. This 
is obvious in some cases -- for instance in the iron mining 
operation in Mauritania, where the chief expense is not that 
of excavating the ore, but of building a railroad to carry 
it across 400 miles of desert to the sea. It is less evi
dent, but still important, where a new factory will put a 
strain on local electricity supplies which can be met only 
by installing additional generating equipment. 

Another important question in considering the economic 
merits of a particular project is the effect which it is 
liK(ely to have on the country's balance of payments. On 
the credit side, will it generate increased exports, or 
provide an alternative source of goods or services which 
must at present be imported? On the debit side, how much 
is it likely to burden the balance of payments with the 
cost of spare parts, raw materials and, of course, debt 
service? One must not overlook the possibility of impor
tant indirect effects on the balance of payments as well. 
To mention only one example, the use of a large number of 
agricultural workers on a road building project may wel l 
make it necessary to increase imports of food. 

Quite often, the selection of a project may involve 
a choice between two fundamentally different solutions to 
the same problem. This happens particularly with large 
transportation projects, when it may be necessary to weigh 
the advantages of a new road against those of a new rail
way, and both in turn against a project for improvement of 
river navigation. A similar choice may be needed between 
different ways of producing energy. A familiar problem is 
that of choosing between a hydroelectirc project (which 
usually has a high capital cost, but low running costs) 
and a thermoelectric plant (which is cheaper to build, 
but more expensive to run). 

Yet another point of importance is whether the proj
ect's success is dependent on protection against competi
tion. Commonly this protection may be given in the form 
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of tariffs or quotas limiting the opportunities given to 
foreign snppliers of goods or services: within the coun
try, it may be given by discriminatory taxation, by limit
ing the freedom of the competitor (perhaps to favor rail 
transport at the expense of the road user). Protection 
can on occasion be justified, particularly in the familiar 
case of the "infant industry" which needs to be given some 
help for a limited period while it establishes itself. But 
we should recognize that its use represents a distortion or 
diversion of natural economic forces. Used to excess, or in 
the wrong situation, it can mislead us into diverting scarce 
resources away from useful development projects into schemes 
which have no real economic justification. 

Finally, one cannot leave out of account any regulations 
which may make it difficult to execute and operate a project 
economically. These are most often of importance in the case 
of regulated monopolies such as public utilities, and in our 
experience may cause trouble when they unduly limit pricing 
policies or interfere with independent management. It would 
be invidious for me to give specific examples here, but the 
sort of thing I have in mind is a government-imposed railway 
fare structure that requires that a favored type of product 
b~ carried at a loss, an imposed ceiling on power rates that 
make it impossible to set aside profits for future expansion, 
or the appointment of persons to top management positions on 
the basis of political acceptability rather than expert knowl
edge. I should add that abuses of this kind are just as 
prevalent in the developed countries as in the underdeveloped 
world. 

* * * * * * * * * * 
For those with the responsibility of trying to encourage 

the development of their countries, the foregoing may seem a 
rather daunting list of requirements. But it is no good trying 
to hide from economic facts. I believe that all these con
ditions are indispensable -- you cannot make satisfactory use 
of international resources unless you are certain that your 
country can afford to borrow, unless you know that the sector 
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of the economy in which you want to invest is sufficiently 
important to deserve your attention at this stage, unless 
you have made sure that the particular project you select 
will provide an economic return justifying its cost. Scarce 
resources cannot be wasted, and capital, where it comes from, 
is a scarce resource. And in this respect international or
ganizations whether they live on borrowed funds or on volun
tary contributions have in this respect very heavy responsi
bilities. 

On the other hand, I do recognize that some countries, 
in Africa, and elsewhere, may feel themselves ill-equipped 
to tackle the assessment of development possibilities in 
th~r territories. I trust that no country will on that 
account feel unable to embark on development projects. 
There are many people, including the World Bank, who are 
both qualified and anxious to help the developing coun
tries in this task. In case of need their assistance 
should be requested. 
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TH~ ECONOMIC USE OF INrERNATIONAL RESOURCES IN FINANCING DKvELOPMENT 

I think I should begin with a warning: I am going to confine myself to a 
discussion of the appraisal techniques which we at the World Bank have, over 
the past fifteen years, learned to apply in our own lending for development 
proje cts ~ However, I believe that most of these techniques are applicable in 
virtually all development financing; certainly we have found they need very 
little modification t . .:;.ct as a satisfactory guide for putting the "soft loan" 
resources of the International Development Ass ociation to work. Three questions 
are involved : How much can a country borrow from abroad; wbat sector should it 
preferably invest in; and how can individual projects be justified, mainly from 
an economic standpoint. 

I. The first question we have to consider is whether a particular country 
s: ould borro abroad at all. This i s not quite the same question as whether a 
l ender (or donor) should mallie money available to the cou.try. We should be 
unrealistic if we failed to recognize that .loans and grants are sometimes given 
for reasons which may not be exclusively econoTiic. More respectably, however, . 
they may have to be rationed out by the country or institution offering help, 
simply because the resources available are not adequate t o meet all the dernands 
unon them. The World Ban~ has not been subject to this limitation, but to our 
great regret, we have had to accept some such limitation on the amount of aid 
the International Development Association can offerfto one or two of its largest 
unde .... developed memb . .Jr countries for the simple r Gason that its funds are provided 
by capital subscriptions of its participant s and not as in the Bank b9th by 
subscriptions and by borrowings. But there are purely economic considerations as 
well ~ which must limit the amount which the developing country itself ca~ 
prudently borrow abroad. And while not easy to define precisely, these 
limitations can be assessed in a reasonably detached way; the same approach 
used by the Bank, for instance, can be used by the boxrowing country itself. 

We sum up this assessment of the amount a country can safel y borrow ~s its 
crE-ditworthines s . The French would say "borrowing capacity". A count ry's 
creditworthiness, I would emphasize, is not at all the same thing as its 
trus tworthiness. Several countries in whose probity the Bank has complete 
trus are, unfortunately, also countries which are hardly creditworthy at al:., 
What we try to measure as creditworthiness -- a far from attractive word 
i ncidentally -- is the capacity of a count ry to service forei gn borrowing 
":: i t:1.out putting an undue s train upon either its inter:na.l finances or its 
balance of payments. The ques tion is roughly how much a countr.y can borrow 
<:,::-oad o_·;. conventional terms without serious risk of thereby involving itself 
i n f inancial difficulties later on. Once the li~its of creditworthiness are 
reache~, further development assistance from abroad can safely be taken only 
in the form of soft loans (such as our I n& credits, which bear little or no 
intere s·~ :~ and are repayable over a very long period) or outright grants. And 

~-·sadly, but not surprisingly, .finance in this form is in general less freely 
available than conventiona .... ,-loans. 
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This question of creditworthiness comes up both when we look at the 
proposed development project, and when we examine the general economic 
situation of the borro\ring country. It is not enough that a project be sound 
in itself, making it possible to accumulate local funds for repaying the money 
borroNed or that the economy at large may be expected to grow at such a pace 
that its savings may increase. Most international loans must be repaid in 
foreign exchange . I f a borrowing country runs .into forei~~ exchange difficulties, 
it may be unable to >eep up service of any part of i t s external debt, even though 
the projects for which it borrovJed were essentially sound. 

Sometimes, a project may itself e~rn foreign exchange direct ly. EY2mples 
might be projects for developing mineral resources for export: as you may know, 
·the Jorld Bank is currently financing t wo such projects (for the mining of iron 
and manganese ore) in Mauritania and Gabon. Here, provided sufficient foreign 
exchange earnings are set aside t.o serv:-i ce the international loan, the avail
ability of the means to service foreign debts should be assuredc But more often, 
even when a project leads to increased exports, it is not possible to set aside 
specific foreign exchange income in this way. When this is so, one can assess a 
c.ountry' s ability to find the foreign exc.hange needed to service international 
debt only in terms of its foreign exchange earnings as a whole. 

Of course, a project may save foreign exchange~ rather than earn it. The 
favorable effect on the balance of payments is the same in either case. But 
experience has made us a bit suspicious of import saving projectso Quite often 
t he project itself or its continued operation require substantial foreign 
exchange expenses. ~oo often also they entail some kind of subsidy or tariff 
protection, the cost of which falls on export industries along wi th the rest 
of the economy. mhis can have distorting effects on the pattern of a country' s 
investment, and inhibit the growth of exports, which in the long run are likely 
to provide one of the most effective stimulus for general economic development 
within a country. 

The size and terms of existing external debt are obviously central in 
determining whether a country should undert ake further foreign borrowiP.go _ What 
w~tters is not so much the total amount of foreign debt as the proportion of it 
which is repayable a t any given period. For instance, if too much short-term 
debt is taken on, perhaps in the form of export credits offered by foreign 
suppliers of capital goods, which are normally depre ciated over loP.g periods, 
the annual burden of repayments may increase much more quickly than foreign 
exchange income, forcing the borrower either to i mpose severe import restrictions. 
This may lead to debt rearrangements or worse to defaults. Some of the Latin 
American countries have run into this kind of trouble recently. On the other 
band, if interest rates are low, and repayment schedules long, a large external 
debt can be carried with only a small annual charge to be met out of export 
earning. 

Very o:ten, development projects take a long time to pay for themselveso 
If they are financed by short-term borrowir~s, repayment can place serious strains 
on a country's foreign exchange i ncome, and damage its ability to meet the 
diffi --'J..l ties of those almost inevitable years when export earnings are lower than 
expected. The difficulties will be increased if the slow-maturing project is 
government-financed and not directly revenue-producing, si ce the burden of debt 
~ rvice wi ll fall directly on. the government budget. 

Fir~lly, one must recognize that government policies do have a major 
influence on a country's ba~ance of payments~ and thus on its ability to carry 
additional exter !B..l debt. -Creditworthiness depends importantly upon the success 
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~th which a government keeps the over-all demand for foreign exchange within 
the limi ts set by eA~orts, i nvisible earnings and the ·~ oceeds of external 
borrovdng and foreign aid. It will find this very difficult if it adopts 
in:lationary policies, since these tend to stimulate i mports, t o hamper exports, 
and so to encourage running-down of reserves or accumulation of short-term 
foreign obligations. It rill find this difficult, too, unless it is prepared 
to face the unpleasant adjustments which are a~etimes made necessary by a 
sudden fall in export earnings -- a circumstance with whi ch most of the primary 
producing cou.~tries b~ve become only too f amiliar in recent yearso 

It vould be only natural for the developing countries to regard the matter 
of creditworthiness as of concern only to the potential lender. Cer t ainly the 
lender will give it a great deal of attention: he wants t o get his money back 
eventually. But it concerns the borrower as well. It cannot be economic to 
~ orrovr abroad for any project, if the strain of repayment is going to involve 
the entire country in financial disastero 

*.;{-** ~- **•)(-;K-

·t·!·• c1G 
II. Assu.rn.ing that a countzy can afford to borrow~ or even/ _. _ t he funds are 
ava ilable at no cost, what should foreig~ assistance be i vested in? The 
diff i culty is to decide hich among the projects which may be available in a 
developing country deserve priority -- "priority" in t his sense i mplying not 
that any one project can hold the key to national development (a dangerous 
de lusion) but that a selected project deserves a place in t he front rank, along 
with others chosen for the·r i mportance in different fields. The guiding rule 
must be to direct investment into those projects which will ma· e the greatest 
possible contribution to t~e economic growth of the country concernedo 

Ideally, t his approach calls for a detailed appraisal of investment 
possibilities in each s ector of a country's economy -- a s lo r and expensive 
usiness. As I shall argue later, an appraisal of this kind is of such value 

that the expense is justified. But fortunately, one usually need not wait for 
t i e conclusion of such a comprehensive analysis before making a start on ·the 
most urgent projects. All that is needed to bring these to light is a 
reasonably methodic examination of the broa.d requirements of each economic sectoro 

Such an exami nat ion ~e~ds to divide itself naturally between bas ic services 
on the one hand, and the needs of i ndustry and agriculture on the othero 

By basic servi ces, I mean such things as roads, railways, electri c power 
generating stations and transmission networks and ports. Without these services, 
which are often the responsibility of the government i tse lf, other s~ctors of the 
economy _cannot grow. If one basic service is failing to meet the demands upon it, 
the effects will be serious, and the urgent need for i~vestment will usual~ be 
obvious. Bottlenecks arise or threaten to arise. Let me give two examples, both 
of which resulted this summer in a loan being made by the Worl d Bank. In Colombia, 
the demand for electric power in the city of Medellin has been growing at the rate 

~.of about 11% a year, and has outstripped generating capacity. I n consequence, 
power rationing has been in force for both private householders and industr.y, and 
manufact~~o~s who want to keep their factories running have had to install their 
own pouer plan.~.-: . We lent the l ocal power authority $22 .... illion to meet the 
foreign exchange cost of a .... hyaroelectric scheme whi ch s ould cover Medellin 1 s 
power needs for the next s.even years. In India the Hooghly -qiver has been 
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silti ng up so badly that normal-sized seagoing.ships have found it increasingly 
difficult to reach the Port of Calcutta, and the import and export trade of 
India's most important industrial region has been seriously handicapped. A loan 
of $21 million we signed in August will finance the purchase of dredges to keep 
t he river clear, as well as a hydraulic study aiilled at finding a long-term 
s oluti on to the navigational difficulties. 

.-
Ti~ose were comparatively easy cases. It is less easy, however, to know if 

an investment in basic services deserves high priority when it is ·reposed as a 
means of stimulating investment elsewhere. One cannot assume that a new road, 
or new sources of power, will inevitably foster local agriculture or industr.y. 
Sometimes investments of this kind have conspiciously failed to justify themselves. 
This should keep us from fir~ncing the more difficult cases. It only tends to 
recommend serious probing in their ~conomic justification. 

A difficult problem in drawing up a public investment program is to keep a 
proper balance between economic, or directly productive, projects and social 
projects which, though highly desirable, make no direct contribution to increased 
production of goods or services. Most governments of poorer countries are aware 
of the unpleasant fact that their resources are inadequate to provide the public 
welfare s ervices now becoming commonpiace among the industrialized nations. It 
is even more painful to recognize that their ability to finance urgently-needed 
education programs, water-supply projects and the like may also be limited. 
Even in the straightforward economic field, it is necessary to maintain a 
reasonable division of resources between directly revenue-earning projects, such 
as railways, harbors and power stations, and projects, such as flood control 
works and (sometimes) roads which, while they do add to national income, do not 
earn revenues directly for the government. If too little attention is given to 
the revenue - earning a s pect of projects, a heavy strain may be placed on t he 
government's current budget. 

The risk of ~ Nking the wrong investment choice is much reduced if the 
government concerned has a general idea of the way in which it expects the 
country to develop. For this reason, we at the World Bank strongly encourage 
our member governments to draw up development plans or programs, realistically 
based, which will provide guidelines for public investment in their countries 
over a period of five to ten years. We ourselves s tand ready to give what help 
we can in drawing up these plans, by lending staff members of the Bank to govern
ments to advise on development progTamming, by recruiting outside experts to 
serve in the same role, or by organizing survey missions which will spend a few 
mont hs in a country examining all sectors of its economy before preparing a 
comprehensive report. The precise task assigned to the mission or repr esentative. 
varies from one country to another, but the general approach is usually t he same: 
to quote from a representative example (the instructions given to a mission we 
sent to Nigeria some years ago) it is "to assess the resources available for 
future development, to study the possibilities for development in the major 
sectors on the economy and to make recommendations for practical steps to be 
taken, including the timing and coordination of developme::ttal activities". So 
far we have organized more than t wenty such missions, including six to African 
countries (Nigeria, Somalia 9 Libya, Tanganyika , Uganda and now Kenya). 

Ultimately, of course, it ·must rest with the governments concerned to 
decide how they will invest the resources at their disposal. But their task can 
be made very much easier with· the help of severely practical surveys of this kind, 
based on t he one hand on an appraisal of opportunities over the whole fi el - for 
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government investment -- social as well as economic -- and on the other; on a 
realistic assessment of the resources available. The surveys have a further 
advantage. They are usually published. This means that not only the Bank but 
also other potential lenders are able to acquire an informed view of a country's 
plans and problems; the consequence is likely to . be a better and more sympathetic 
understanding of its needs. ·-

It is less easy to assist development in the industrial sect or. Industrial 
investment i s inherently more complex and risky: problems of technical obsolese~ce, 
of fluctuations in prices of raw materials~ and of marketing (particularly ~f the 
p:oduct has to compete in expor t markets) mncrease the chances of loss, and demand 
managerial ability of a kind which, if available within the government, can rarely 
be spared for supervision of a single enterprise. For severely practical reasons, 
rather than those of capitalist prejudice, it seems that wherever possible, 
governments should reserve their scarce human an~ financial resources for invest 
uent in those essential basic projects to which private capital is unlikely to be 
attractec. A clear indication that the go~ernment does not intend to compete in 
the industrial field is in itself likely to act as an inducement to investment by 
privately owned companies. Here, incidentally it is worth noting that foreign 
private industry is potentially just as important a source of development capital 
as any government or international agency now lending to the poorer countrieso 

This leaves unsolved, however, the problem of encouraging medium-sized or 
small businesses~ These may well encounter great difficulty in raising long-
term capital, as they are normally too small to interest the overseas investor. 
One possible answer, we have found, lies in the establishment of national develop
ment banks ~ which often attract the support o_ both domestic and foreign investors, 

ich offer a suitable means for the government to provide funds for small indu~try 
vrithout becoming involved in its management, and which can in turn bring t o the 
problems of the small businessman the local and detailed knowledge and understanding 
that are needed in this field. _The World Bank has given advice in setti~~ up 
development banks in many countries and has made loans to support the work of a 
number of them. 

The encouragement of agriculture is perhaps most difficult of all. There are, 
of course, straightforward occasions when projects exist that can be expected t o 
make good use of large amounts of international resources -- for instance, major 
schemes for flood control, drainage, irrigation or land reclamation. Some pf 
these schemes can be expected to pay for themselves directly O' t of their own 
revenues. This is the case. with ·two big irrigat ion schemes which we are helping 
to finance in the Sudan. Other projects may set budgetar.y problems for the 
government, since their benefits tend often to flow only to the farmer, leaving 
it to the government to service any international borrowings involved out of its 

·general tax revenues. 

Further scope for direct agricultural lending may be found in credit schemes 
to help the cultivator buy implements (perP~ps through the medium of an agri
cultural development bank) or in the finance of marketing cooperativeso And of 
course, many projects for basic services have a direct and verJ great impact on 
agriculture -- in particular, the provision of farm-to-market roads, water supplies 
~d electricity. 

But it is clear that money alone will never solve the agricultural problems of 
t he underdeveloped countries. The availability of int ernat ~o~~l funds is quite 
obviously only one factor: agricultural development depends much more on the 
adoption of new techniques, .on extension work, on the reforme of land tenure, 
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on a whole revolution in social attitudes. All of these are needed before much 
money can be put to good use. 

. Nevertheless, the more I see of the underdeveloped world, a nd of Africa in 
particular, the more I am convinced that the most i mportant challenge to a ll 
those concerned with .economic development there .lies in agriculture. There is a 
very real danger that the comparative ease witli""\vhich large industrial power and 
t ransportation proj ects can be formulated may lea d us to · neglect the problems of 
agriculture. Yet the vast majority of Africans earr their living from the soil, . 
a nd this i s likely.to be so throughout our lifetimes. Agricultural development 
is a slow ~usiness, and seldom spectacular: But there is evidence on this 
cont inen · that quite startling changes in living standards and productivity can 
b e a chieved by the ordinary farmer when money is put to work in intelligently
directed combination with legal .or· social reform, and with the provision of 
technical and other help designed to arouse the cultivator's enthusiasm and to 
provide him with the knowledge he needs to make good use of the seeds, fertil-

. izer, water supplies, tools and communications that money can buy. I personally 
should be very sceptical of any development plan for an African c.ountry which 
did not put primar.y emphasis on the improvement of agriculture. 

******* oil-* 

III. So much for .the general considerations that should influence us i n deciding 
how to put available international resources to work in support of economic 
development. But how are we to decide whether a particular project deserves 
support? 

Here again I must give a warning. I am not going to discuss the choice of 
social projects, although I am well aware that these -- particularly in the 
fields of education and public health -- can play an essential part in economic 
development and although IDA is not adverse to considering some of them, their 
problems call for assessment by persons having an expertise that I, for one, do 
not possess. And becaus~y time is short, I am not going to consider the purely 
technical or commercial ~ssessment of projects, or the difficulties of arranging 
appr c _iate financing terms for them, since all of these matters, a lthough. 
extremely i mportant, fall somewhat outside my brief for today. I would, however, 
like to emphasize in passing that this kind of detailed investigation is 
indispensable. We find at the Bank that in practice we must spend no less time 
in considering thes e matters than we do in stu~ing the general economic aspects 
of projects. Today, though, I want to concentrate on the latter problem -- the 
question, that is, of whether a particular project will make a large enough 
contribution ~o the countr,y 1s economic development to justify the investment 
it will r equire. 
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We can a s 3ume, following our earlier discussion, t hat the project belo~~s to' 
an economic sector (say, power, or agriculture) whose development is believed to 
be of the first importance. We can assume, too , that the international resources 
~~. be employed will be made available on terms which will not put an undue strain 
on the country's balance of payments or its budget. The t~sk which remains is to ~- ;: ·. 
decide whether a particular project will best meet the needs of the sector concerned~ -~ 
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This decision will normally involve some sort of market stuqy, the extent of 
which will depend on the kind of project being considered. Plans to grow crops or 
to mine ores for export may require that we analyze demand and supply prospects on 
a, world-wide scale for the commodity concernedo This would obviously be true of 
cocoa or coffee-growing proj ects. On the other hand, a project to expand power 
supplies to a small area shoul require only a -comparatively limited market study. 

Theoretically, it is easy to define a satisfactory development project as one 
whi ch earns (directly or indirectly) a reasonable return on the capital invested 
in it. This definition does not distillb~ish ver.y well between purely financial · 
returns and overall economic returns to the country. Nor, unfortunately, does this 
definition specify what rate of return is to be considered "reasonable" o In the 
perfectly competitive economy of classical economics, a reasonable return would 
have to be at least as great as could be obtained by investing in comparable 
enterprises in the same country. But the perfectly competitive eco"nomy does not 
exist, either in the develiliped or the underdeveloped world, nor sometimes do 
comparable enterprises. Rates of interest, in art icular, may be artificially 
manipulated, thus losing their value as a measure. Projects in the "basic" sector, 
such as power systems, railways, and irrigation schemes, generally have a monopoly 
position which makes it difficult to compare them with any others. Here assessment 
may have t o be based on comparison not ·with alternatives within the country, but 
vrith costs and returns for similar schemes elsewhere. 

Returns on projects which are not revenue-earning are also difficult to work 
out , although the teohniques involved are fairly well known. For the most part, 
they involve calculating the value of what one might describe as a succession of 
detailed and informed guesseso A common example would be the method used to assess 
the value of rebuilding an existing road, where a series of calculat ions about 
reduced tire wear, lower fuel consumption, fewer repairs and so on is reduced to 

.an over-all figuxe showing the exp.ected average reduction in costs per ton-mile. 

An economic appraisal of this kind must not leave out the indirect returns 
provided by a project. These may be of crucial importance in choosing between 
two projects, each of which costs about the same amount and provides a similar 
direct r0turn in goods or serviceso One of these projects may well establish 
itself as clearly the best choice, not because it provides a measurably higher 
financial returh, but because it . makes better use of idle resources, human or 
material, or because it is likely to encourage further developmento An example 
might be a choice between two possible rout es for a railway, both costing'about 
the same to build , both providing satisfactor.y shipment for goods being sent from 
one end of the line to the other, but only one crossing territory where economic 
development was likely to be stimulated by the improvement of communicationse 
A similar situation might arise between two factory projects, one of which would 
operate very much on its own, while the other could be expected to stimulate the 
growth of r elated firms, serving it with raw materials or providing final 
processing for its products. 

Account must be taken of indirect costs, as well as indirect returns. Many 
projects depend for their success on additional investment being undertaken else
where . This is obvious in some cases -- for instance in the iron mining operation 
in Mauritania, where the chief expense is not that of excavating the ore, but of 
building a railroad to carry it across 400 miles of desert to the sea. It is less 
eviden·;;, but still important./ where a ne-..'jl'actory will put a strain on local 
electricity supplies which can be met only by installing additional· generating 
equipment. 
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Another important question in considering the economic merits of a 
parti cular project is the effect which it is likely to have on the country's 
balance of payments. On the credit side, wi ll it generate increased exports, 
or provide an alternative source of goods or services which must at present be 
imported? On the debit side, how much is it likely to burden the balance of 
paJ~ents with the cost of spare parts, raw materials and, of course, debt 
service? One must not overlook the possibility of important indirect effects 
on t he balance of payments as well. To mentio~ only one example, the use of a 
large number of agricultural worker~ on a road building project may well make 
it necessary to inc~ease imports of fo~d. 

Quite often, the selection of a project may involve a choice between two 
fundamentally different solutions to the same problem. This rappens particularly 
with large transportation project~, when it may be necessary to weigh the 
advantages of a new road against those of a new railway, and both in turn 
against a project for improvement of river navigation. A similar choice may be 
needed between different way of producing energy. A familiar problem is that of 
c~oos ing between a hydroelectric project (which usually has a high capital cost, 
hut low runningcosts) and a thermoelectric plant (which is cheaper to build, 
but more expensive to run). 

Yet another point of importance is whether the project's success is 
dependent on protection against competition. Commonly this protection may be 
given i~ the form of tariffs or quotas limiting the opportunit ies given to 
foreign suppliers of goods or services: within the country, it may be given by 
discriminatory taxation, by limiting the freedom of the competitor (perhaps to 
favor rail transport at the expense of the road user). Protection can·on 
occasion be justified, particularly in the familiar case of the "infant industry" 
which needs to be given some help for a limited period while it establishes 
itself. But we should recognize that its use represents a distortion or 
diversion of natural economic forces. Used to excess, or in the wrong situation, 
it can mislead us into diverting scarce resources away from· useful development 
projects into schemes which have no real economic justification. 

Finally, one cannot leave out of account any regulations which may make it 
difficult to execute and operate a project economically. These are most often of 
i mportance in the case of regulated monopolies such as public utilities , and in 
our experience may cause trouble when they unduly limit pricing policies or 
interfere with independent management. It would be invidious for me to give 
specific examples. here, but the sort of thing I have in mind is a government
imposed railway fare structure that requires that a favored type of product be 
carried at a loss, an imposed ceiling on power rates that makes- it impossible to 

·set aside profits for futura expansion, or the appointment of persons to top 
management positions on the basis of political acceptability rather than expert 
knowledge. I should add that abuses of this kind are just as prevalent in the · 
developed countries as in the underdeveloped world. 
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For those with the responsibility of trying to encourage the development 
of their countries, the foregoing may seem a rather daunti~~ list of requi re
ments . But it is no good trying to hide from economic facts. I believe that 
al l t hese conditions are indispensable -- you cannot make satisfactory us e of 
i Jt ernational resources unless you are certain that your country can afford to 
borrow, unless you know that the sector of the economy in which you want to 
invest is sufficiently important to deserve your attention at this ~age, unless 
you have made sure tha t the particular project you select will provide an 
economic return justifying its cost. Scarce resources cannot be wasted, and 
capital, wherever it comes from>is a scarce resource. And i n this respe9t 
international organizations whether they live on borrowed funds or on 
vol "l.A-1tary contributions have in this respect very heavy responsibili tieso 

On · the other hand, I do recognize that some countries, in Africa , and 
elsewhere, may feel themselves ill-equipped to tackle ·the asses sment of 
development possibilities in their territories. I trust that no country will 
on that account feel unable to embark on development project s. There are many 

.people~ including the World Bank, who are both qualified and anxious to help 
the developing countries in this task. In case of need their assistance should 
be requestedo 
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